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The Woodlands Forest Management Plan
Community Associations of The Woodlands
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Woodlands is a master planned community encompassing over 27,000 acres of
forestland in Montgomery County, Texas. It is a community in which people live, work,
and play in close association with the environment. The developers of this community
have paid close attention to preservation of the natural resources so that they may be
enjoyed by future generations. Trees, shrubs, understory species, natural drainage ways,
and wildflowers have been preserved and enhanced by landscaping, lakes, parks, and
open space. Greenbelts shield neighborhood from noise and traffic and provide privacy.
Advanced planning has allowed for quiet cul-de-sac, small neighborhood parks, and
shared parking lots to minimize paved areas, thus, preserving much of the natural forest
setting.

The Community Associations of The Woodlands, Texas has the responsibility of
providing management and maintenance for community grounds, forests, reserves, and
parks throughout The Woodlands. The purpose of this document is to provide The
Community Associatio ns with an Integrated Forest Management Plan (IFMP) that will
serve as a guide for the management practices necessary to maintain the forest throughout
The Woodlands. The IFMP provides policies and strategies that can be implemented
within the community owned forest. The IFMP is one component of a Natural Resource
management program. The IFMP contains information on lake/pond management and
wildlife management, although more comprehensive plans should be compiled for each
of these areas of interest.

The overall needs of The Woodlands specific forest cover have been addressed in
the management report. They include forest health, management, protection, and safety,
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as well as other issues pertinent to long-term success of The Woodlands urban and
community forest. Document preparation was preceded by extensive field assessment,
stakeholder input of representative components of the community, and input of the
professional staff of The Associations. Community participation was encouraged, as
there was a need for information exchange to harmonize traditional and contemporary
forest management practices. Consensus building was key to the process. The initial
draft IFMP was presented in early 2001 and many of its management principles have
been incorporated into park operations.

In managing the “Community” forest, The Associations must continuously
examine the needs of both individual and associated areas.

The program must be

inclusive, appreciating the participation of the community, its leaders, and individuals.
To exclude the resources of intelligence and opinion can lead to management mistakes
and wasted effort. Management is not only about the natural resources, but also about the
economics of resource use within a community and the individuals therein. The needs of
the individual should be considered if the community’s expectation for forest
management is to be served. For The Associations to adequately meet the needs and
expectations of the residents of The Woodlands, a clear definition of the people’s needs
and the community’s values must be assessed. The needs should then be integrated into
effective natural resource management.
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THE PROJECT
The purpose of the Integrated Forest Management Plan (IFMP) is to develop cost
effective and implemental policies and strategies related to the management for the
community owned forest.

The IFMP is intended to be a creative, innovative and

integrated plan that is aligned with the association’s objectives. The objectives are to
protect the natural environment, enhance the quality of life, and protect property values.

The Associations are responsible for the continued management of the parks and
community woodlots throughout the developed portions of The Woodlands.

All

maintenance activities must follow the criteria established by The Woodlands
Corporation and the residents. The purpose of this document is to develop:

•

•

Strategy
§

To protect the natural environment

§

To enhance the quality of life

§

To protect property values

Policy for Action
§

•

To provide standards for implementation

Plan Implementation
§

To maintain and improve the health of forested areas

§

To analyze wildlife habitat and control

§

To maintain the natural appearance

§

To reduce the risk of wildfire
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METHODOLOGY
An inventory was made of 30 randomly selected sites out of a total of approximately
1,800 sites throughout The Woodlands. Sites selected included Restricted Open Space
Reserve (ROSRs), parks, medians, and woodlots. The sites were selected by the staff of
The Associations according to the following criteria:

• Soil Types

• Potential Problems

• Ecosystem

• Ecologically Sensitive Areas

• Drainage

• Maintenance

• Topography

• Ecotones

• Forest Vegetation
• Size

Each site was inspected, data collected, needs assessed, and recommendations
made for the following:

• Timber stand types
• Identification of woody species both native and invader
• Understory
• Overstory
• Identification of soil types
• Determination of existing fuel types and makeup
• Types of targets for hazard and wildlife
• Forest stand delineation
• Evaluation of edge effect density
• Forest senescence and health
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Selective Site Descriptions
The following 30 sites were chosen by the association staff for inspections and
inventory to be conducted by Burditt Associates:

High Priority Sites
• Major thorough fares in Grogan’s

• Alden Bridge Sports Park

Mill and Panther Creek (2 sites)

• Bear Branch Sports Field

• Nature Trail

• Cochran’s Crossing Path

• Edgewood Forest

• Chandler Creek

• Loggers Hollow

• Millbend Common

• Tamarac Park

Medium Priority Sites
• Gosling Road

• Indian Springs, Section 01 “P”

• Camberwell Court/West High Oaks

• Panther Creek, Section 07, “G”

• Woodfarm Common

• Falconwing Park (2 sites)

• Alden Bridge Park

• Souths hore Park

• Shadow Lake Marsh Experience

• Ridgewood Park

Randomly Selected Sites
• Alden Bridge Section 23, “B”

• Indian Springs Section 03, “C”

• Alden Bridge Section 53, “A”

• Indian Springs Section 08, “G”

• Cochran’s Crossing Section 10, “C”

• Panther Creek Section 11, “O”

• Cochran’s Crossing Section 25, “A”

• Panther Creek Section 33, “C”

• Grogan’s Mill Section 28, “G”
• Grogan’s Mill Section 44, “D”
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FINDINGS
The following are descriptions of the soil and site findings from each inspection
and inventory.

Soils
The major soil types found on the inventoried sites included Splendora-BoySegno association.

Segno Soils occupy nearly level to gently sloping uplands with slightly convex
surfaces.

Areas of this soil are on higher parts of the landscape.

These soils are

moderately well drained and are moderately to moderately slowly permeable.

The “A” horizon is 0 – 13”, brown to light brown, fine sandy loam, structure less,
very friable, medium acid.

The “B” horizon is 13 – 41”, yellowish brown, sandy clay loam with red mottles,
weak subangular blocky structure, friable, strongly acid, 15% plinthite.

The “C” horizon is 41 – 80”, mottled brownish yellow, strong brown, red and
light gray, sandy clay loam, weak subangular blocky structure, friable, strongly acid, 5 10 % plinghite, with 20 -30% brittleness. The depth of the seasonal water table is 2.5’ –
4’ below the surface for 1 -2 months.

Splendora Soils occupy nearly level uplands with smooth surfaces. These soils
are somewhat poorly drained and moderately slowly permeable.

The “A” horizon is 0 – 8”, brown or pale brown, fine sandy loam, structureless,
friable, and strongly acidic.
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The “B” horizon is 8 – 17”, mottled strong brown, pale brown and light brown,
sandy clay loam, moderate subangular blocky structure, friable, very strongly acidic.

The “C” horizon is 17 – 48”, mottled pale brown, light gray, yellowish brown, red
and strong brown, sandy clay loam, moderate subangular blocky structure, very strongly
acidic, brittle and contains 10 – 15% plinthite.

The “D” horizon is 48 – 80”, mottled light brownish gray, strong brown and red,
sandy clay loam, moderate angular structure, firm very strong acid, brittle. The depth of
the seasonal water table is 1.5’-2.5’ below surface for 2-6 months.

Boy Soils occupy nearly level to gently sloping uplands with smooth to slightly
convex surfaces. Areas of this soil are typically on the higher parts of the landscape.
These soils are somewhat poorly drained and are rapidly permeable in the surface layer of
about 48”. The soil material below about 48” is moderately slowly permeable.
The “A” horizon is 0 – 7”, brown, loamy fine sand, single grain (structureless),
very friable, very strongly acidic.

The “B” horizon is 7 – 43”, light brown to very pale brown, loamy fine sand with
strong brown mottles in the lower part, single grain (structureless), very friable, very
strongly acidic.

The “C” horizon is 43 – 54”, mottled yellowish red, light gray, strong brown and
red, sandy clay loam, moderate blocky structure, weakly cemented, very strongly acidic,
10% plinthite.

The “D” horizon is 54 – 80”, mottled light brownish gray, strong brown and red,
sandy loam, moderate blocky structure, firm, very strongly acidic, 10 – 25% plinthite,
slightly brittle. The seasonal water table is 3.5’ – 5’ below the surface for 2 – 4 months.
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SITE FINDINGS
HIGH PRIORITY SITES
Major thoroughfares in Grogan’s Mill and Panther Creek

Site Description – Median on Woodlands Parkway between Interstate Highway 45
(IH -45) and East Panther Creek Drive – The forest cover is diverse for the most part
with newer planting of pine near Grogan’s Mill. The forest cover gradually decreases in
maturity from IH-45 to East/South Panther Creek Drive.

Intersections consist of

maintained areas of grass and/or natural ground cover. Pine saplings have recently been
planted in the median near Grogan’s Mill road. Succession (the natural establishment of
adaptable species to a site) is occurring along the edges of the medians. Dead or dying
pines and hardwoods were observed during the initial inspection. The medians are too
narrow to supply wildlife habitat.
Median on Grogan’s Mill from South
Millbend Drive to Woodlands Parkway
–

On Grogan’s

Mill,

beginning

at

Woodlands Parkway there is a wide
median with a swale to North Millbend
Drive. Pine, Bald Cypress, Cottonwood,
Sweetgum, Oak, and a heavy understory of
vines and Yaupon are the predominant

Figure 1 – Median at Woodlands
Parkway (Source The Associations
2003)

species. As evidenced by the introduction
of a now large Bald Cypress and Cottonwood trees, the area was planted many years ago.
From North Millbend to South Millbend Drive, a wider median with flat terrain and a
semi-open understory persists. The drainage area at the bridge has dense vegetation
consisting of pine reproduction, Willow trees, vines, and Chinese tallow trees. The
median is wide with good overstory cover, and contains a travel corridor and water
source in the swale for wildlife.
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Soil Types – Splendora-Boy-Segno association
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest, pine and hardwood plantings
Drainage – Combination of natural and man made
Topography – Primarily flat, some gentle slopes
Vegetation – Diverse mixture of mature and immature forest vegetation
Ecotone – Forest abutting a roadway

Needs –
Reforestation – Future tree plantings should consist of a diversity of pine and
hardwood species.
Tree Health – Some pines in poor condition (yellowing).
Hazards –
Safety – Dead and dying trees, potential traffic hazard.
Drainage – Dense understory may impede drainage in the swale.
Litter – Signage to increase public awareness.

Nature Trail
Site Description – Pathway from North Millbend Drive to Glen Loch Drive between
the residential areas and around the edge of the golf course. The southwest corner of this
site is located at the end of a drainage ditch.
The pathway was built in the early 1980’s with
several portions repaired through the years
including the recent replacement of a bridge that
was damaged by vandalism.

The trail runs

along a draina ge easement on the eastern side
and crosses a ditch on the western side.

It

parallels a force main easement on the eastern
side as well. An asphalt road originating from

Figure 2 – Pathway form North
Millbend to Glen Loch Drive
(Source The Associations
2003)

Glenloch Drive runs along the west line leading to the golf course.
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between the golf course and homes, the understory has been removed. There is sufficient
food, water (from golf course ponds), cover, travel corridors, and edge effect for wildlife.
Soil Types – Splendora-Boy-Segno association
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest, rive r birch trees dominate portions of the site
Drainage – Combination of natural and man made drainage ways
Topography – Primarily flat, some gentle slopes
Vegetation – Diverse, mature with dense canopy, primarily indigenous, snags (dead
standing trees) present
Ecotone – Forest abutting residential lots and golf course

Needs –
Reforestation – Open planting spaces available, diverse species recommended.
Access – Limited access is prohibitive to emergency vehicles, and law
enforcement.
Hazards
Safety – Observed several dead or dying pines along pathway and
throughout area.
Drainage – Potential impediment due to heavy leaf litter build up.
Fire – Increased fire potential due to heavy understory next to residential
fences.

Edgewood Forest
Site Description – 2.19-acres in size. This area consists of a drainage area (swale) with
limited access for recreational use. It is located between Gosling Road to West Panther
Creek Drive between Fairmeade and Hickory Oaks neighborhoods. Food, cover, and
travel corridors are provided for wildlife.
Soil Types – Splendora-Boy-Segno association
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest
Drainage – Natural drainage way with pine and hardwood
Topography – Primarily flat, some gentle slopes
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Vegetation – Diverse, matur e with dense canopy, primarily indigenous, snags present
Ecotone – Forest abutting residential lots

Needs –
Hazards
Safety

–

Snags

adjacent

to

residential lots.
Drainage – Flood hazard, severe
flooding in past due to residents
depositing

yard

clippings

into

natural drainage way. Water drains
down both sides of the street until the

Figure 3 – Edgewood Forest (Source
The Associations 2003)

flow crosses to one side of the street
and drains into a culvert under the pathway on West Panther Creek.
Fire – Thick leaf and needle layer on forest floor, and dense understory of
Yaupon, and a buildup of yard clipping due to residential dumping.

Loggers Hollow
Site Description – Approximately 2 acres
in size located between the Sawmill Woods
neighborhood and The Retreat at Grogan’s
Mill. Loggers Hollow runs parallel

to

Grogan’s Mill Road along the drainage ditch
between South Millbend Drive and Crystal
Lake Lane.

A pathway built in the early

1980’s runs through the site. A 2-acre park
(Loggers Hollow Park renovated in 1995 and

Figure 4 – Loggers Hollow
(Source The Associations 2003)

again in 2002) is at the north end at South Millbend Drive. This park contains play
equipment, a small pavilion, and is surrounded by forest.
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supplies, cover, and travel corridors for wildlife. Previously, cut trees have not been
removed to provide cover for small mammals.
Soil Types – Splendora-Boy-Segno association
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest; understory dominated by vines (honeysuckle,
greenbriar, rattan, dewberry, grapevine, trumpet vine, poison ivy, and peppervine).
Drainage – Man made drainage way runs parallel and the length of the site; several
smaller drainage ditches empty into the larger drainage easement
Topography – Gently sloping
Vegetation – Diverse mature forest, understory dominated by vines
Ecotone – Forest abutting road and residential lots

Needs –
Reforestation – Open tree planting spaces available.
Tree Health – Mature trees susceptible to insect infestation and disease.
Wildlife – Supplemental wildlife food plots planted along drainage easement.
Hazards
Safety – Large dead and dying trees in proximity of pathway.
Drainage – Erosion along edges of drainage easement.
Fire – Heavy understory of vines and yaupons adjacent to residential lots
along east and west boundaries. Drainage easement along eastern edge
could be used as a defensible space for fire protection.

Tamarac Park
Site Description – Located at 1300 N. Millbend Drive. The park lies west of Lamar
Elementary, south of Woodlands Parkway, and east of several apartment complexes and
commercial areas. The entrance is on the north side of North Millbend Drive. The park
is accessed via the pathway system from North Millbend, Many Pines, Lamar
Elementary, and the two adjacent apartment complexes. The park was established in
1980 and has seen many changes.

The most significant being the redesign and
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renovation in 1993. There are two ponds (home to domestic ducks), picnic tables, tennis,
and basketball courts and a pavilion. The park is a hangout for local teenagers.
Soil Types– Splendora-Boy-Segno association
Ecosystem – Coniferous forest dominant, man
made riparian, and man made ponds (2)
Drainage – Combination of two ponds, one
natural and the other man made, and a man
made drainage is on the eastern portion of the
park

Figure 5 – Tamarac Park (Source
The Associations 2003)

Topography – Flat
Vegetation – Indigenous, mature, coniferous

dominant forest; dense pine canopy; vine, wax myrtle, and yaupon understory
Ecotone – Forest abutting commercial areas (church, school, and apartments) and road

Needs –
Tree Health – Dense pine stand, insect hazard potential, canopy reduction
recommended.
Wildlife – Control of domestic duck population in ponds, supplemental wildlife
plots planted along drainage easement.
Hazards
Safety – Dead wood in large pine over playground; some pines near the
pathway have basal wounds.
Fire – Pine stand has thick understory of yaupon and leaf litter.

Alden Bridge Sports Park
Site Description – Alden Bridge Sports Park is a 41.92 – acre park built in 1998 located
on the south side of SH 242 between Greenbridge Drive and the Alden Woods
neighborhood. The western side contains 4 baseball fields arranged around a central
restroom and concession facility. The eastern side of the park has 2 full size lighted
football/soccer fields.

The northern portion contains a large parking area. Panther
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Branch runs near the southern border. Approximately 14 acres of the park has been
developed leaving 28 acres of natural space. Wildlife is provided adequate food, cover,
and travel corridors.
Soil Types – Splendora-Boy-Segno association (sorter silt loam)
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest, natural riparian, swamp, wetland
Drainage – Floodplain
Topography – Gentle slopes
Vegetation – Primarily indigenous, diverse, mature forest vegetation with vine, wax
myrtle and yaupon understory
Ecotone – forest abutting field and road

Needs –
Reforestation – Planting sites available, especially around entrance.
Tree Health – Trees along edge of sports fields dead or dying due to compaction
during construction and drainage.
Hazards
Safety – Trees along edge of sports fields dead or dying.
Drainage - Flooding problems due to poor drainage.
Fire – Heavy understory and leaf and needle litter. Easements could be
used as defensible spaces for fire protection.

Bear Branch Sports Field
Site Description – Bear Branch Sports Field is a 30.23-acre sports park built in 1993. It
is located on the western side of Research Forest, bordered by the Trillium neighborhood
on the west, a church property to the north, and Bear Branch to the south. The park
contains 7 soccer fields, a community garden, pond w/fishing pier, disc golf course,
soccer fields and restroom facilities. The area along Bear Branch drainage way is mowed
biannually. The area provides food, water, cover, snags, and travel corridors (especially
Bear Branch) for wildlife.
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Soil Types – Splendora-Boy-Segno association; along creek edge soil is loamy with poor
drainage and clay based lower level
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest, man made (pond) and natural riparian (Bear
Branch)
Drainage – Floodplain (saturated during the winter)
Topography – Primarily flat, some gentle slopes
Vegetation – Diverse mixture of mature and immature forest vegetation (new planting
around soccer fields and disc golf course); Understory dominated by vines, wax myrtle,
and yaupons; snags
Ecotone – Forest abutting road, residential, commercial, field, and creek

Needs –
Reforestation – Planting sites available along Bear Branch (bald cypress, river
birch, hickory, pecan, ect.) Past plantings are in poor condition due to soil
condition.
Tree Health – Dead or dying trees along Bear Branch and field edges due to
poor construction practices, i.e. back filling.
Wildlife – Supplemental wildlife food plots planted along maintained area along
Bear Branch, fisheries management program for pond.
Hazards
Safety – Potential hazard from dead and dying trees along Bear Branch
and sports fields.
Drainage – Frequent flooding; poor drainage due to backfilling of
concrete and debris during construction.
Fire – Abundance of understory vegetation and leaf and needle litter in
close proximity to residential and commercial developments.
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Cochran’s Crossing Path
Site Description – 0.174 Acre site with a concrete pathway constructed in 1993 along
Cochran’s Crossing Drive between East and West Lost Pond Cir. (Cochran’s Crossing,
Section 24, ROSR B).

Food and cover

available for wildlife.
Soil Types– Splendora-Boy-Segno association
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest
Drainage – Combination of natural and man
made
Topography – Primarily flat
Vegetation

–

Diverse

immature

forest

vegetation with holly trees

Figure 6 – Cochran’s Crossing
Path (Source The Associations
2003)

Ecotone – Forest abutting residential lots, edge effect

Needs –
Reforestation – Planting site available.
Tree Health – Generally good, some dead wood and Fusiform rust in trees.
Hazards
Safety – Dead wood in trees along path.
Fire – Heavy understory next to residential lots.

Chandler Creek
Site Description – 1.81-Acre neighborhood park
at 11 Scented Path Lane. This open space reserve
lies on the northern side of Flintridge Drive
between Frosted Pond Drive and Chandler Creek
Drive at the entrance to the Chandler Creek
neighborhood. The park was constructed in 1998

Figure 7 – Chandler Creek
Park (Source The
Associations 2003)

and contains play equipment, picnic tables, and benches.
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Soil Types – Unique soil structure
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest
Drainage – Natural drainage way (creek)
Topography – Primarily flat, natural drainage (creek)
Vegetation – Mature, deciduous dominant forest vegetation (oak, hickory, and elm);
understory of vines, hawthorn, and yaupon
Ecotone – Forest abutting road, edge effect

Needs –
Tree Health – Mature hardwood forest with some dead wood.
Hazards
Safety – Dead wood in trees near playground equipment. During dry
periods, children observed playing in creek channel – increased risk of
injury.
Drainage – Natural drainage way with increased flowage due to
surrounding residential development; erosion noted in creek channel.

Millbend Common
Site Description – 3.8 Acres located south of Crossvine Circle and north of North
Millbend Forest neighborhood. There is a 30’ pipeline easement running through the
site. There are catwalks and bridges across the drainage area. Wildlife is provided with
food, cover, water, snags and travel corridors.
Soil Types – Splendora-Boy-Segno association
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest
Drainage – Combination of natural and man made
Topography – Gentle slopes
Vegetation – Primarily indigenous diverse mature forest vegetation (pine, oak, and elm)
with understory of vines, tree seedlings, and yaupon.
Ecotone – Forest abutting residential lots and roads; edge effect
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Needs –
Reforestation – Planting sites available along open areas of drainage.
Tree Health – Mature pines are susceptible to insect infestations.
Access – Limited access for emergency vehicles and law enforcement.
Wildlife – Supplemental wildlife food plots planted along open drainage areas.
Hazards
Safety – Dead trees near residential lots.
Drainage – Potential flooding hazards; small ditch recently constructed
along southern pathway.
Fire – Abundant leaf and needle litter adjacent to residential lots.

MEDIUM PRIORITY SITES
Gosling Road
Site Description – Approximately 5 acres of open space reserve located west of Gosling
Road between Shadow Bend Drive and Woodlands Parkway. A power line easement
runs along the western boundary, parallel to Gosling road. It is overgrown with weeds
and brush. The area is a popular hangout for teenagers. Wildlife is provided adequate
food, cover, snags, and travel corridors.
Soil Types – Splendora-Boy-Segno association, Segno fine sandy loam
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest
Drainage – Combination of natural and man made
Topography – Primarily flat
Vegetation – Primarily indigenous diverse mixture of mature forest vegetation
Ecotone – Forest abutting residential lots and roads; edge effect

Needs –
Hazards
Safety – Dead trees near residential lots.
Fire – Heavy understory of yaupon, pine reproduction and brush near
residential lots along east side. Residential yard clippings are being
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dumped over fences. Powerline easement could be used as a defensible
space for fire protection and for supplemental wildlife food plots.

Camberwell Court/ West High Oaks
Site Description – Two ROSR’s located in residential areas of the High Oaks West
neighborhood. ROSR “A” is a 4.503-acre site located south of West High Oaks Circle
and Green Bough Court behind residential lots. The homeowners keep a mowed path in
the ROSR as a wildlife area. There are young pine trees near the western end and mature
pine and hardwood stands at the eastern boundary of the ROSR.

A pipeline

easement/electrical easement and man- made drainage easement are along the northwest
boundary and a creek is located along the southern portion of the site. ROSR “D” is a
narrow forested strip consisting of mature pine and hardwood forest.

The area is

maintained by cutting dead trees and leaving them on the ground. Wildlife has access to
food, cover, travel corridors, water, and snags.
Soil Types – Fuquay loamy fine sand
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest
Drainage – Natural
Topography – Primarily flat with some gentle slopes
Vegetation – Indigenous, diverse, mature forest vegetation
Ecotone – Forest abutting residential lots and roads

Needs –
Tree Health – Pine canopy reduction needed to reduce susceptibility of insect
infestations.
Wildlife – Plant supplemental wildlife food plots in ROW easements.
Hazards
Safety – Dead and dying trees near residential lots.
Access – Limited access for maintenance and emergency vehicles.
Fire – Abundance of leaf and needle litter in close proximity to residential
lots; buildup of debris on ground from previously cut trees cut.
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Woodfarm Common
Site Description – This area is located along the drainage ditch between South Millbend
Drive and Acorn Oak in the Woodfarm neighborhood. It touches Sawmill Park on the
eastern side of South Millbend Drive and Sawdust Road on the western boundary. The
pathway easement runs the entire length with several lateral connectors running from the
path to various streets that border the area.

A mature pine and hardwood forest

ecosystem runs along the natural drainage ditch. Three large culverts under Acorn Oak
Street move large quantities of water. The drainage easement is open and grassy on the
northeast side. Catwalks exist over the drainage way where it crosses the pathway.
Wildlife is provided with food, cover, water, snags, and travel corridors.
Soil Types – Splendora-Boy-Segno association, Fuquay loamy sand and Boy fine sand
Ecosystem- Natural Pine Hardwood forest
Drainage- Combination of natural and man made
Topography- Gentle slopes up to 5%
Vegetation- Primarily indigenous, diverse, mature forest vegetation (pine, oak, sweetgum,
hickory)
Ecotone- Edge effect, forest abutting residential lots and roads

NeedsReforestation- Planting sites available in open areas along drainage easement
Tree Health- some pines located along drainage have died, currently serving as
snags for wild life
Wildlife- Supplemental wildlife food plots planted along open areas of drainage
Hazards
Safety- Dead and dying trees along path
Access- Limited access for maintenance and emergency vehicles
Drainage- Potential flooding due to drainage problems; parts of the
pathway have been repaired for better drainage
Fire- Heavy understory adjacent to residential lots on north and south
boundaries
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Alden Bridge Park
Site Description - 13.62-Acre Park on Alden Bridge Drive with churches at either end.
Barbara Bush Ele mentary School marks the western boundary. The park was completed
in 1995 and is divided into three sections. North of the pond there is a pool facility with
substantial parking and a basketball court. South of the pond there are four tennis courts,
a soccer field, play equipment and another, smaller, parking area. The eastern section
across Alden Bridges Drive is a typical pond park with a pathway that loops around the
lake and across the creek. The pond section on the western side of the Alden Bridge
Drive contains a small island. This area was mined for gravel prior to development of
The Woodlands. The mounds in the park are a result of the mining process. The pine
seedlings are all results of the reforesting efforts after the mining. When Alden Bridge
Drive Bridge was constructed, construction debris was back filled in the park.
Soil Types- High iron ore content
Ecosystem- Natural Pine Hardwood forest, man- made riparian, coniferous forest
Drainage- Combination of natural and man made, pond draining into Panther Branch
Topography- Gentle slopes
Vegetation- Primary indigenous, diverse forest vegetation (elm, pine, oak, sweetgum,
mulberry, sycamore, and hickory); yaupon dominant understory; Chinese tallow
introduced (invader species)
Ecotone- Forest abutting roads, residential, and commercial sites

NeedsReforestation- Planting spaces available; species planted in the past are cypress,
river birch, sycamore, and pine.
Tree Health- Iron ore in the soil has resulted in poor tree health and low survival
rates, especially during drought conditions.
Wildlife- Fisheries management program, control of domestic duck population in
pond.
Hazards
Safety- Dead wood; large dead tree near pavilion and playground.
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Fire- Abundance of leaf and needle litter in forested areas near residential
and commercial developments.
Wildlife- Poisonous snake encounters likely around pond (Water
Moccasins ).

Shadowlake Marsh Experience
Site Descriptions- 14.71 Acre natural wetland, marsh/swamp pond park located north of
Lake Woodlands Drive and West Eden Elm Circle. The park is a nature study area and
has interpretive signs of plants. There is a wooden pathway over the wetlands, benches,
signs, and concrete pathways along the front and toward the north end. There is a 6 acre
pond and a drainage easement along the eastern edge. There is an abundance of wildlife
in the area (birds, turtles, squirrels, raccoons, rabbits, fish, and snakes). Food, cover, and
water are adequate.
Soil Types- Splendora-Boy-Segno association
Ecosystem- Swamp/marsh, natural pine and
hardwood
Drainage- Combination of natural and man made
Topography- Flat
Vegetation- Diverse, mature, primarily indigenous
forest (pine, oak, willow, maple, persimmon,
cypress, and elm); introduced Chinese tallow
(invader species); understory consisting of vine,

Figure 8 – Shadowlake Marsh
Experience (Source The
Associations 2003)

hawthorn, wax myrtle, and yaupon
Ecotone- Forest abutting residential lots and roads, edge effect

NeedsRestoration- Planting spaces available in marsh/swamp and open areas along
drainage easement; marsh/swamp plant species with signage for identification
(Virginia sweetspire, corkwood, red chokeberry, bald cypress, strawberry bush,
royal fern, and red anise).
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Wildlife- Supplemental wildlife food plots along drainage easement, fisheries
management program for pond, artificial nest boxes for birds and wild ducks.
Hazards Safety- Dead wood in canopies along pathway.
Drainage- Potential flood hazard.
Fire- Heavy understory and leaf/needle layer next to residential lots in
Shadowlake neighborhood to the north and west.
Wildlife – Poisonous snake encounters likely near pond.

Indian Springs, Section 01, “P”
Site Description – 1.18 Acre ROSR lies within the Idlewood neighborhood, north of the
residential property along Golden Place, south of a drainage ditch, and east to Spotted
Dear Drive. The location borders a drainage ditch easement on its northern edge and
crosses a 20 foot sewer easement on the western side. No pathway system exists on this
site. Wildlife habitat is provided including food, cover, snags, and corridors.
Soil Types – Splendora-Boy-Segno association
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest
Drainage – Man made drainage way
Topography – Primarily flat, some gentle slopes
Vegetation – Diverse, mature and primarily indige nous forest vegetation
Ecotone – Forest abutting residential lots, drainage easement and road

Needs –
Tree Health – Dense forested area may need canopy reduction.
Hazards
Safety – Dead and dying trees adjacent to residential lots.
Dumping – Resident ial dumping of yard clippings, brick and other debris.
Drainage – Potential flood hazard, drainage ditch blocked with debris,
prohibiting proper drainage.
Fire – Heavy leaf/needle layer, understory and midstory of yaupon in
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close proximity to residential lots.

Panther Creek, section 07, “G”
Site Description – 0.368 Acre narrow forested strip lying between residential property
along Riverbank Drive and Bitterwood Circle, Tangle Brush Drive, and a
pathway/drainage easement. The site provides adequate habitat for wildlife in the form
of food, cover, snags, and travel corridors,
Soil Types – Splendora-Boy-Segno association
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest
Drainage – Man made drainage way near south boundary
Topography – Primarily flat, some gentle slopes
Vegetation – Diverse, mature, forest vegetation (primarily pine and oak)
Ecotone – Forest abutting residential lots and
road

Needs –
Hazards
Safety – Dead and dying trees
in close proximity to residential
lots.
Access – Limited access for
maintenance

and

emergency

Figure 9 – Panther Creek Section 07,
“G” (Source The Associations, 2003)

vehicles.
Fire – Heavy leaf/needle layer, yaupon understory, trees cut and left on
the ground adjacent to residential lots.
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Falconwing Park
Site Description – Located west of Falconwing Drive, north of Rush Haven Drive and
east of North Indigo Circle. Site A is a 10.34-acre Village Park built in 1989. The park
contains a swimming pool, soccer fields,
pavilion,

play

equipment,

tennis,

and

basketball courts and parking facilities.
Several trees were dying or dead along the
edge of the parking lot. A drainage swale
runs through the park to Falconwing Drive.
Site “B” – Indian Springs Section 9, ROSR
“C” is a narrow forested strip which extends
north to the area that will become two more
lanes of Woodlands Parkway and extends

Figure 10 – Falconwing Park (Source
The Associations 2003)

south to Falconwing Park. It runs from the western border of the 33rd lot of Tranquil
Glade Place to land conveyed to the San Jacinto River Authority and includes a branch
extending westward to the end of Tranquil Glade Place.
Soil Types – Splendora-Boy-Segno association
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest
Drainage – Man made drainage way located through the park on the tennis court side
Topography – Primarily flat
Vegetation – Mature, diverse, primarily indigenous forest vegetation (pine and oak
dominant), yaupon dominant understory species
Ecotone – Forest abutting residential and commercial lots, roads, field/grass

Needs –
Reforestation – Planting space available.
Tree Health – Trees declining along parking lot facilities, concern with impact of
forest in future construction.
Hazards
Safety – Dead and dying trees located adjacent to parking lot facilities and
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sports fields.
Drainage – Potential flooding due to drainage swale running through
park.
Fire – Heavy understory in close proximity to residential and commercial
developments.

Southshore Park
Site Description – This is a 1.6-acre park located
north of Woodlands Parkway along the south shore of
Lake Woodlands. The park was built in 1987 and is
divided into two sections connected by a bridge. The
first section is on the shoreline and comprises most of
the 1.6 acres. The other section is an island very close
to the shore with a pavilion and landscaping. There is a

Figure 11- Southshore Park
(Source The Associations
2003)

concrete pathway located along the edge of the lake. Trees planted in the past are in poor
condition due to poor soil structure. Park is mowed on a weekly basis.
Soil Types – Unique soil structure
Ecosystem – Man made riparian and lowland ecosystems
Drainage – Man made lake
Topography – Primarily flat
Vegetation – Diverse, primarily indigenous forest vegetation with no understory
Ecotone – Forest abutting road, field/grass, and lake

Needs –
Reforestation – Planting space available, soil analysis needed, plant a diversity of
pine and hardwood species.
Tree Health – Existing planted trees in poor condition due to soil structure.
Wildlife – Fisheries management program for lake, artificial nest boxes for
waterfowl.
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Ridgewood Park
Site Description – This is a 10.35-acre park located

.

on the northern side of Woodrush Drive and
borders drainage ditches in the east, Sally K. Ride
Elementary School and Interfaith building in the
west and to residential property in the north. The
park was developed in 1980 and renovated in 2002.
The park includes a soccer field, swimming pool
facility, play equipment, tennis and basketball
courts and restroom facility. A hilly area in the

Figure 12 – Ridgewood Park
(Source The Associations 2003)

center of the park is used for BMX. A concrete
pathway runs parallel to a drainage ditch toward north.

Fields receive herbicide,

fungicide, and insecticide applications. Park provides habitat for wildlife.
Soil Types – Splendora-Boy-Segno association
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest
Drainage – Combination of natural and man made drainage ways
Topography – Primarily flat, some gentle slopes
Vegetation – mature, diverse forest vegetation (pine, oak, sweetgum, elm) with yaupon
dominant in understory
Ecotone – Forest abutting road, residential lots, commercial lots (Elementary School),
and drainage ditch

Needs –
Reforestation – Canopy reduction, planting space available.
Tree Health – Tree preservation plan needed during renovation of park.
Hazards
Safety – Dead and dying trees in close proximity to pathways and
play equipment, need to be removed during renovation.
Fire – Potential fire hazard due to abundance of leaf/needle layer and
heavy understory of yaupon in close proximity to residential and
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commercial developments, drainage easement to north could serve as
defensible space and planted in wildlife food plots.

RANDOMLY SELECTED SITES

Alden Bridge (VOAB), Section 23, “B”
Site Description – The ROSR runs along Kendall Green Drive north from the edge of
Cypress Lake pond to Pleasant Bend. It borders Kendall Green Drive in the west and
residential lots of Cypress Lake neighborhood in the east. There is a narrow strip of
forest on both sides of a concrete pathway that originates off Pleasant Bend. Pine trees
have been planted in the past; evidence by existing support stakes (T-posts). The area
provides habitat (food, cover) primarily for birds.
Soil Types – Splendora-Boy-Segno association
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood
Drainage – Man made drainage way
Topography – Primarily flat
Vegetation – Diverse mixture of immature and mature forest vegetation (pine, oak,
sweetgum) with heavy understory of yaupon, pine reproduction, hardwood saplings, and
vines
Ecotone – Forest abutting residential lots, road

Needs –
Reforestation – Planting space available.
Tree Health – Tree support stake need to be removed from planted pine trees.
Hazards
Safety – Deadwood in top of trees along pathway and adjacent to
residential development.
Fire – Heavy brush next to fences of residential lots.
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Alden Bridge (VOAB) Section 53, “A”
Site Description – This ROSR runs along Crownridge Drive east from Ashley Greens to
what is now open acreage starting on the eastern edge of the Ashley Green neighborhood.
It borders Crownridge Drive to the north and residential plots of the Ashley Greens
neighborhood to the south. The area provides food and cover for birds.
Soil Types – Splendora-Boy-Segno association
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest
Drainage – Man made
Topography – Primarily flat
Vegetation – Diverse mixture of mature and immature forest vegetation
Ecotone – Forest abutting residential lots, road

Needs –
Hazards
Safety – Deadwood in top of trees adjacent to residential development.
Fire – Heavy understory of yaupon and brush next to fences of residential
lots.

Cochran’s Crossing (VOCC) section 10 “C”
Site Description – The site runs along Sylvan Forest Drive between Green Slope Place to
the west and East Stony Bridge Court to the east. It borders Sylvan Forest Drive to the
south and residential lots of the Golden Sage neighborhood to the north. A concrete
pathway runs through a narrow strip of pine and hardwood forest. Wildlife habitat is
provided for birds and squirrels.
Soil Types – Splendora-Boy-Segno association
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest
Drainage – Natural drainage
Topography – Primarily flat
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Vegetation – Diverse mixture of mature (oak, blackgum) and immature (pine, oak) forest
vegetation with heavy understory of brush and yaupon
Ecotone – Forest abutting, road, residential lots

Needs –
Reforestation – Pine and hardwood trees planted in past, additional planting
spaces available in open areas along pathway.
Hazard
Safety – Deadwood in top of trees along pathway.
Fire – Heavy brush growing next to fence of residential lots to the north.

Cochran’s Crossing (VOCC) Section 25, “A”
Site Description – This ROSR runs along Greenbridge Drive from Marbrook Drive north
to the end of Teal Point neighborhood. It borders a cleared area that will eventually
become two additional lanes of Greenbridge Drive to the north and residential lots of the
Teal Point neighborhood to the south. The area provides food and cover for birds and
squirrels.
Soil Types – Splendora-Boy-Segno association
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest
Drainage – Man made drainage way along north side of forested strip
Topography – Gentle slope
Vegetation – Diverse mixture of mature and immature forest vegetation (pine, oak, elm)
with a heavy understory of pine, yaupon, hardwood saplings and vines
Ecotone – Forest abutting road, residential lots, grass/field

Needs –
Reforestation – Planting spaces available.
Hazards
Safety – Deadwood in tree tops adjacent to residential lots.
Drainage – Man made drainage exhibits weed growth, pine reproduction
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may prohibit drainage.
Fire – Heavy brush next to wooden fences, resid ential dumping of yard
clippings, tree canopies hanging over residential lots. Drainage ditch
located on the north edge of forested strip could be used as a defensible
space and planted in supplemental food plots for wildlife.

Grogan’s Mill (VOGM) Section 28, “G”
Site Description – This forested site is located along North Millbend Drive between
Flowertuft Court and Woodhaven Wood Drive. It borders North Millbend to the south
and Glen Mill neighborhood to the north. No fence exists at the west end of ROSR and
the homeowner appears to have encroached into the forested strip and has installed bird
nest boxes, feeders, and a bird bath. Wildlife habitat in the form of food, cover, snags,
and water is provided for birds and squirrels particularly at the west end of ROSR.
Soil Types – Splendora-Boy-Segno association
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest
Drainage – Natural drainage
Topography – Primarily flat
Vegetation – Diverse mixture of mature and immature forest vegetation (oak, pine,
sweetgum) and understory of pine, hardwoods, and vines
Ecotone – Forest abutting road, residential lots

Needs –
Hazards
Safety – Dead and dying trees located in close proximity of residential lots
and road.
Fire – Brush next to fences along residential lo ts, residential dumping of
debris, large clump of vines at east end of ROSR.
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Grogan’s Mill (VOGM) Section 44, “D”
Site Description – The ROSR runs along Grogan’s Point Road between Water Tree Lane
and Grogan’s Point Court. It borders Grogan’s Point to the east. The major feature is a
concrete pathway through a mature natural forest stand. Wildlife habitat is provided for
birds and squirrels.
Soil Types – Splendora-Boy Segno association
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest
Drainage – Natural drainage
Topography – Primarily flat
Vegetation – Diverse, mature, indigenous mixture of forest vegetation (pine, oak,
sweetgum, elm and hickory) and heavy understory of yaupon, oak saplings, hawthorn,
holly and vines
Ecotone – Forest abutting road, residential lot

Needs –
Reforestation – Planting space available in open areas along pathway, plant
mixture of pine and hardwood species.
Tree Health – Mature pine trees growing next to pathway susceptible to stress
and beetle infestation.
Hazards
Safety – Large, mature trees with deadwood in canopies, hickory tree with
hollow base, and dying oak tree are adjacent to pathway.
Fire – Heavy understory of brush and vine growing next to residential
fences to the east.

Indian Springs (VOIS) Section 03, “C”
Site Description – This is a small, triangle-shaped forested area that lies along Trace
Creek Drive across from Twisted Birch Place. The ROSR borders a natural drainage
ditch to the northwest, Trace Creek Drive to the east and the Trace Creek neighborhood
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to the south. The area provides wildlife habitat in the form of food, cover, water, and
travel corridors.
Soil Types – Splendora-boy-Segno association
Ecosystem – Natural Pine/Hardwood forest
Drainage – Natural drainage way (creek) with concrete added for stability
Topography – Primarily flat, some gentle slopes
Vegetation – Diverse, mature, indigenous forest vegetation (oak, pine, sweetgum, elm,
hickory) with a heavy understory of yaupon, brush, and vines
Ecotone – Forest abutting road, residential lots, drainage way

Needs –
Hazards
Drainage – Potential flooding and erosion problems evidence by past
additions of concrete material in channel.
Fire – Heavy understory adjacent to residential lots to the south.

Indian Springs (VOIS) Section 08 “G”
Site Description – The ROSR lies off of West Wedgewood Glen and extends to the
drainage easement and park area to the east. It borders residential plots of Wedgewood
Estates neighborhood to the south and a water line easement to the north. It appears as
that the residential lot owner to the south has landscaped the area with shrubs and grass.
Soil types – Splendora Boy-Segno association
Ecosystem – Natural forest
Drainage – Man made drainage way
Topography – Primarily flat, some gentle slopes
Vegetation – Diverse, scattered forest vegetation (pine, yaupon, waxmyrtle, willow)
growing in a maintained grassy area
Ecotone – Forest abutting residential lots, road, and drainage easement
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Needs –
Reforestation – Planting site available in open areas, plant diversity of species.
Hazards
Drainage – Vegetation planted by residential lot owner may be
prohibiting drainage to the drainage easement located at the south end of
this ROSR.

Panther Creek (VOPC) Section 33, “C”
Site Description – The ROSR lies within Sculler’s Cove Court off of North Shoreline
Point Drive. This is a small, forested area that borders streets on all sides. Vegetation is
maintained (mowed) around perimeter of site. An easement was noted along the northern
boundary. Wildlife habitat in the form of food and cover is provided for birds and
squirrels. No pathways on site.
Soil Types – Splendora-Boy-Segno association
Ecosystem – Pine/Hardwood forest
Drainage – Natural drainage
Topography – Primarily Flat
Vegetation – Diverse mixture of mature and immature forest vegetation (oak, pine,
sweetgum) with heavy undestory of yaupon, vines, holly, beautyberry and hardwood
saplings
Ecotone – Forest abutting road

Needs –
Hazards
Safety – Dead and dying trees noted on edge of site, possibility of trees
falling into street.
Fire – This ROSR is completely surrounded by paved streets, so there
appears to be no fire hazard to nearby residents.
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HISTORICAL FORESTS
Any recommendation for the management of a “forest system” such as found in
The Woodlands would be inappropriate without a cursory look and discussion of the
historical process leading to the present forest.

Most members of The Woodlands

community associations and resident/users are somewhat familiar with the forest
conditions that surround them. However, the existing forest is the result of management
and development over the past thirty years. It is also the result of 150 years of various
uses by the settlers of Texas.
It may be beneficial to begin with the forests that were found throughout Texas
and the South by the early explorers. With the exception of recently regenerated forests,
following fires or other clearing by ancient inhabitants of the forest, the pine forests
found by explorers were fairly open and often park like in appearance. Growth was slow
on the over- mature stems that made up the forest.

Perhaps five trees to the acre,

averaging five feet in diameter, 175 feet tall, and three hundred years old, stood where
today’s foresters anticipate perhaps sixty stems per acre, averaging fourteen inches in
diameter and one hundred feet in height at an age of fifty years.

Cabeza de Vaca’s

chronicles of his travels from Florida to Texas from 1528 to 1536 noted open woods with
large trees.
The old-growth forest visited by armored knights and their sailing colleagues was
physiologically overmature, and net growth rates were essentially zero. The sites were
fully occupied by trees. Soil, nutrients, and water supplies were unable to sustain any
further cellulose (wood) production. Only as trees fell to lightning strikes, disease, insect
infestation, or fire could growth on the residual stems be accelerated. Without the
interruptions by nature or by Native Americans, old forests lived on in a stagnated
condition.
The climax and subclimax forests were at their zenith when the early explorers
arrived. Leaving nature alone, keeping humans and axes out of the woods, and as long as
fire and storms cooperated, the forests could be perpetuated ad infinitum. For vegetative
or forest cover to continue without noticeable change would be a fair definition of
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ecological climax vegetation. Every stand of trees left in its primeval state eventually
collapsed at this rate of growth. At some point, depending upon site characteristics and
species, stand volumes arrived at their maximum.

Eventually, with the certainty of

mortality for all living things, stands deteriorated and could disintegrate entirely. Looking
back over time, it can be assumed that early explorers were fascinated with forests, the
wildlife within them, and the waters that flowed through them. However, fascination
gave way to the harvest and exploration of land and forest resources. Explorers traveled
from their homelands where forest depletion, if not timber famine, was already apparent.
Later explorers and immigrants capitalized on green treasures to enhance their economies
and their comforts.
The

southern

woodlands of the past were not
purely landscapes of beauty.
The forests were in all stages
of

development,

from

seedlings to ancient monarchs.
They were then and will
always be dynamic and ever
changing.
The

ancient

forests

were inhabited by game and
other wildlife.

Deer were

considered the bison of the
Southern forest and naturalists
reported the presence of buffalo
and elk.

The Conquistadors’

horses and cattle roamed free

Figure 13 – Typical Longleaf Pine Forest of
East Texas: Stephen F. Austin University, Forest
History Collections

and eventually established feral herds. The now endangered Red Cockaded Woodpecker
made its home in hollows of living pines. Families of the extinct (with the exception of a
few pairs in Cuba) ivory-billed woodpecker, were prevalent. C. de Vaca noted “turkeys”
abounded and that among the wild beasts was “an animal with a pocket in its belly.”
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Although some of the earliest explorers set into motion the exploitation of our
forests, little changed in the forest stocking levels from the days of de Vaca, de Soto, and
Ponce de Leon until the early 1800’s. The forest stands found by explorers were rich
with tall timbers suitable for shipbuilders to fashion into masts. The tall and straight
stands of Longleaf and Loblolly pine provided deep reserves of resources necessary for
the growth and development of a new nation. Old growth forests were also seen as an
obstacle to expansion and agriculture. In addition, they were thought to provide cover for
Native Americans and individuals avoiding authorities.
Settlers established centers of commerce along the Atlantic and Gulf Coast areas.
They began clearing the land of timber to produce corn, tobacco, and other crops.
However, soils were often too acidic from the water- laid deposits of sand and clay. The
soils would eventually support cotton, which would become “king cotton”. A further
exploitation of the region’s forests through extensive land clearing ensued. The notorious
timber barons, previously condemned for their abuse of northern forests, were not
responsible for the initial timber harvesting in the South.

First harvests were by the

farmer or other groups determined to penetrate the wilderness.

Whether a woods

dwelling squatter or the antebellum southern plantation owner, neither had an extensive
sense of conservation.
The forest was a barrier to progress and tree removal was necessary prior to any
cultivation of crops. The highest quality lands was chosen first and the best way to judge
quality soil was to find the tallest and broadest of the existing deciduous hardwood trees.
Only what could be used on the farm would be processed, the remainder lay to waste.
Over many years, the soils became more widely known as to what would support a crop
and what would ultimately fail. Because primitive tools were slow, tree trunks were
girdled to stop nutrient flow, eventually killing the tree. The deadened snags were burned
producing ash that provided readily available nutrients to the soil.

This practice

stimulated cotton growth for a few years. However, in a relatively short time the crops
used all available nutrients in the soil. The itinerant farmer moved on to clear more forest
and plant again. Many a soil was worn in the process and depleted of nutrients to support
a crop rotation. The soil was exposed to the heat of the sun without an overstory for
cover. It was plowed resulting in a loss of organic matter that had been established
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through the many preceding undisturbed years. No longer was there a source of dead
vegetative matter from the primeval forest.

Without organic matter the soils became

depleted rapidly by leaching. Depletion of the soil’s nutrient elements, particularly
nitrogen, soon terminated the effort to grow tobacco, rice, cotton, and other crops in the
pioneer’s forest.
Whether by pioneer settlers for agriculture conversation or their predecessor
Indians, kindled fires were large and small. The underbrush was set fire to expose the
enemy. This practice was particularly important around stockades. Fires were also set
(and still are) to improve grazing for cattle and horses.

The improvement to the soil

nutrient levels was sometimes short lived, as the soils simply were not conducive to
outstanding grass production.

Lumbermen Come To The Forest

A movement toward the South as a source of log material for the nearly five thousand
sawmills throughout Appalachia occurred between the 1180’s and the early 1900’s. The “cut
out and get out” approach to logging was rampant throughout the United States. However,
the South was still not supplying the volume of material to the nation that it would one day.
The South produced less than one half of the lumber as was produced in the State of New
York alone. It was not long before there was an exodus from the Northern states to the
South.
The forests of Texas along with those throughout the South were eventually
“discovered”. The delay in coming to Texas was partially due to the difficulty of moving
men and equipment, the concern over disease (cholera, yellow fever, typhoid, typhus, etc.),
and the general lack of knowledge as to the quality and type of trees to be found in the
forests. But come they did and the migrating entrepreneurs built railroads, lumber mills and
logging camp towns and communities that sprung up along the spurs.

Ox and mule

accomplished early logging operations. The establishment of strategically located rail spurs
increased the speed by which material could be delivered to manufacturing facilities.
The timber stands of Texas were cut heavily during the early 1900’s through the 1920’s.
There no longer remains any significant acreage of “virgin” timber from our ancestors’ days.
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The material seen today is the result of replanting from the 1930’s to present. The forests of
The Woodlands are primarily the result of replanting, natural reseeding, and government
assistance programs of the 1930’s through the 1950’s. A majority of the acreage of The
Woodlands has been harvested from time to time by prior ownership, sometimes with good
seed source and timber left.
The acreage of The Woodlands encompasses in excess of 27,000 acres.

The current

forest cover is the result of approximately 75 years or more of harvesting followed by natural
regeneration.

The Woodlands Forest – A Rural Forest/Urban Forest Interface
The term urban forest seems to be a contradiction of terms. The forestry profession has a
long history of practice in the more remote regions of our nation. As foresters were
developing forest management plans for rural woodlands, people were shifting from a
rural/agricultural society to urban/industrial societies. The urbanization of the nation created
a high demand for forest products, leading to overexploitation of forests thus creating the
need for professionally managed forests.

As more people became concentrated in cities, urban centers expanded and interfaced
with rural woodlands. Social values shifted to reflect urban living and these values exerted a
strong influence on the management of rural land. The urbanization process has had, and
continues to have a dynamic, if not negative, impact on vegetation and tree cover within
cities at the rural/urban interface location.

The Woodlands forest is not typical of the urban forests that sprung up along our national
interstate systems created in the 1950’s. In most areas, open space was lost to the suburbs,
and suburban dwellers had to be content with existing tree or forest cover or what was
eventually planted in their yards. Minimal land use planning was done and generally, it was
too little, too late.
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Evolution of Urban Vegetation

Most communities now depend on the establishment of urban forest cover. This process
is accomplished by:
•

Careful design, master planning

•

Accident, trees occur naturally

•

Poor design, trees as an afterthought

•

Resident planting

The Woodlands forest was created from existing forests. Trees line the streets. They are
found in yards and on vacant lots, as well as being the dominant feature of parks and
greenbelts. The Woodlands Master Plan set the standard for retaining as much of the urban
forest as possible for its residents to enjoy. Other communities have attempted to emulate
The Woodlands experience, but have failed due to a lack of determination and forethought of
the developer and lack of resident commitment. The result of The Woodlands Master Plan
continues to provide a unique experience for residents.

Residents of The Woodlands bring a perception with them from the urban areas. That
perception is one of a direct relationships with nature. There is an expectation to balance the
urban lifestyle with elements of nature. The concept of urban forestry is one of establishing
and maintaining individual trees and tree communities or ecosystems in and around urban
areas. To establish and maintain woody vegetation in cities, it is necessary to understand
what trees and associated vegetation means to urban residents. Trees are appreciated in the
landscape as natural forms, sound and visual screens, and as contrasts to the harsh lines of the
urban landscape. The role of trees in The Woodlands cannot be overestimated as they
provide a unique and important component of The Woodlands “experience”. Purchasers of
wooded lots for home construction generally agree that the presence of trees, the country like
atmosphere, and the resale value of the parcel are high priorities in the consideration of
purchasing property.

Urban trees provide shade, shelter, environmental protection,

recreation, fruits, and to a limited degree, wood. Property owners value their vegetation,
forests, and green screens, primarily for aesthetic purposes and property values.
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Forest Management
The Society of American Foresters, the professional organization for foresters in the
United States, defines Forest Management as:

“The application of business methods and technical forestry principles to the operation of a
forest property”

The task is “to build up, put in order, and keep in order a business” (Roth, 1925). The art,
skill, and knowledge of forestry achieves full value only when integrated and applied in
terms of successfully operated forest business.

Managing public and private land entails the processing, sale and distribution of raw
materials. Traditionally, this would mean the production, sale and distribution of timber.
However, nontraditional products such as wildlife habitat and recreational opportunities also
contribute to the general economy. The Woodlands produces “raw products” that can be
categorized as nontraditional.

There is often the tendency to think that forestry affairs are somewhat different or
separate from other business decisions in any economy. There are some differences, but the
similarities are important as well. Forestry is, and will continue to be, a business. The
difference in the case of The Woodlands Forest is that the “business” of selling nontraditional
uses of forest products.

Users of The Woodlands forest want a combination of aesthetics,

wildlife, watershed, recreation, and a general “quality of life” which are products that are not
traditionally viewed as forest products.
The challenge then becomes how to manage the “quality of life” component. And
further, is management for quality of life necessarily different than conventional forest
management for timber production? The answer may not be as straightforward as it appears.
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Following is an excerpt from a professional forester some years ago.
“Forest management is necessarily varied according to the forest concerned. All points of
difference have therefore to be noted and indicated after the general rules have been laid
down. Every forest offers a real and living individuality. It differs from every other forest by
its situation, its aspect and configuration, its soil, by its component crops, and also the
character of the surrounding country. There are no two forests any more than any two towns
exactly alike, and it would be a great mistake to suppose that the management of forests
adjoining each other or situation in the same region can be built up on the same framework
or pattern. The forester laboring under such an impression would lack the very fundamental
force circumstances to suit his silly imaginings........The great dangers to be avoided in forest
management are preconceived ideas and forgone conclusions.”
(Charles Broilliard, 1860)

Forest management has been practiced in many ways throughout the past century. The
advent of modern forest management techniques ha ve been employed only within the past 40
years. And while the history of The Woodlands dates back only approximately 30 years the
goals and objectives of most landowners in the area remain as it was in 1970. That is, a goal
not of higher timber production, but one of multiple use opportunities realized.

The

challenge is stay focused on changing community opinions. This community opinion is,
essentially, what will sell and who will buy.

While the statement of Mr. Brouilliard deals with the challenge and responsibility of the
professional forester, it is no less applicable to the general forest manager, or in this case,
The Community Associations of The Woodlands and other representative organizations. The
challenge becomes to develop a scientific and economic centered approach to management of
the community forest properties found within The Woodlands while keeping in focus what
the community user wants, expects, and deserves.
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A Forest Management Primer
Traditional forest management terms and strategies may be helpful in developing the
concept of “forest management”.

The forest is made up of many contributing parts, not the least of which is the soil. The
soil and its structure are primary determining factors in how successful the forest cover can
develop and occupy a site. The soil is the growth medium whereby a tree and all vegetation
is able to support its daily maintenance activities. Soil is the means for uptake of water and
nutrients and provides the stability needed to support the weight of a 100 foot structure
rooted below ground level. Forest soils are complex with varying degrees of sand, loam, and
clay. Some soils are better supporters of deciduous bottomland hardwood species, while
other soils, specifically those that are a sandy – loam combination, are outstanding at
providing the proper habitat for our local species of pine and mixed hardwoods. Pines and
associated hardwood species found in pine forests prefer an acidic soil while certain other
hardwoods prefer a more alkaline soil.

Soil in conjunction with topography, water availability, and other factors is described as
the site. An index known as site index can be calculated and used to determine to what
height a specific tree will grow over a specified period of years.

Also making up the site, above the soil, is the ground cover that is referred to as the forest
floor. This area, made up of leaves, twigs, and debris from dying vegetation is known as
litter. Litter is a good component of the forest floor and contributes to the establishment of
new top soil and improved organic matter.

When the forest canopy allows for adequate sunlight, you may have a ground cover. This
would include low growing woody or herbaceous material functioning in the lower several
feet above ground level. This material is important to wildlife and to the protection of certain
forest soils.
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Subsidiary understory would be mid-story to smaller trees down to individual seedlings
growing in the lower portion of the canopy. Seedlings develop as opportunistic individuals
capitalizing on the various openings created by mortality in the upper canopies. Disease,
lightning strikes, insects, and wind damage allow for new volunteers to germinate and
establish. The green layer of vegetative crown is called the canopy.

The individual body that encompasses all these categories is generally referred to as the
forest stand. The stand is somewhat different than the forest as it breaks down certain
species and timber types growing in close association in various categories. An example
may be that we have a forest stand of willow and sycamore growing along a sandy drainage
area of a creek bottom. Another example would be a forest stand of pine growing along a
high ridge of sandy loam soil. Forest stands are simply groups of trees similar in age,
species, or some other determining factor.

The type of forest or land cover found in a particular area is the end result of an ecology
or forestry term known as succession. All forests were developed by succession methods
beginning with water, leading to submerged plants, to floating plants, to swamps, to sedge
meadow, upland woodland with more scruffy species, and eventually fo rests.

Left

completely to nature, succession will take a stand to its climax or final timber cover type. In
The Woodlands a subclimax forest exists. The forest is subclimax because the dominant
overstory tree, southern pine, has a fire resistant bark. Therefore, moderate wildfire does not
harm larger pine trees. Hardwoods in general have a thin outer bark that allows a wildfire to
girdle the tree and cause mortality. Wildfires occurring over the past hundreds of years have
prevented the conversion of pine forests (the subclimax species) to hardwood stands (the
climax species). The extensive eradication of fire, beginning with the Smokey Bear Program
of the U. S. Forest Service resulted in the proliferation of hardwood forests. These are
considered less merchantable and lower in value.

The use of artificial fire, known as

prescribed burning has been utilized throughout the South for many years and fire and the
use of selected herbicides continue to maintain much of East Texas in a Pine – Hardwood
timber type rather than the climax timber type of hardwood only. If poor forest management
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practices prevail or if forest management is excluded, the ultimate result will be oak –
hickory forests.

Forestry is the scientific management of forests for the continuous production of goods
and services. It is more than the utilization of such products as the wild and unmanaged
forest may furnish, for it assumes that there is a skillful planning to assure a certain and
continuous production and that “goods and services” will be precisely that – useful products
and services necessary to our present day economic life and general well being.

Silvics is the broad field of forestry encompassing the knowledge of the nature of forests
and forest trees, how they grow, reproduce, and respond to changes in their environment.
This is the equivalent to forest ecology. The methods put in practice of handling the forest in
view of its components or silvics, modified in practice by economic factors is silviculture.

Urban Silviculture is the art of reproducing and managing forests continuously to obtain
sustained yields of forest benefits in urban regions through the application of ecologic
principles.

While traditional silviculture places emphasis on wood production, urban

silviculture focuses on recreation and environmental protection. Care of individual trees is
considered arborculture and management of tree communities is silviculture.

In The

Woodlands the forest community may be manipulated as a whole, while a tree in that
community receives individual attention. It is difficult to distinguish where management of
vegetation becomes silviculture, especially in the interactions of ecotones between the tree,
lawn, roadway, greenbelts, parks, and golf courses to the woods or forest community.

Forest Management Systems

All forest systems require assistance in stand manipulation at times. Traditional forests
are managed through various methods of protection from disease, insects, etc. They are also
managed through various methods of harvesting. The methods include the following:
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Selective Partial Harvests:

One of the most commonly used methods of stand reduction is selective partial harvest.
This harvest concentrates on the removal of poor quality trees, those that are injured or are in
serious decline, and those that may otherwise represent little economic or aesthetic
contribution to the overall forest. A simple rule of thumb is the removal of approximately
one-third of the standing material (this may fluctuate depending on whether using stems or
volume). Generally, the best trees are left on site for a continuation of forest growth and
maximum occupation of the forest site.

Shelterwood Harvests:

This method of harvest focuses on the gradual removal of the entire forest stand in a
series of partial cuttings extended over a fraction of the rotation. These cuttings resemble
heavy thinnings and can be used to remove a high valued overstory of commercial timber or
to encourage regeneration of the understory while still occupying the site. The fundamental
characteristic of the shelterwood method is the establishment of a new crop before
completion of the rotation or to release young regeneration already found in the understory.

Seedtree Harvest:

Seedtree harvest encourages natural regeneration of forest stands. All material is cut
clear with the exception of 8 -15 “seed trees” per acre when using this method. The goal is to
leave trees that are both stable and well formed to produce and disseminate seed throughout
the area. Only a small portion of the original stand is left. Following the establishment of a
new crop of trees, the overstory of residual trees can be removed or le ft until the first
thinnings of the new forest.
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Clearcut Harvests:

The clear cutting method is to cut all material. The method is used in non-productive
stands or where a producing forest has reached economic maturity.

The desire of the

owner/operator to remove the standing forest assets and re-establish a new crop is common
with forest industry and larger private land holdings.

The clear cut method has little

detrimental effect on Southern forests as there are generally no mountain slopes or thin soils
with which to contend. This method is less common in the general vicinity of Montgomery
County as the properties are more readily going to commercial urban use rather than back
into a long-term forest crop.

Forest Health

The long term continuatio n of any forest system is ultimately dependent on the health of
the major components. Those components include the primary forest cover, the midstory
species of trees, the lower story and ground vegetation, and the soil and water resources that
support the entire system. The vast reserves and community areas of The Woodlands have
the same demands placed upon them as any natural system.

Every Forest system must deal with the effects of biological and natural forces
that are in a constant struggle for success. The factors include:
•

Disease

•

Drought

•

Insects

•

Flooding

•

High speed winds (hurricane, tornado,
etc.)

The impact of development is an additional force that the conventional forest must
seldom deal with that The Woodlands forest contends with.

Which has the greatest impact depend s on many random events as well as events that are
planned. The current weather patterns of the past three to four years include serious drought.
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Government agencies project a continuation of reduced rainfall througho ut the local region.
Forest managers and municipal parks and recreation departments recognize the impact of
disease and insect problems on specific trees, and in many cases there is a plan of action to
handle such issues.

However, the impact of drought is less studied and understood,

particularly in relation to managing for a healthy forest.

Excessive rainfall and flooding may have a drastic impact on forest health. Unseasonable
rainfall in amounts beyond the soil holding capacity can cause trees to become unstable. In
these conditions, high winds may not be necessary to topple some species. While the current
weather patterns have not produced much local flooding, as recently as October of 1994 and
again in June 2001 catastrophic flooding occurred in The Woodlands vicinity.

The

anticipated increase in construction will require more concrete and roadways, which in turn
will produce more storm water runoff. Flood control systems and storm sewer facilities can
be pushed to the maximum capacity and lower terrain often left flooded for long periods of
time. However, this impacts the ability of many tree species to survive as they are not adept
at long term loss of oxygen uptake. The flooded root systems of many tree species cannot
survive indefinitely.

There has not been an extensive hurricane in the Gulf Coast Region since Hurricane
Alicia hit the Texas Coastline in 1983. This hurricane produced destructive winds that
ravaged our forest and some trees were extensively lost to “blow down”. For many years
after trees continued to decline and die as a result of wind throw damage.

There is a unique distinction between the health and well being of a natural forest,
managed for traditional products such as recreation, timber, watershed, wildlife, etc., and the
health of a developing urban forest found in the rural/urban interface. While the disease,
insect, or other interrupting entity does not change, the level of acceptance by the manager
and ultimate user is vastly different. Forest systems inherently are destined for a certain
percentage of annual mortality. It is anticipated and planned for. The economic returns
anticipated from a working natural forest are limited by the market place for items as such as
timber, hunting leases, and minerals. Conversely, the economic returns from an urban forest
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may far exceed those of the natural forest. Due to the anticipated increased revenues, a
greater expenditure can be invested to manage and control invading agents.
This leads to the necessary decision as to what portions of the urban forest will be
managed as high priority “control” areas with the full force of expenditures and which
portions will be assigned a lower priority status.

Wildland / Urban Interface – Fire Hazard Assessment
To fulfill the desires of those who live with nature and seek to escape the urban
sprawl, it is more common to see homes built in natural settings as if carved from the
primitive forest. This move by both those who would develop and those who would live in
such wildland areas has created another type of interface. This would be categorized as the
Wildland / Urban Interface, the existence of which is dramatized by the creation of a division
of Texas Forest Service dedicated only to this resource area.
Urban environments are created adjacent to large volumes of vegetation and/or forest
cover making the structures and population extremely vulnerable to wildfire should a forest
fire occur in the surrounding area.
The goal of any preventative fire program is to create a situation where structures
are able to withstand a forest fire without the intervention of fire fighting personnel and
equipment. This is accomplished by a number of proactive methods that prepare both the
adjacent forest and landscape for the potential of both ground and crown fires. Fire
suppression is extremely expensive, both in budgetary dollars and potential for human life.
Therefore, any preliminary education and actual on- ground manipulation of the forest fuels
that can be accomplished prior to fire incidence are important steps in limiting damages.
Structures can ignite in three (3) manners. These include radiation, convection, and
firebrands.
Radiation:
Wildfires can cause ignition by radiating heat to a home or building. The
likelihood depends on the intensity and duration of the flame front. The radiant heat
exposure to a structure and opportunity to ignite will increase under the following
conditions:
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•

An increase in the size of the flames

•

An increase in the structure surface area exposed to the flames

•

An increase in the duration of the exposure

•

A decrease in the distance between the flames and the structure

Convection:
Convection heat transfer occurs when the flames come in direct contact with the
structure. Attempts to reduce the opportunity for ignition are more dependent on the
duration of the exposure to the flames than the size of the flames. Clearing to prevent
flame contact with a structure must include removal of materials capable of producing
small flames as well as large flames. Materials subject to small flame production would
include cured grass, low ground cover, leaves, pine needles, and trash. Structures
extending out over a slope would be more prone to convection ignition. The Woodlands
terrain is not particularly extensive in slope or grade changes.

Firebrands:
Firebrands are small pieces of burning material that separate from a fire due to
convection drafts. They can be carried an extensive distance by winds and convection
columns to ignite a structure or other wild land area. Wildland/urban interface areas can
produce heavy volumes of firebrands, also referred to as catch outs. Whether a structure
ignites is dependent on the size of the firebrand, length of time it burns upon contact and
the materials in which it comes in contact with.
The extreme droughts experienced over the past several years throughout the United
States have had dramatic impact on the opportunity for wildland fires in interface areas.
Both California and Florida have experienced extensive losses of property during 1998
and 1999. Prior assessment of hazardous conditions followed by appropriate prevention
may limit these catastrophes. A Hazard Assessment Process will be discussed in later
portions of this document.
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Needs
Natural Resource Conditions
The Woodlands properties take in over 27,000 acres of urban / rural forestlands in
southern Montgomery County, Texas. Through almost 30 years of development
activities, this master planned community now occupies a major portion of the original
acreage. However, the development process has taken large blocks of natural forests and
fragmented them into smaller parcels. The purpose of this section of the document is to
address the conditions found in those community areas, ROSR'S, parks, rights-of-way,
etc.

Included in present conditions are the issues such as senescence, reforestation, fire
hazard, deadwood hazards, hazardous trees (stability problems), insect and disease, and
wildlife habitat. The following information will pertain primarily to the actual forest
resource and how it can and should be managed to best serve the needs of the residents
of The Woodlands. The needs will be served by the responsible agency, in this case the
Community Associations of The Woodlands. Specific recommendations and costs
associated with the needs discussed in this section are addressed in the
Recommendations Section (4) of this document.

The property is located approximately 25 miles north of Houston along the Interstate
45 corridor. The entire property is bound to the east by Interstate 45 while the north
boundary can be closely aligned (no further north than) with F. M. 1488. Access to the
property is excellent with many major thoroughfares providing egress and ingress.
Extensive development such as schools, residential hous ing, commercial buildings,
recreational and aesthetic parks, shopping areas, etc., is found. Additional utility
corridors are present transporting petroleum products, electricity, cable, and telephone
services. Extensive flood control drainage facilities are noted throughout the property as
well.
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Due to the scope of the inventory project, all property acreage was not inspected.
Areas not inspected include forests still under ownership by the developer. No
determination was made as to the existence of fencing or other boundary delineation.
This issue does not apply directly to The Community Associations of the Woodlands in
that the developer primarily owns areas open for timber theft or vandalism. A lack of
boundary delineation could leave portions of the property open to trespass and potential
timber theft through an adjacent tract. Timber theft can occur in instances when an
adjacent tract is being harvested and the logging contractor accidentally or intentionally
crosses from the rightful property owner’s tract onto an adjacent tract and removes the
timber.

The current uses of The Community Associations of The Woodlands managed
property are devoted primarily to natural forest growth, screening, noise abatement,
wildlife, aesthetics, park development, trails, etc. Past activities conducted by the
maintenance staff have included but are not limited to responses to dying trees, fallen
limbs or trees, and occasional plantings as dictated by budgetary limits.

There are a number of possible cover types and understory scenarios found in the
common community areas. A general description will be given to the current forest
conditions found throughout the majority of The Woodlands mixed pine and hardwood
stands. Most of the stands were harvested by the developer prior to being turned over to
Community Associations of The Woodlands management. This is a common and
practical approach in development to remove a certain portion of the standing forest
assets prior to installation of utilities, roads, and structures. True to the development
concept within The Woodlands, many healthy and high quality trees were left in place.
These forest stands can be seen throughout the community and they have been left
essentially untouched to follow whatever succession naturally occurs.

The question becomes, what has thirty years of minimal management done to the
forest composition? In some cases, the answer is very little. In other cases, however, the
answer is that there is a forest that has moved away from a healthy pine or pine/hardwood
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makeup to one of heavy buildups of brush, undesirable species, proliferation of exotic
species, with limited or no regeneration.

The Woodlands forests that have experienced little change can be categorized as pine
and hardwood, both sawlog and pulpwood sized trees, growing in close association with
traditional understory woody and herbaceous vegetation. Species makeup and
descriptions have been addressed in earlier portions of this report. There is a layering of
various components such as pine litter, herbaceous plants, woody stemmed vegetation,
midstory hardwood trees, young pine regeneration, co-dominant hardwood, young or
suppressed pine pulpwood and sawlog sized trees, and an overstory of larger dominant
pine.

Stands with approaching collapse of the pine material and danger of being overtaken
by hardwood species constitute a second cover type. These stands are categorized by a
number of preliminary conditions that led to the current circumstances. The timber
stands may have carried exceptionally high volumes of timber and, when confronted
with the impact of Southern Pine Beetle infestations from epidemic years such as 1976
and 1985, were unable to ward off the attacking populations. The areas may have
become very wet during those periods of heavy rainfall. The increased moisture and lack
of available seed source allowed pioneering hardwood trees or the native species to more
readily occupy the site than would have been possible in a normal overstory of pine.
With the removal of fire from the areas, the hardwood scrub or undesirable species
established a foothold as the pine was unable to reestablish according to age old methods
of regeneration.

Conversion from the native pine overstory may also have occurred due to
fragmentation. As property is converted to urban use, the areas are fragmented into
smaller acreages. The soil and water relationships of the areas are changed forever. The
changes allow dramatic changes in the species that can best occupy the site.
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Many of the larger reserve or park areas may be headed to succession or general
senescence (forest decline) unless some type of management system is employed. The
collapse of entire forests from overcrowding coupled with insect infestations is the most
common conversion in the area.

Some pine reproduction was noted in scattered openings from previous Southern
Pine Beetle (SPB) activity. Most openings resulting from past beetle infestations,
though, have resulted in the production of brushy impenetrable areas that contain
yaupon, greenbriar and grapevine. The pine stands (sawlog material primarily) present a
high risk from the incidence of SPB infestation and/or associated bark beetles.

Pine bark beetles are forest insects that primarily attack timber that is closely spaced
or otherwise stressed, due to drought, lightning strike, or other weather conditions.
Numerous old SPB and Ips Beetle infestations were noted during the inspection. The Ips
variety seems to be more aggressive during periods of drought which is the current
weather pattern. The Ips attack pattern is spottier than the normal SPB, however, losses
can be serious.

The forest stands are at considerable risk from fire due to the buildup of forest fuels
(brush, herbaceous material, pine straw). There are no designated firebreaks at the present
time along the boundaries or throughout the property. However, pipelines, roadways,
drainage easements and other barriers do exist. The highest dangers due to fire for the
forest property are the park areas or areas bordering on developer owned property. The
larger blocks of land may lack adequate access for emergency and fire vehicles, which
will limit control and emergency operations.

The property provides habitat and food for a sustaining population of both game and
non-game species of wildlife. Some of the forested habitats contain a diversity of
overstory trees and understory shrubs that provide food in the form of fruits, nuts, and
berries, as well as, vertical layers important for nesting and cover for a wide variety of
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birds and mammals. A source of wildlife food exists in selected openings or old beetle
spots by way of yaupon, greenbriar, blackberry/dewberry, honeysuckle, grass seeds, etc.

Most of the property sites understory conditions were found to be brushy, making it
difficult to walk freely through the property. The primary understory vegetation consisted
of moderate to heavy brush of hardwood saplings, yaupon, blackberry, greenbriar and
vines.

Overall the forest is in a middle age to mature state as can be noted by the presence
of larger and older pine trees or areas that have been changed by fragmentation and
moisture changes. Very little natural forest regeneration is occurring due to extensive
overstory and understory competition. This situation has resulted in a mature forest that
is in a state of decline.

Needs Pertaining to Forest Health
Insects
Insects may cause injury and damage
to trees and shrubs. By defoliating trees or
sucking their sap, insects may retard plant
growth.

By boring into the trunk and

branches, they interfere with the sap flow
and weaken the tree structure. Insects may
also carry some plant diseases.

In many

Figure 14 – Southern Pine Beetle
Infestation (Source The Association
2003)

cases, however, the insect problem is secondary to problems brought on by a stress
disorder or pathogen.

Most insects, however, are beneficial rather than destructive. They help with
pollination or act as predators of more harmful species. Therefore, killing all insects
without regard to their kind and function can actually be detrimental to tree health.
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Insects may be divided into three categories according to their method of feeding:
chewing, sucking, and boring. Insects from each group have characteristic patterns of
damage that will help determine the culprit and the proper treatment. Always consult a
tree care expert if there are any doubts about the nature of the insect problem or the
proper treatment.

“Maintaining a healthy stand of trees is the best policy for preventing insect attacks.”

Chewing insects eat plant tissue such as leaves, flowers, buds, and twigs. Indication
of damage by these insects is often seen by uneven or broken margins on the leaves,
skeletonization of the leaves, and leaf mining. Beetle adults or larvae, and moth larvae
(caterpillars) are just a few examples of chewing insects. The damage they cause (leaf
notching, leaf mining, leaf skeletonizing, etc.) will help in identifying the pest insect.

Sucking insects insert their beak (proboscis) into the tissue of leaves, twigs, branches,
flowers, or fruit and then feed on the plant's juices. Some examples of sucking insects are
aphids, mealybugs, thrips, and leafhoppers. Damage caused by these pests is often
indicated by discoloration, drooping, wilting, leaf spots (stippling), honeydew, or general
lack of vigor in the affected plant.

Boring insects. All pests in this category spend time feeding somewhere beneath the
bark of a tree as larvae. Some borers kill twigs and leaders when adults feed or when
eggs hatch into larvae that bore into the stem and develop into adults. Other borers,
known as bark beetles, mate at or near the bark surface, and adults lay eggs in tunnels
beneath the bark.

The most devastating insects within The Woodlands Forest are a boring type insect
known as the Southern Pine Beetle (SPB) and the closely related Engraver Beetle (Ips).
These two insects are responsible for the loss of more pine trees throughout the south
than any other agent.
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Pine bark beetles are forest insects that
primarily attack pine trees that are closely
spaced or otherwise stressed, due to
drought, lightning strike, or other weather
conditions.

The Woodlands contains stands of pine
forest that are at high risk for beetle
infestations. Maintaining a healthy stand of

Figure 15 – Southern Pine Beetle
pitch tubes on pine (Source The
Associations 2003)

trees is the best policy for preventing insect
attacks. Southern Pine Beetles (SPB) are forest insects that attack the cambium (inner
bark area) of pines and can infest a stand of pine trees in several days to weeks. They are
highly prone to attack trees that are closely spaced
or otherwise stressed, due to physical damage,
construction damage, drought or other weather
conditions.

The SPB, as seen at right, is capable of killing
large number of trees and a single infestation may
encompass hundreds of acres. Populations of
Southern Pine Beetles fluctuate from year to year.
The insect's activities are somewhat cyclic and epidemics may occur every five to ten
years depending on environmental conditions and stand stocking levels. During 1985,
the worst year on record, more than 15,000
infestations caused by SPB's were reported in East

Figure 16 – Southern Pine
Beetle (Source USDA 2003)

Texas. This forest insect is generally active during early spring and continues through
the fall. Due to the prolonged drought of 1996, 1998, 1999, and 2000, many pine stands
experienced an increase in Ips species and/or other engraver beetle infestations.

Ips

beetle activity occurs every year, and attack patterns are usually quite scattered and
involve only a few trees in an infestation. However, when pine trees are weakened or
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stressed due to drought or other conditions, Ips beetles may attack and have a significant
number of trees.

Other insect pests include
•

Spiders

•

Mites

•

Aphids

•

Borers

•

Elm Leaf Beetle

•

Texas Leaf-Cutting Ant

•

Fall Cankerwork

•

Fall Webworm

•

Gypsy Moth

•

Pine Webworm

•

Variable Oak Leaf

•

Caterpillar

•

Bagworm

•

Pine Tip Moth

•

Sawflies

•

Forest Tent Caterpillar
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Of these insects, none are as devastating to a forest system as Southern Pine Beetles.
Occasional and scattered damage and/or mortality due to insects or other pathogens can
and will occur throughout the forest as a natural cycle.

Disease
In the natural forest system, forest pathogens (diseases) and the host populations
(trees) are in a balanced relationship. The natural population of plants may have genetic
diversity, age diversity, and species diversity. There is little or no selection pressure on
pathogens to increase their populations rapidly. Under this type of system, diseases play
a role in eliminating less vigorous plants and in facilitating forest succession.
Widespread lethal diseases are unknown because there is no way for a large population
of susceptible plants to develop. The disease organism population will quickly grow to
eliminate the development of such a population.

Diseases can be classified into two broad categories: those caused by infectious or
living agents (diseases) and those caused by noninfectious or nonliving agents
(disorders).

Infectious Diseases
•

Fungi

•

Viruses

•

Bacteria

Non-Infectious Diseases
•

Nutrient deficiencies

•

Temperature extremes

•

Vandalism

•

Pollutants

•

Fluctuations in moisture
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Noninfectious diseases account for 70 to 90 percent of all plant problems in urban
areas. Noninfectious disorders often produce symptoms similar to those caused by
infectious diseases; therefore, it is essential to distinguish between the two in order to
give proper treatment.

Infectious Forest diseases around and within The Woodlands are found to exist but
are not problematic at this time. Incidences include Fusiform Rust on pines, Hypoxylon
Canker on oaks and other trees, different cankers, potential anthracnose, and other
various and assorted minor diseases. There are no documented cases of Oak Wilt within
the confines of The Woodlands, but this should not be neglected as a potential impact in
the future.

Fusiform Rust is a fungal disease of pine trees that is a problem in modified
(plantation) types of forest. It is only problematic in situations where ecological
imbalance is a problem. This could be the case in many of the monocultures that exist
throughout The Woodlands. Fusiform Rust alternates between oak and pine hosts. The
damage identified on oaks is in the form of leaf blistering. It can result in yellow orange
blisters that can infect other oaks. The air currents then carry the spores to recently
expanded growth on Loblolly or Slash pines. The stems or branch tissue on the pines
will then swell into a gall, which at the end of the life cycle, will expand and open up
releasing the orange spores into the air to infect other oaks. This disease can result in
stem failure, but in most cases is not fatal to the tree.

Hypoxylon Canker is generally noted in The Woodlands area as a disease of oaks.
The disease manifests itself in trees as a discoloration in the bark or a slow decline of the
overall health of the tree. The fungus will produce gray and blackened areas on the bark
that are covered with spores of the fungus. This disease can spread to other oaks through
aerial dispersal and will begin growing on wounds of surrounding oak trees.

Necessary Elements for Disease Development
•

The presence of a pathogen (the disease-causing agent).
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•

Plant susceptibility to that particular pathogen.

•

An environment suitable for disease development.

Plants vary in susceptibility to pathogens. Many disease-prevention programs focus
on the use of pathogen-resistant plant varieties. Even if the pathogen is present and a
susceptible plant host is the proper environmental conditions must be present over the
correct period of time for the pathogen to infect the plant.

Senescence

Forest senescence is a natural process by which the forest ages and eventually
declines. This aging is often accelerated in an urban environment. Trees growing within
an urban setting have a shorter lifespan that do those growing in the forest. The
Woodlands forest, in most cases, has been interrupted or reduced by impacting root
zones and changes to microclimate. These reductions or interruptions are due to paving,
infrastructure, utilities, homes or buildings. Root zone encroachment reduces the ability
of trees to take up water and nutrients and can result in tree decline and premature
mortality in trees. This accelerated senescence results in the succession of the forest to
be accelerated as well. Tree species that are adapted to these conditions will naturally
occur. Introduced and invader species will often take the place of the more desirable
natives that add to the environmental and aesthetic mix of The Woodlands.

In the highly developed areas there are three major ecological problems that are seen
continually:
•

Hard surface increases (more non-evaporative/non-infiltrating surfaces,
more concentrated water flows, higher water velocity flows, larger water
volumes, shorter water pulse rates, more erosion, less biologically
available water, greater heat generation, and wider fluctuations in
heat/humidity).
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•

Decline in total ecologically active volume (more surface area per volume
[more edge effect], more isolated islands, narrower corridors, greater
distances across hardscapes, less open soil surfaces, smaller number of
energy capture systems, less eco-diversity, and less connectivity).

•

Changes in past and current ecosystem functions and processes (disruption
and destruction of ecological processes, large scale intense disturbances,
inadequate irrigation and renovation, inadequate resources provided, and
essential resources removed or destroyed).

Reforestation

Planting efforts from the beginning years of The Woodlands appear to be varied in
species mix as well as success. Presently, reforestation efforts are located in newer
medians, openings in medians and parks. There is a need for improved planting in these
areas to reintroduce native species and increase species diversity within the ROSR'S,
medians and parks. Plantings are used to establish trees where none exist, to change
species composition, to supplement natural regeneration, and to shorten the regeneration
period. Future plantings should follow a predetermined landscape scheme that stresses
diversity, naturalness, and aesthetics.

Species diversity is a necessary component for the reforestation efforts to ensure
survival and continued forest cover. Insect and disease control efforts and avoiding mass
infestations or losses can be reduced by the integration of differing species that are
suited to the sites. Efforts are needed to introduce trees into areas that have been
overtaken by single species and/or invader species. The inability of the site to regenerate
trees of various species should be reduced by the selective opening of the overstory or
understory and introduction of tree species that are desirable and necessary to increase
forest health. Certain forest species are unable to regenerate without the aid of fire or
may be limited by the excessive overstory or crowding. Work in the area of overstory
and understory control is necessary to reintroduce these trees or enable the trees to
regenerate naturally.
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Reforestation levels for restocking the forest should be at or above the level of
removals noted for The Woodlands. The need is to establish the stocking level and
determine the removals for health and safety and include natural restocking levels from
seedling. Establishment of the stocking levels will require a forest inventory of the site to
determine the current levels. Potential stocking levels can then be projected using
baseline information, regeneration information, soils, site conditions, and possible
natural and manipulated population levels.

Drought

Water is the most limiting ecological resource for most tree and forest sites. As soilwater content declines, trees become more stressed and begin to react to resource
availability changes. A point is reached when water is so inadequately available that tree
tissues and processes are damaged. Lack of water eventually leads to failures and death.

Growing periods with little water can lead to decreased rates of diameter and height
growth, poor resistance to other stresses, disruption of food production and distribution,
and changes to the timing and rate of physiological processes, like fruit production and
dormancy.

The term "drought" denotes a period without precipitation, during which the water
content of the soil is reduced to such an extent that trees can no longer extract sufficient
water for normal life processes. Water content in a tree under drought conditions disrupt
life processes. Trees have developed a series of prioritized strategies for reacting to
drought conditions (listed in order from least damaging to most damaging response):

Tree Reaction to Drought
•

Recognizing (“sensing”) soil/root water availability problems.

•

Chemically altering (osmotic) cell contents.

•

Closing stomates for longer periods.
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•

Increasing absorbing root production.

•

Using food storage reserves.

•

Close-off or close-down root activities.

•

Initiate foliage, branch and/or root senescence.

•

Set-up abscission and compartment lines.

•

Seal-off (allow to die) and shed tissue/organs unable to maintain health.

As drought continues and trees respond to decreasing water availability, various
symptoms and damage occurs. Trees that have previously been subjected to water stress
suffer less injury from drought than trees not previously stressed. Trees watered daily
have higher rates of stomata and surface water loses than trees watered less frequently.
Allowing trees to be grown in unstressed conditions with optimum water application can
lead to more severe damage from drought conditions.

Drought predisposes trees to pests because of lower food reserves, poorer response to
pest attack, and poorer adjustment to pest damage. Unhealthy trees are more prone to
pest problems. Drought creates unhealthy trees. Attacks on trees by boring insects that
live in the inner bark and outer wood can be more severe in dry years. Lack of water
and elevated temperatures can also damage pest populations. Trees constantly lose
water to the atmosphere. Water is the single most limiting essential resource for tree
survival and growth. Water shortages severely damage young and old trees alike and
set-up healthy trees for other problems. Drought conditions can lead to tree decline, pest
problems, and non-recoverable damage. Supplemental watering assists greatly in
maintaining tree health during droughts both during the growing season and during the
dormant season.
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Needs Pertaining to Undesirable Vegetation
Invader species
Tree species brought into an area where they did not ecologically develop or where
they are not considered "native," are exotic trees. Many exotic trees are grown for food,
ornamental, aesthetic, or other specialized uses. Sometimes the exotic trees escape
cultivation and start to survive, grow, and reproduce on their own. Self-replicating
exotics (invader species) can pose a threat to local ecological systems by replacing
species and modifying the interconnections between species and site processes. In some
cases, exotic species are considered to be an ecological asset, while in other situations,
exotics trees are considered pests. An invader species is well adapted to the environment
and often has no natural insect, disease, or consumers of the plant. This situation leads to
the unchecked growth of the species into the area without any natural control measures.
Invader species include Chinese Tallow, privet, Japanese honeysuckle and various
herbaceous species.

Control measures necessary to either eradicate or limit infestation of invader species
will require consensus and cooperation of the residents and the governing bodies of The
Woodlands.

Dominant plants (overtaking)
Dominant plant species is a major issue as it influences natural and assisted forest
regeneration, senescence and development. Dominant plants may include targeted or
desired species in which case the trees or other plant material should be cared for in a
manner in which retains the dominant status. Often though, the dominant plant in
question is either an undesirable or species that should be controlled as a co-dominant or
understory species. Species identified throughout The Woodlands as dominant plants
(overtaking) include Chinese Tallow, grape vine, yaupon, privet, and other opportunistic
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species. To establish a healthy forest environment, reforest the site, or properly manage
the forest system, some method of identification and control measures should be
implemented to enable The Community Associations of The Woodlands to properly
manage dominant plant material. Forest stand species makeup, budgetary requirements,
and community policy will dictate the ability to control dominant plant material and
establish and maintain a healthy forest system.

Needs Pertaining to Safety
Hazard issues exist throughout any forested site. Site inspections revealed some
existing safety hazards including dead trees, potential living hazard trees, hazard limbs,
fire, and poisonous snakes. Dead trees and limbs are considered a hazard when there is
an identifiable target that a falling limb or tree may hit. Examples of site hazards
include:

1. Standing dead trees and large dead overhanging limbs.
2. Vegetation hazards growing on the site include trees and vines with thorns, poison ivy,
and other poisonous plants.
3. Indications, habitat and sightings of dangerous wildlife including poisonous snakes
and feral hogs. While feral hogs are relatively shy, they are very protective of their
young (particularly in the Spring) and should be controlled.
4. Hunters on adjacent lands or trespassing can pose a threat to peripheral site users by
way of stray bullets.

Hazard Trees
Hazard trees, dead trees and deadwood can pose a threat to both persons and
property throughout The Woodlands. Trees will not maintain a static condition and can
and will succumb to insects, disease, construction damage, drought, and other damaging
elements or agents. These agents place the tree in stress conditions where the tree will
shed limbs or even shut down and die from the resulting problems. A process is needed
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for the identification and mitigation of hazard conditions presented by trees and tree
failure. With the many pathways, trails, parks, playgrounds, and golf courses, user traffic
in close proximity to trees is inevitable.

With the vast number of trees, precise

identification and practices necessary to ensure the safety of all users is challenging and
expensive. Preventative maintenance, monitoring practices, and site usage identification
may help reduce the risk of damage, injury and/or death from falling limbs or trees.

Living hazards are those trees that have been injured through natural or manmade
agents or have reached their mature status and have started a downward spiral of decline.
These situations warrant the use of expert inspections and identification of the hazards to
determine the trees that pose a threat to persons or property and in need of removal or
mitigative measures.

Dead tree identification and removal procedures are in place. A policy is needed to
promptly locate and remove the trees that pose a threat to persons or property. The
identification and removal policy should have criteria for the urgency, method of
removal and the disposal of the resulting material.

Deadwood hazard identification and removal should be an integral portion of the
forest management procedures. Deadwood serves as an entryway for insects and disease
as well as posing a threat to the park, trail, or recreational users throughout the wooded
portions of The Woodlands. A policy that addresses this issue may reduce the incidence
of liability due to injury, damage, and even death.

All procedures for hazard identification and assessment should be conducted
according to International Society of Arboriculture standards with a qualified member of
the society as the assessor.
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Drainage
Needs pertaining to drainage issues were noted throughout The Woodlands. Lawn
and landscape debris dumped by residents were found to exist in many areas that
normally would be open for drainage. In the past, debris has resulted in the restriction of
flow of runoff during periods of high rainfall. Residents occasionally dump lawn debris
adding to the problem of blocked drainage. This should be addressed with all residents
and a program implemented for the proper disposal and cleanup of the areas.

Drainage and erosion control are necessary aspects of forest management that need
to be addressed in the daily maintenance of the site. Erosion can be caused when the
vegetation is poorly established or nonexistent. Erosion will result in sedimentation in
the drainage areas thereby causing slow drainage and even potential flooding of areas.

Erosion control measures were noted within The Woodlands. Any active practice
including native plant establishment on erodible areas, and the maintenance of
streamside management zones that attempts to reduce or keep soil erosion to a minimum
for the benefit of wildlife, flooding, health and safety is advisable.

Park User Safety
Issues of safety pertaining to park and pathway users were noted during the site
inspections. Some areas were noted to have poor visibility. Also noted were issues that
have been previously addressed such as hazard trees and limbs overhanging benches,
tables, trails, and playground equipment. These, along with the issues of visibility,
should be addressed to ensure the safety of The Woodlands residents.
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Fire Hazard and Wildfire Assessment
Wildfires on land cur rently managed by The Woodlands developer and The
Associations were previously suppressed through the cooperative efforts of the Texas
Forest Service and various Rural Fire Defense units. The historical elimination of
wildfire, or at least the rapid suppression of those fires, have established distinct
conditions in the natural forests that are conducive to more catastrophic losses of forest,
property and human life. Fires that previously occurred naturally helped keep the brush
and leaf litter at low levels. The suppression of fire has allowed the brush (yaupon and
other woody vegetation) to become dense and leaf and pine straw litter to build to high
fuel levels. This material also has become draped in the understory woody vegetation
creating extremely hazardous conditions. A wildfire that has plenty of fuel and no
natural barriers is very difficult to stop.

Urban sprawl, not the lack of fire suppression equipment and manpower, is
responsible for the catastrophic wildfires that occur in the shrublands of southern and
central coastal California. But in the case of Florida and Texas, two very similar states
with high population bases, the primarily coniferous (pine) forests have been allowed to
accumulate high volumes of ground fuel and drape.

We have no Santa Ana winds or extensive slope to drive the fires as in California,
but we do have volumes of forest debris and ground fuel. We also have an economy with
burgeoning development throughout the region. Homes and businesses have been built
up to the very edge of a primitive natural forest system. Homes and businesses may be in
danger when drought conditions and unfortunate circumstances meet. The Woodlands
Fire Department has reported that vandals have set fire to rolls of toilet paper attempting
to ignite the forest floor.

There are other instances of fire through negligence or

vandalism that should be addressed.
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Needs Pertaining to Wildlife
A highly diverse forest consisting of ma ny successional stages will provide the
greatest diversity in habitat, and the wildlife population. Edges between diverse
communities are important, as are highly stratified communities. When developing urban
forest management plans, the following steps should be taken to ensure a diverse
population of wildlife for enjoyment by urban residents (Leedy and others, 1978):
•

Identify habitats and determine their relative value for wildlife.

•

Identify habitats of threatened and endangered species.

•

Identify groups of plant species of value to wildlife.

•

Analyze adjacent land uses.

•

Develop a continuous open space/wildlife corridor system.

With the needs and objectives of The Woodlands in mind, there are several options
available for the conservation, management, and enhancement of wildlife and wildlife
habitat. The forested and open portions of The Woodlands are currently providing fair
habitat and food for a sustaining population of both game and non-game species of
wildlife. Habitats contain a diversity of overstory trees and understory shrubs that provide
food in the form of fruits, nuts, and berries as well as vertical layers important for travel
corridors and cover for a variety of birds and mammals. Wildlife food exists in the
understory by way of yaupon, greenb riar, blackberry/dewberry, croton, honeysuckle, and
grass seeds. The diversity and interspersion of habitats has the potential to accommodate
a variety of wildlife species, including white-tailed deer, fox and gray squirrels, mourning
doves, rabbits, bats, and birds.

In wildlife management, all activities are based on a single commodity, habitat.
Habitat management addresses four basic needs of wildlife: food, cover, water, and
space. A habitat area may be a few square feet for a spider or a few hundred acres for a
deer. Wildlife habitat can be created, or improved by planting appropriate vegetation, by
maintaining the existing plant cover, or by promoting the natural establishment of
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desirable plants. When enhancing the food element for wildlife, some things to consider
are: the food preferences of different species, fruiting habits and seasonal availability of
plant material, and selection of plants for food and cover. It takes planning and effort to
ensure an ongoing supply of quality forage for wildlife. Some animals will eat a variety
of food items, while others eat only a few kinds of foods. Cover is a general term applied
to the aspect of an animal's habitat that provides protection for the animal to carry out
life functions such as breeding, nesting, sleeping, resting, feeding, and travel. Cover
provides a sense of security from disturbance and protection from inclement weather and
predators. Anticipating the need for cover is related to planning food sources because
animals often will not come to food if there is not a protected place for them to eat it.
Landscaping with a variety of flowers, grasses, shrubs, and trees will accommodate a
diversity of wildlife, from ground-dwelling species to those that prefer living in the
treetops. The availability of water is an important factor in attracting wildlife and is
usually readily available by streams, ponds, or bird baths.

When providing food, cover, and water to attract wildlife, you must also consider the
arrangement of habitat elements. The key to managing The Woodlands for wildlife is
diversity. The more diverse the habitat, the more wildlife species you will attract. The
Woodlands has the potential to provide for all of these requirements if appropriate
wildlife habitat management techniques are applied. The following are seven habitat
manipulation techniques that are recommended in order to effectively manage the
reserves for wildlife and wildlife habitat.

Habitat Management
A wild animal’s habitat is its surroundings, as a whole, including: plants, ground
cover, shelter and other animals on the land. Habitat control or habitat management,
means actively using land to create or promote an environment that is beneficial to
wildlife. Management methods include:
•

Forest Management
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•

Brush Management

•

Prescribed Control of Species

•

Wildlife Protection

Nuisance Wildlife Control
This term means practices intended to manage the population of nuisance wildlife to
benefit the target wildlife population. Nuisance wildlife control is usually not necessary
unless the number of species is harmful to the desired wildlife population. These would
include:
•

Imported Red Fire Ant Control

•

Mosquito Control

•

Feral Hog Control

•

Beaver Control

•

Duck Control

Providing Supplemental Supplies of Water
Natural water exists in all wildlife environments in the form of creeks and shallow
depressions. Supplemental water is provided when the owner actively provides water in
addition to the natural sources. Some methods of providing supplemental water is
through the establishment of lakes, ponds, and watering facilities (bird baths, containers,
etc.).

Providing Supplemental Supplies of Food
Most wildlife environments have some natural food. An owner supplies supplemental
food by providing food and nutrition in addition to the level naturally produced on the
land. Supplemental food can be supplied through:
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•

Food Plot Establishment

•

Range Enhancement

•

Native Vegetation Management

•

Supplemental Feeding

Providing Shelter
This term means actively creating or maintaining vegetation or artificial structures
that provide from the weather, nesting and breeding sites, or "escape cover" from
enemies. Shelter is provided by:
•

Natural Cavity/Snag Development

•

Nest Boxes

•

Brush Piles and Slash Retention

Making Census Counts to Determine Population
Census counts are periodic surveys and inventories to determine the number,
composition, or other relevant information about a wildlife population to measure if the
current wildlife management practices are serving the targeted species. Different
methods of census counts are:
•

Deer Census Data

•

Harvest Data Collection

•

Browse Utilization Surveys

•

Breeding Song Bird Counts

•

Nest Box Surveys
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Fisheries Management
The Woodlands has many lakes throughout the community including Lake
Woodlands, Alden Lake, Mystic Lake, Lake Harrison, Shadowlake Marsh Experience
and ponds in the existing parks and golf courses. If a fisheries management program is
not in effect, one should be developed for future fish production to enhance the
recreational opportunities of The Woodlands. A successful pond management program
can maximize productivity and provide many hours of recreational enjoyment. This
program is flexible so that fishing and management operations can be undertaken
depending on pond development and the desires and dictates of The Community
Associations of The Woodlands. The fisheries management section details water quality,
fish die-offs, lime and fertilization requirements, fish species selection and stocking
rates, supplemental feeding, harvest recommendations, record keeping, aquatic weed
control, pond enhancements, and safety.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

For each need previously listed there are certain appropriate renovation and
maintenance responses that will fundamentally change present and future ecological
functions of The Woodlands forest. The changes must reflect the goals and objectives of
The Associations and the residents of The Woodlands. To accomplish the goals of
various associations, members of the community and those agencies responsible for
natural resource stewardship, ne w approaches must be developed and tested that will
ensure that the most important objectives are met. Although a forest is a dynamic
system, taking the approach of proactive management, management zones and levels of
management will not only be more productive, but will also result in a healthier forest
and lower overall management inputs.

Those in positions of management should recognize the dynamic nature of each
ecosystem, and silviculture prescriptions used to shape ecosystems in accordance with
the management goals. It may be desirable to accelerate succession, set back succession,
or maintain the status quo of each community.

Management activities within The Woodlands will require the implementation of
both traditional forestry and non-traditional forestry. Ecosystem management, ecosystem
modification or restoration, and arboricultural methods also have a place in the overall
enhancement of the forest. A programmed management cycle should be established for
all situations and should be implemented accordingly.

This section goes through each previously stated need to address methods to achieve
the goals set by The Associations.
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Community Awareness
The key to any successful resource management program will be a well thought out
community awareness plan. Municipal forestry departments, public works departments,
parks and recreation departments and community associations all have a public image.
The image may be real or imagined, but it exists in the eyes of the general public.
Community awareness is part of the everyday work experience of personnel, and each
person creates an image even when they are not in direct contact with the community.
Programmed maintenance should be scheduled in a manner as not to surprise citizens.
Residents of areas scheduled for programmed maintenance should be notified, in the
local newspaper or by direct mail of work to be performed, along with an explanation of
why it is being done, prior to crew arrival. This may be considered primarily for those
areas adjacent to residential areas; however, activities in reserves or parks should be
initiated after consideration is given to how the community will perceive the work. In any
case, work should be scheduled to cause minimum disruption. An example would be
tying up traffic during rush hour for tree trimming or take down operations. Such an
action would cause general distraction to traffic and would likely not be received well by
the general community.

Public programs can be effective without community understanding, support, and
financial commitment. A community aware of the public tree program, and
knowledgeable as to the benefits provided, will place that program at a higher priority
when decisions are made to allocate funds. Communities served by community forestry
programs include knowledgeable people who, on a regular basis, are aware of trees and
parks. Advocates include groups such as garden clubs, nature organizations, those
alienated by tree maintenance activities (tree removals, pest control and maintenance,
etc.), and the general public who truly desire the services being provided. There is a
large sector of the public to be reached by a community awareness program. The
program should include what the specific department (Parks and Recreation of The
Community Associations of The Woodlands, etc.) provides and involve the community
in setting management goals and priorities. A good community awareness program can
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be a pipeline to be used for information to reach the community and also to gather their
input.

The program should educate the community regarding the benefits, problems, and
costs to manage the urban forest. There are two areas of information to be distributed:
1. Specific forest management information and tree care including fire protection,
planting (reforestation), pest management, hazard removals, advisable thinning
and general maintenance practices.
2. An understanding of the benefits of the forestry program to the community so that
they can observe where tax dollars are spent on trees and how this provides
community assistance and improvement of the quality of life.

Suggested communication opportunities through community awareness include the
following:

Annual Arbor Day Program
Arbor Day Programs are traditionally held in January. Such a program is already in
place, but can be expanded through concerted efforts with local and State politicians,
community leaders, and schools, etc. This program may also be staggered into the yearly
Earth Day activities currently held in April.

Direct Community Awareness
All employees who have direct contact with the community should be trained to
interact in a professional and courteous manner regarding forestry issues. Phone requests
should be handled promptly by forestry personnel (or those with that area of
responsibility). Requests not within the jurisdiction of community services should be
referred to the appropriate agency.
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Inquisitive residents may interrupt work crews temporarily. These requests should be
handled politely with brief answers. Literature may be provided to crews as handout
material to serve as educational tools. Such materials would include subjects such as fire
protection, forest management, pest and disease management, pruning, and planting.

Other examples of direct contact are programs to organizations such as neighborhood
groups, service clubs, garden clubs, and schools. These are excellent opportunities for
education and also to receive input. Involved people will identify with the program and
be more diligent in protecting and promoting its objectives.

Indirect Community Awareness
It is impossible to establish direct contact with all residents or users in the
community. However, contacts can be made through the media outlets such as local
newspapers, periodicals, radio, and television. Exhibits, ne wsletters, special mailings,
fliers, posters, street signs, surveys, and annual reports are also effective methods of
reaching the community.

Heritage or Big Tree Registry
Heritage trees are those having historic or extraordinary aesthetic significance in the
community. Many communities now have registries in place, including Harris and other
counties in Texas. The Texas Forest Service maintains a Big Tree Registry for the entire
state. The American Forestry Association has a National Register of Big Trees listing
name, size, and location of the largest specimens of each species. Local search programs
can be sponsored to assist in locating the trees. Once located and identified, dedication
ceremonies and placement of information plaques can provide opportunities for
additional community involvement.
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Tree Planting Initiatives
Trees for Houston and The Park People are two tree advocacy groups in Houston.
Their focus is primarily that of tree planting, care and maintenance of park trees, and
preservation of street trees. There are rich opportunities for such an organization in The
Woodlands. Trees for The Woodlands or Park People of The Woodlands organization
could further the cause of tree awareness.

Tree Wells
There are extensive nature trails already in place within The Woodlands park and
trail system. Self instructed guides could be printed with a map of the walk, tree
locations, species identification, and discussion of the general attributes of each
specimen. Such guides are popular with schools, garden clubs, and individuals interested
in tree identification.

Professional Community Awareness
Using professional assistance is important to the program as well. Commercial firms
can participate in any of the activities carried out by the Community Associations of The
Woodlands program and sponsor their own. The Associations Community Relations
staff could provide valuable coordination of these efforts. Advertising that includes tree
management information could serve as a community awareness tool for firms dealing
with forestry, arboriculture and urban vegetative management.

Forest Management
The current needs and future goals of the forested areas are to:

1. Upgrade the forest stand quality
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2. Improve forest health
3. Protect from devastating insect infestations
4. Increase forest diversity
5. Improve long term aesthetics
6. Maintain and improve wildlife habitat
7. Increase recreational opportunities

Unique circumstances exist in The Woodlands community forest areas. Typical
southern forest timber types are found, albeit in smaller parcels, that are currently
experiencing the same pressures from urbanization and nature that other private
woodlands experience. Insects, drought, overcrowding, changes in water availability,
and a myriad of other conditions impact these stands. The Community Associations of
The Woodlands is presently handling the removal process of trees downed by insects,
drought and disease. The primary focus of this section will be to address how to upgrade
the overall health of The Woodlands forest and to reduce the decline. Consideration
must be given to protection, regeneration and planting, as well as future expansion and
development.

Many of the forest management systems for stand manipulation have been briefly
touched on in this report. They are prove n and sound practices for accomplishing
traditional forest practices. The issue is whether the general community will accept that
traditional forest practices also improve forest health. It is clear that there is
overcrowding of many forest stands with susceptibility from insects as a result. Equally
clear is the presence of extensive brush and understory buildup due to the sunlight
reaching the increased edges created by fragmentation of the forest.

There are indications that many users enjoy the crowded look of dense forest cover
and understory. From a pure biological point of view, however, conditions such as these
do change the future makeup of the forest. Left unchecked, dense understory brush
prevents the establishment of pine regeneration, allowing the eventual conversion of the
site to hardwood species. This may not occur in a five or ten year period, but dramatic
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changes will occur. Long term seed source is lost as pine trees age, experience slowgrowth or die due to wind through, drought or insects. What seed trees are available
may make efforts to regenerate a site only to be thwarted by the inability of the young
seedlings to obtain enough sunlight to establish. Such an example could easily occur in
the more remote ROSR's and park areas.

Another example for current forests to decline can be found in young (5 - 20 year
old) pine stands that are growing in extremely close proximity. Survival was good at
establishment and there exists a "dog- hair" type stand with a high number of stems per
acre. There will be much less understory brush in this circumstance. However, left
unmanaged, these stands will stagnate with each tree receiving only minimum nutrients,
sunlight, and moisture. An entire stand becomes less vigorous in growth and health
declines. Individual tree diameter is slowed and if drought occurs, trees begin to die. If
excessive rain occurs, trees become more susceptible to attack by Southern Pine Beetles
while excessive drought encourages engraver beetle species.

Alteration of the vegetation will have four general
long-range impacts on forest communities
•

Canopy reduction will accelerate growth on
remaining trees, but will also encourage the
development of additional strata or understory and
midstory growth and may accelerate succession.

•

Introduction of a new species into the ecosystem
will result in a reduction in frequency of one or
more existing species.

•

Each change made in the present stand will
probably cause a permanent alteration in the future
stand.

•

Wildlife

will

be

tied

manipulations.
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Forest management programs should always incorporate appropriate measures to
protect water quality. The only practical approach for maintaining low levels of erosion
is through the use of preventive Best Management Practices (BMP's). BMP's are
designed to help landowners, managers, foresters, and others protect water quality
during forestry or management operations. Methods to control potential erosion should
include:

1. Careful planning of the layout of all management operations on the property.
2. Well located, well constructed, and properly maintained firebreaks are essential
in reducing pollution impacts on forest streams and lakes. The areas must be kept
in serviceable condition at all times to minimize erosion by controlling rainfall
runoff.
3. Soil erosion control systems (i.e., water bars, silt fences, etc.) should be installed.
4. During any contemplated timber thinning operation, efforts should be made to
minimize adverse impacts to the aesthetic and productive qualities of these areas.

BENEFITS OF FOREST MANAGEMENT
Some of the benefits of proper forest management include:
•

Improved forest health

•

Improved forest stand quality

•

Improved forest stand seed source

•

Improved forest access

•

Decreased fire danger potential

•

Promotion of une ven aged timber stands

•

Increased forest regeneration through mild soil scarification and increased
light penetration

•

Reduced competition for sunlight and nutrients

•

Improved habitat for many amphibians, reptiles, mammals and birds
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Forest management education can be integrated into the nature programs with signage
and demonstration areas set up along the forest trails. These efforts will be to educate the
community on the proper methods and benefits of forest management.

Understory Control
There is a heavy understory of yaupon, blackberry, grape vines, greenbriar vines, and
hardwood saplings which varies throughout the property. For a successful increase of
younger pine, and stand health in general, some of the overstory and understory will
need to be removed. This will increase sunlight to the forest floor and decreases
competition from surrounding vegetation. It is important to note that pilot selective
thinnings may reduce the overstory and brush component consistently due to equipment
and tree felling.

Site conversion of brushy areas back to forested stands should focus on the insect
destroyed locations first. The more remote acreage may be considered for herbicide use.
Sites more prominent in the community should be treated mechanically or by hand.
Areas should be monitored for effectiveness and an assessment of community
acceptance should be made. Successful implementation of brush control is critical to the
reestablishment of well stocked stands of diverse species.

Pines and some hardwood trees are intolerant species. This means that they do not
tolerate shade well and must have fall sunlight to develop and prosper. When there are
too many trees, sunlight becomes less available to some of the trees and growth begins
to slow. This is true with young and old trees alike. To allow for trees to fully occupy a
growing site and to grow at the proper rate, they must have growing space.

Selective control of undesirable species in The Woodlands can best be conducted by:
•

hand-cutting

•

tractor with brush hog attachment
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Other methods considered and deemed inappropriate include:
•

hydro-axe

•

small bulldozer

•

girdling

•

selective herbicides

In remote areas, the brush can remain where it falls, or be dragged to the center to
make a brush pile for rabbit and other small animal cover. Brush and/or debris removal
or chipping is recommended in prominent locations.

Planting vegetation such as grasses, trees, shrubs, vines, or legumes on highly
erodible or critically eroding areas help to stabilize the soil, reduce damage from
sediment and runoff to downstream areas, and improve wildlife habitat and visual
resources. Reestablish vegetation on roadbeds, drainage systems, and slopes following
significant soil disturbances. These plants will provide food and cover for wildlife and
help restore native habitat.

Periodic inspections of the property will help catch potential erosion problems
before they can pose a threat to water quality. Erosion areas should be filled, shaped, and
smoothed as needed. Minimum treatment is to:

1. Remove and stockpile topsoil from the site prior to shaping.
2. Remove all debris from the site.
3. Avoid burying any debris or roots in the shaped area.
4. Shape the area so that it can be established to vegetation.
5. Replace the topsoil uniformly to the shaped area.
6. Installation of temporary vegetation can be considered for use on any bare or denuded
areas which may be subject to erosion for three months or prior to the establishment
of permanent vegetation.
7. Prepare a smooth, firm, clean seedbed. If the soil has been sealed by rainfall or
compaction, work the soil with a disk to a minimum of 4 inches.
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Operations around wetland sites will require that no activity take place during the
wet season or during times that might disturb the surface. Best management practices
must be implemented and followed closely. Any future elements designed near wetlands
should be non- invasive and installed in such a way as not to disturb the vegetation and
the drainage of the site. Equipment used to remove selected trees must not change the
natural drainage of the area by rutting or allowing debris build up. Management
practices during wet weather should be avoided in this area. Development design must
preserve enough natural area around the wetlands to prevent the decline and loss of this
unique area.

Recreation
Park development will create opportunities for both active and passive uses. Possible
uses include hiking, jogging, walking, nature observations and studies, and education.
Facilities for ball fields and other recreation areas will require that they are carved
out of the existing woods. Clearing for these sites can be done during subsequent
thinnings. Adequate planning for these sites will ensure the health of the surrounding
forest and the safety of park users. While planning of parklands should involve taking
into account existing and future forest cover, the ultimate planning and implementation
should be deferred to The Associations Parks, Recreation and Open Space Master Plan.

Forest Trails
A primary opportunity for passive recreation is a well designed and maintained
forest trail system. A pathway system is currently in place that provides access for many
recreation pursuits. But forest trail users have specific interests in trail related activities.
The activities are enhanced with the design, location, and layout of the trail. Trail
location by the nature of the site, creates a mood and feeling of the area which it
traverses. It should be routed to take advantage of the features of the site. These features
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can include interesting or outstanding trees, ecosystems, wetlands, geologic features, or
wildlife habitat. A well planned trail system should have these objectives:

Satisfaction of user needs - Determine the need of the user and create a plan that targets
these uses and addresses them. It might be recommended that potential park users be
surveyed as to their interests and desires for the park and/or trail system.
Protection of natural resources - Trees, vegetation, wetlands, erodible soils, and other
site features should be preserved to enhance the experience and preserve and promote
the environment.
Minimize user conflicts - Trail uses should be designated to avoid user conflicts. Signs
and/or restrictive barriers erected to limit motorized vehicle traffic go a long way in
reducing user conflicts and improving safety.
Minimize cost and effort - The uses of site generated material or native base for the trail
surface will greatly reduce the overall costs and future maintenance of the trail system.
Minimize maintenance - Properly laid out and constructed trails will result in the
reduction of maintenance requirements.

In future planning for new trails it may be useful to consult with Foresters, Planners,
Engineers, and Wildlife Biologists in the location process. This will enable the planner
to take advantage of the interesting features of the site. General guidelines for trail
location are as follows:
•

The most important criterion is drainage.

The trail should be located with

drainage in mind.
•

The route should take advantage of differing experiences, such as large trees,
differing ecosystems, etc.

•

Avoid areas that are:
o Unstable and highly erosive
o Creek bottoms subject to flooding
o Use of constant service roads as trails
o Frequent stream crossings
o Extensive long straight stretches
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o Known habitat of threatened or endangered species
o Contact with the golf course or surrounding development
o Straight up and down the slope layout of trails.
•

Routes should be contoured to fit the topography.

•

Openings, overlooks, or observation points should be provided for natural features
or wildlife observation.

•

Natural stream crossings or avoiding crossing should be done to avoid bridge
construction.

Trails with a rolling grade should be designed with care and consideration for the
user and soil types when laying out the grades for forest trails. The following chart gives
the grade criteria based upon the uses.

TRAIL TYPE

GRADE

% MAX.

ALLOWABLE DISTANCE AT

NEEDED

GRADE

% SUSTAINED GRADE

Hiking

1-7

15

1000’ @ 7-10%, 600’ @ 10-15%

Bicycle

1-7

6

800’ @ 3-6%

Interpretive

1-4

8

200’ @ 4-6%, 100’ @ 6-8%

Handicapped

0-3

5

60’ @ 3-5%

To effectively construct a trail system, it is recommended that native soil be utilized
in the construction process. This decreases construction costs by reducing the
importation of materials and later the maintenance of resurfacing.

Removal of vegetation within the limits along the route of the trail should be
accomplished using the following methods:
•

Remove all material that could pose a threat to users including
o Stumps
o Roots
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o Stubs
•

Cut all brush and trees flush with the ground or grub out if necessary to
prevent resprouting.

•

Remove all dead trees which are likely to fall across the trail.

•

Trim limbs off flush with the trunk.

Never leave sharp protrusions on

trimmed adjacent trees.
•

Dispose of debris by spreading throughout the surrounding woods so it is
not visually distracting.

It is recommended that the native soil be used as the trail surface. Alternative
surfacing may be necessary should the trails be used for jogging purposes. An
assessment of the site should be conducted to determine the uses.

Trail maintenance requires periodic inspection and repairs of:
•

Signs - Inspect for wear and tear or vandalism replacing those that are worn or
missing.

•

Surface repair - Fill ruts or holes in the trail surface on a regular basis.

•

Vegetation control - Vegetation should be spot pruned to remove encroaching
vegetation and remove any fallen trees.

•

Hazard assessment - The length of all trails should be assessed on a regular
basis to identify tree or other hazards.

•

Drainage - Repair any trail damage by time or heavy seasonal rains. Identify
drainage problems and take steps to remedy it. Waterbars and other drainage
structures should be rebuilt or repaired at least once a year or following heavy
rainfall.

•

Properly planned, constructed and maintained trails will enhance the
experience and provide for continued use and enjoyment in the future.
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Resource Preservation
During future development, infrastructure improvements, and facility installations, it
is advisable to provide protection for the surrounding natural resources. This includes
tree root zones, other native vegetation, erodible areas, drainages, streams, wetlands and
soils. Resource preservation requires the implementation of a comprehensive plan for
preservation to be successful.

It is important to involve the developer as well as The

Community Associations of The Woodlands staff in preservation efforts in the initial
construction. Continued or future improvements will require additional preservation
efforts by The Associations.

Preservation Planning
In order to preserve the natural resources of the site and enhance its value, a plan to
facilitate the development of the site while protecting the site environment is essential.
This plan could be developed by an Urban Forester in conjunction with the Developer,
The Community Associations, Engineers, Landscape Architects, Architects, and
Planners. Preservation planning should be adopted by the developer during construction
activities and by The Associations during renovations, additions or other construction
activities near trees. A Preservation Plan should be represented as a construction
document and consist of the following parts:

1.

A map clearly defining the construction zones and access from the preservation or no
access areas.

2.

Specifications to define all issues represented by the Preservation Plan including an
order of implementation and damage penalties to be collected by the developer.

3.

Detail drawings to further clarify preservation issues.

4.

A Tree Treatment Schedule to identify all trees impacted by the site development and
recommended treatments.

5.

Follow- up and monitoring the site for contractor compliance.
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Utilities Installation
Proper placement and installation procedures for utilities can preserve much of the
natural vegetation while providing screening of the utilities and allowing the coexistence
of both. The following should be considered during development and installation or
upgrading utilities:

1. Minimize impact of the installation of the utilities (power, water, sewer and
telephone) by installing together wherever possible in the same easement.
2. Use existing roads, paths and clearings for easements.
3. Do not provide utilities to outlying activity areas unless absolutely necessary.
4. Prevent long straight utility runs by offsetting or curving the easement where you
can screen long runs and add more interest to the easement.
5. Easements should be routed to prevent impact to large trees and delicate
ecosystem areas.
6. Easement routing should be carefully planned and surveyed for the final design
approval.

Hardscape Installation
Installation of all hardscapes (sidewalks, paths, retaining walls, etc.) should be
carefully planned to minimize the impact to adjacent trees and understory. Installation
recommendations are as follows:

1. Plan hardscape installation to utilize all existing open areas and access.
2. Designate all construction access and work zones before construction begins.
3. Utilize materials and construction techniq ues to minimize impact to the site
environment.
4. Standardize all footpath construction to the following details:
a. Layout paths a minimum of 20' from large trees (12" in diameter or
greater) and 10' from smaller trees wherever possible.
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b. Install paths to be all weather by elevating, providing drainage and
spanning wet areas with boardwalks. Such boardwalks may be recycled
material to add to longevity and to demonstrate environmental sensitivity.
c. Width should be standard to provide emergency access for vehicles where
possible (8-12').
d. Path should be constructed of an organic material such as a site generated
mulch or procured from local free source or gravel.

Insects
A multi- faceted method of landscape care that utilizes the concepts of Integrated Pest
Management and Plant Health Care is recommended. Both systems reflect changes in
attitude and thinking on the part of foresters, arborists, horticulturalists, and landscape
care providers, changes from a focus on (reactive) pest control to emphasis on proactive
plant health, changes favoring environmentally conservative methodology; and
increasing the availability of vast information resources to managers. Maintaining a
healthy stand of trees is the best policy for preventing insect attacks.

Plant Health Care, in many respects, parallels advances in human health care. Not
long ago, people were willing to take some medicine whenever they became ill. Today
however, there is a tendency to practice prevention and accept drugs only as a last resort.
People are aware that there are many components to health maintenance, including
regular check- ups, proper diet, exercise, supplemental vitamins, and avoidance of stress.
Prevention now occupies the front seat -- far ahead of treatment, therapy, or medicine.

This method of care also stresses preventive maintenance with chemical
interventions as a last resort. Both plant health maintenance and human health
maintenance use holistic approaches to establish and sustain health and vigor. Simple
principles are the foundations of both:
•

Preventive care

•

Frequent monitoring (check-ups)
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•

Early detection of problems

•

Informed decision- making

•

Integrated treatments to provide long-term, stable solutions.

Frequent monitoring ensures early detection of problems. Several times during the
growing season, a professional trained in the diagnosis of insects, diseases and
deficiencies should visit and inspects the properties. When the inspection is completed, a
report should be developed which advises of any existing or anticipated problems. If
problems are detected, recommendations regarding treatment options should be
provided.

Alternative treatment options are usually available. Typically, the best choices are
those that work in concert with natural processes and are the least intrusive. Alternative
treatments may include pruning for health maintenance, eradication, or aesthetics,
cultural practices such as soil aeration or mulching, fertilization, thinning if overcrowding
of plants, and cabling and bracing. Chemical applications are used only as a last resort,
but remain a viable option.

For some, environmental sensitivity is the most significant attribute of this method of
treatment. The treatments focus on maintaining healthy plants, which stimulates their
natural defense systems. This, in itself, serves to suppress pests. However, if pests
become a problem, there are a wide variety of environmentally sensitive treatment
strategies to maintain a more natural balance. Insect traps, tree injections, horticultural
oil treatments, pruning or sma ll- scale spot spraying are measures that are effective and
also meet or exceed government standards. Routine blanket chemical sprays for
eradication of insects will soon be a practice of the past. Research now tells us that not
all insects are harmful and some are actually beneficial. Small amounts of pest damage
can often be tolerated without long-term harm to the plant.

Because preventative maintenance increases the vigor of the landscape, plants are
much less susceptible to pests. Proactive practices cost considerably less than reactive
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interventions. Throughout the country, money was spent to purchase costly treatments,
usually broadcast sprays, to combat pests that plagued weakened plants. Since the
underlying imbalances that induced the problems were rarely corrected, it was an endless
cycle of treatments with minimal gains. Professional plant maintenance can actually pay
for itself when considering how much healthy forest systems add to property values.

Southern Pine Beetle Control:
It is recommended that insect control, should budgeting restriction be necessary,
include the control of Southern Pine Beetles (SPB).

During warm months, beetle-

infested trees become visible from the air within 3 to 6 weeks after attack as their crowns
turn green to yellow and eventually orange, red, and brown. Some are active beetle spots
while others are not. Only by checking from the ground can a positive identification be
made. Ground checks give the extent of beetle activity in each spot. They also help to
determine if further tree infestations are likely to occur, and what type of control is
needed.

Setting and monitoring traps for SPB activity throughout The Woodlands will help in
being proactive in SPB control efforts. Educating the general public on the identification
and procedures for reporting and control efforts will also assist in keeping the insect's
population in check.

Control of SPB population growth and spread in recent years has proved to be
effective with the utilization of pheromone treatments. The USDA, Texas Forest Service
and other agencies have been testing these pheromone treatments with success
throughout the South. This treatment includes the use of the pheromone called
Verbenone. Verbenone has proven to reduce the spread of infestations to adjacent trees
by as much as 76%. Utilizing this treatment along with the prompt removal of infested
trees could prove effective in the reduction of the devastating effects of Southern Pine
Beetle. This product is not yet registered with the EPA.
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Other Insects:
Although they may create unsightly situations, other insects will probably not require
as intensive a program of control as the Southern Pine Beetle. Natural processes
throughout the forest and the natural inclination of decline and regeneration of the forest
will create situations where control may be necessary for other insects, but this control
should be limited and should only be done in extreme cases. Other forest insects will not
cause the devastating landscape modifications that are seen with the Southern Pine
Beetle, unless an insect unknown to the immediate area is imported and potentially
causes widespread damage as being seen in the Northeast with imported borer species.

Disease
Infectious forest diseases within The Woodlands are at present not a major problem.
Incidence of Hypoxylon Canker on oaks, Fusiform Rust on pines, and the occasional
canker of oaks were the only diseases noted during the forest inventory inspections.
While pollutants and physical damage could be considered abiotic diseases, these will
not be addressed as plant disease issues.

Hypoxylon Canker is probably the most devastating disease of oaks presently in The
Woodlands. This disease can enter the tree through small cracks and wounds in the tree
and spread throughout the tree. The control of the disease can be accomplished by the
reduction of the source for the spread of the disease, i.e., standing trees that have already
succumbed to the disease. Any standing dead trees or branches on living trees should be
removed immediately upon diagnosis of the disease. Any standing dead or diseased trees
will spread the fungal spores throughout the air to other tree wounds or other openings.
Identification can be accomplished during the yearly Hazard Tree Assessments.

Fusiform Rust of pines is a disease primarily present in plantation settings where the
pine tree is the predominant species and is growing in a monoculture. Certain areas of
The Woodlands are vulnerable to Fusiform Rust for that reason. Some parks inventoried
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have situations that will promote the spread and impact of the disease. Fusiform rust of
pines should be controlled by the removal of any infested trees. Removal is necessary
due to the trees susceptiblity to damage as a result of high winds. Should the trees be in a
position to fall onto persons or property, they should be removed. The spread of the
disease could also be limited by the removal of the infested trees. While the disease is
not one of epidemic proportion, issues pertaining to safety of the community should be
kept in mind. Identification can be accomplished during the yearly Hazard Tree
Assessments.

While there are no confirmed cases of Oak Wilt in The Woodlands, it is important to
discuss the symptoms and the treatment for this disease. Oak Wilt infects live oak, red
oak, while white oaks exhibit some level of resistance. Oak Wilt is spread by root grafts
and by insect vectors that carry the disease from infected-dead trees or firewood to
wounded trees. The wounds can be from pruning cuts, other inc idental wounds, or storm
damage. Different management responses are prevalent in the control of the disease,
including trenching to isolate viable root systems from infected ones, proper curing and
treatment of firewood, proper pruning timing and method, and the injection of fungicides
such as Alamo® into the infested trees. Research and treatment methods are ongoing and
may change rapidly over the next few years as the disease is studied and understood
more. Should an outbreak occur within The Woodlands, a plant pathologist should be
consulted on the most current method of treatment available. Educating the community
on the proper treatment and storage of firewood is the most important activity. Firewood
from red oaks should be stored under plastic for a period of one season to allow the
insect vectors to die without spreading the fungus. The firewood should not be stored
under the canopy of other trees. When pruning oaks or any other trees, proper pruning
cuts should be made to ensure a healthy healing process and to minimize additional
wounding. It is advisable, in the event of a disease center verified in the area, to avoid
pruning oaks from February through June as this is the optimum time for the disease to
spread.
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Other vascular diseases should be treated on an individual basis. Forest disease
control should be cost effective and acceptable to the community. Weighing the cost and
benefits of control measures will also be necessary to determine the efforts that are put
forward.

Reforestation
Many sites observed throughout The Woodlands require the reestablishment of
"desirable" vegetative cover. Often sites were observed to lack adequate tree cover due
to a variety of reasons including:

Dominant plants overtaking - Including Chinese Tallow, Yaupon Holly, invasive
vines or undesirable trees.
Poor site conditions - Including erosion, poor soil, lack of adequate topsoil due to cut
or fill, soil stabilization from construction, etc.
Lack of seed source - No naturally occurring seed source was observed on or near
the site of desirable species due to forest fragmentation and the removal or loss of
desirable species as a result of development or other factors.

Establishing stocking levels that are acceptable to The Community Associations of
The Woodlands and the residents of The Woodlands can accelerate reforestation efforts.
It is important to strive for an even distribution of species. No single tree species should
occupy more than ten percent of the overall landscape. Care should be taken to meet this
criteria since disease organisms spread more rapidly in an environment which more
closely resembles a monoculture than that of a mixed forest. This can be exemplified by
the spread of Dutch Elm Disease and more recently that of Oak Wilt. Trees that are
short- lived, weak, and prone to insects and die-back, such as Arizona Ash, should be
avoided.

Tree species selection for reforestation purposes should be on a site-by-site basis. It
is recommended that the USDA Soil Conservation Services "Soil Survey of The
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Woodlands" be utilized to determine the soil types, but on-site determination of the
existing conditions and species is important in the final decision making process. Also
notable are issues of soil contamination or modification through the development
processes, especially in areas where cuts and fill were predominant during the
construction operations. A generalized tree species list is attached for purposes of
species selection. Each species may have requirements that will be site specific.

Most tree species require full or partial sunlight for seed germination, establishment,
and early growth. Broadleaf weeds, grasses, invader or dominant tree species, and brush
compete with seedlings for limited moisture, food, and light. Occasionally, site
preparation is not required when openings are converted to forest production or when a
site is sufficiently weed free from a construction, logging, or clearing operation.

Heavy understory or overstory plant material will severely limit forest establishment
and growth. Therefore, for successful establishment of trees, either through natural
regeneration or planting, some of the understory and overstory from these areas needs to
be controlled or removed. The increase of sunlight to the forest floor and decreased
competitio n from surrounding vegetation will enable the reestablishment of pine and
hardwood trees. However, initial reductions of brush will be short lived, as increased
light and nutrients allow vegetation to prosper. Control of understory could be
accomplished mechanically, by hand or brush hog. One drawback to controlling the
brush will be an increase in access and visibility.

By removing the over-dominant trees or vegetation, not only are the seedlings able to
grow, so do important wildlife understory plants such as blackberry, dewberry,
greenbriar, yaupon, legumes, grasses, and weeds.

The type and extent of site preparation depends on the species of tree being planted,
soil type, soil moisture, topography, and slope direction. For example, highly productive
soils will require more intense preparation due to competing vegetation's faster growth.
The proper site preparation method should:
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•

Improve soil moisture conditions by eliminating competing vegetation or
excess water.

•

Improve survival and early growth by reducing overhead shade.

•

Make tree planting easier by reducing debris or conditioning soil.

•

Select species that are well adapted to the geographic area and to the soil type
of the site.

Characteristics of the chosen species should be consistent with the objectives of the
planting including wildlife management, fire control, soil and water protection,
aesthetics, and recreation. Individual tree species have a native range and an
evolutionary preference for soils, slopes, elevation, shade tolerance, and moisture
conditions. Drought damage is unlikely if all these factors are taken into account and the
best-adapted species and geographic seed source are selected.

Reforestation of areas can be accomplished by using on-site seed sources by natural
regeneration, planting of bare rooted or containerized seedlings, or the planting of ball
and burlapped or container grown trees. The method of regeneration will depend upon
urgency of establishment, material or seed sources, aesthetics, and budgetary constraints.
Contract growing can be utilized in many instances to control seed source, quality, and
species selection. All sites should be assessed and prioritized for reforestation efforts.

Currently, tree planting is accomplished using annual and incidental planting criteria.
Planting is done using “left over seedlings” from tree giveaways. While this is good for
utilization of the seedlings, timing, handling, and storage of the material should be
addressed. An assessment of past plantings and the success rate of the same should be
undertaken. This is necessary to determine if the effort involved in planting the seedlings
is effective.
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Seedling Plantings
Seedlings can be ordered from nurseries operated by the Texas Forest Service, forest
industry, or private nurseries. Before ordering seedlings, measure the acreage to be
planted, and in consultation with a professional forester, determine the number of trees
needed and the spacing that will be used in planting.

Planting low quality (cull) seedlings is never a good investment. Some nurseries cull
seedlings of lower quality before shipping. Upon inspection, if the shipped seedling bags
or bales contain large numbers of poor quality seedlings, then grading in a cool, highhumidity area out of the wind should precede planting. If the shipments consistently run
less than 10 percent culls, the planters can be instructed to discard any small, weak,
diseased, or damaged seedlings in the field. It is beyond the scope of this document to
discuss detailed tree grading specifications for all forest species available. In general,
seedlings should be culled if they:
•

Appear dry, brittle, moldy, or otherwise damaged.

•

Are larger than the specifications for the species.

•

Are smaller than the minimum, root-collar diameter specifications of the
species.

•

Have unacceptable root-to-shoot ratio.

•

Have been frozen or subjected to other harsh environmental conditions.

From the time of lifting to planting, seedlings will be shipped and stored at least
once. During transport, the seedlings should be protected from direct sun, from high
temperatures, and from freezing. A refrigerated truck is ideal, but an open truck
protected by tarps with adequate ventilation among seedling containers can be used.
Seedlings should be planted as soon after lifting and receipt as possible. Non-dormant
seedlings do not store well and should be planted immediately. Even under ideal storage
conditions, dormant seedlings will deteriorate. Temperature and humidity are the two
key factors. Temperatures between 33 and 40 degrees Fahrenheit and relative humidity
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above 90 percent are ideal. Relative humidity is less critical for seedlings shipped and
stored in sealed bags or boxes than for those in bales with needles or tops exposed. To
maintain optimum seedling quality, bales should not be stored over one week, while
bags and boxes should not exceed four weeks. Adequate space should be allowed
between seedling packages to prevent heat buildup. If a cold storage facility is not
available, seedling packages may be stored temporarily in a cool, damp but not wet
location.

Only enough seedlings for one day's planting should be carried from storage to the
field. On-site storage should be in the shade and seedlings should be protected from
direct sunlight, extreme heat, and freezing. Ice-cooled storage units are available for onsite storage.

Planting season may extend from December through March in The Woodlands.
Containerized seedlings may be planted in the same time frame, but containerized
seedlings have been shown to result in better survival than bare root on late-spring or
early-summer plantings and for some species on particularly harsh sites.

Temperatures between 35 and 60 degrees Fahrenheit, relative humidity above 40
percent, and wind speed less than 10 miles per hour are optimum. If these conditions are
not present, delay planting until conditions improve. Do not plant in dry or frozen soil.

Reforestation with seedlings may be accomplished by hand or with machines.
Contract crews are available, volunteer groups, or The Associations may plant seedlings.
Special planting bars (dibbles), mattocks, or machines may be used depending on site
conditions and equipment availability. In the field, care must be taken not to expose
roots to wind or sun. Root dips may be used on marginal planting days, and seedlings
should be carried in a canvas bag or bucket with a moist medium, such as sphagnum
moss, surrounding the root system.
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Seedlings should generally be planted slightly deeper than the root collar, roots
should be straight in the hole, and the planting hole should be closed tightly for best
survival.

A competent planting supervisor should spot-check frequently to correct improper
technique. The following contribute to decreased survival:
•

Tearing roots when pulling seedlings from the package.

•

Improper root pruning.

•

Failure to reseal seedling containers after removing seedlings.

•

Failure to have moss, mud, or gel in planting bags.

•

Carrying trees in the hand while planting.

•

Failure to get the root system straight in the hole to the complete depth of the
root system.

•

Failure to close the hole tightly.

Natural Regeneration
Timber stands may be established without planting seedlings. Common methods
include relying on seed already in place, encouraging coppice (sprouts), or managing
advanced regeneration already present when the stand is thinned. Planting seeds rather
than seedlings is also occasionally used.

Containerized Planting
While seedling and natural stand regeneration are effective in establishing healthy
developing forest stands, more immediate impact from plantings can be realized by the
use of container grown or balled and burlapped trees. In a planting of this type the cost
for material, labor, and follow-up maintenance increases dramatically. The advantage to
planting container grown trees is that they can be planted year round, provided there is
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good follow-up care. It is recommended that this method be used only when immediate
impact is needed to reforest a site.

Only quality trees should be used as planting stock. Plant material should meet the
standards set forth by either the ISA or NAA. The trees need to be free of defects such
as, frost cracks, narrow crotch angles, insects, diseases, and/or other limiting damages or
defects. A well-established root ball that is not root bound should be a high priority. All
trees require hand selection and tagging for quality control and should be inspected upon
arrival to the site. Trees with any of the above noted defects must be culled and returned.
Care in this area will ensure quality control and save maintenance and/or replacement
dollars in the future.

The planting hole should be of the same depth as the root ball. If a hole is created
deeper than the root ball, settling can occur thereby creating conditions that are not
conductive to the tree's development. A shallow dish shaped hole approximately 3 to 4
times the diameter of the root ball will be necessary for root development. The sides of
the hole should be irregular and sloping toward the center of the depression.

All containerized plants should be transported in individual containers. Plants should
not be removed from containers until ready to be placed in the hole and backfilled.
Circling roots should be cut before planting.

Soil removed from the planting hole will be necessary as backfill unless it is
contaminated or full of debris. Soil amendments are neither necessary nor recommended.
The replaced soil should not be tamped into place, but should be watered thoroughly to
fill holes and aid in the settling process.

Addition of a mulch layer will accelerate the growth and development of new trees.
This layer will act as a buffer from the extremes of heat and cold, reduce competing
vegetation, conserve water, and protect the trees from lawn mower and string trimmer
damage. A layer of one inch of compost should be placed over the entire planting hole.
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The compost should then be covered with a layer of two to three inches of a courser
organic mulch of either bark or wood chips. The area will require maintenance for a
minimum of three to four years. In high traffic areas the mulch layer will need to be
managed indefinitely.

The mulched area will need to be maintained weed and turf free during the
development of the tree's root system. This can be accomplished with a combination of
mulch, herbicides, and careful mechanical cultivation.

Transplanted trees require water immediately after installation. Best results will be
achieved by concentrating water in the root ball area and not by sprinkling the water
over a large area. Monitor the root ball every 7 to 14 days for subsequent watering.
Special care taken during times of drought or when other adverse climatic conditions
prevail will prove beneficial.

The tree’s root collar should be protected from damage from lawnmower or string
trimmers after establishment. A weed and turf free zone maintained a minimum of 12
inches from the base of the tree would achieve this goal. The area can be maintained
with the judicious use of herbicides and/or careful mechanical cultivation. Mulching
around the base of the tree will also aid in reduced injury to the tree. Lawnmower and
string trimmers are the largest single killers of young trees in maintained areas. Covering
of the root collar with excess mulch or soil should be avoided as well. Conditions of
excess moisture buildup created by such a situation can cause decay of the base of the
tree.

A fertilization schedule should be set up so that the newly planted trees are fertilized
twice a year, once in late fall and again in early spring. At, or about six months
following the first application, or as needed, another application of fertilizer should be
applied following dormancy in the late fall or early winter. This should continue for the
first two to three years of growth.
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After regeneration, the site should be evaluated for survival, animal damage, insects,
or other problems. If an immediate failure is noted, replanting the same year may be
practical. At the end of the first growing season, stocking, survival, and competition
control should be assessed.

Drought
Vigorous forest stands are the best defense against drought. Stressed stands are prime
targets for insect and disease pests. For example, southern pine stands often sustain
major mortality caused by one or more species of inner-bark boring insects. Research
has found that overstocked, mature, or overmature stands are most susceptible. Drought
is often the final stress factor that weakens the stand so severely that the trees cannot
fend off the insect or disease attack. Forest stands should be inspected frequently with
rapid response to salvage or renovate stands where excessive mortality has occurred.

Drought is most likely to do significant damage to newly established plantings and
timber stands. In newly established plantings, drought will occasionally result in total
failure. However, total failure usually results from a combination of factors including
poor site preparation, poor seedling or transplant quality, poor plant handling practices,
lack of competition control, improper planting, or planting the wrong species of trees on
a given site.

Drought-caused mortality may also occur in mid-rotation and mature forest stands.
Overstocked and over mature stands are most susceptible. In these stands, mortality is
usually random with scattered, individual trees being affected. Although drought
contributes to stress, often insects, disease, or wildfire are the ultimate causes of death.
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TREE ADAPTATIONS FOR MINIMIZING DROUGHT DAMAGE
Crown:
•

Shedding of leaves

•

Production of small or fewer leaves

•

Rapid closure of stomates

•

Thick leaf waxes

•

Effective compartmentalization (sealing off) of twigs and branches

•

Greater development of food producing leaf cells.

Roots:
•

Production of an extensive root system (high root-shoot ratio)

•

High root regeneration potential

•

Production of adventitious roots near the soil surface

•

Effective suberization and compartmentalization of root areas.

In deciduous trees, curling, bending, rolling, mottling, marginal browning
(scorching,) chlorosis, shedding, and early autumn coloration of leaves are well-known
responses to drought, in conifers, drought may cause yellowing, browning of needle tips,
and shedding of older needles.

As drought intensifies, its harmful effects may be expressed in dieback of twigs and
branches in tree crowns. Leaves in the top- most branch ends generate the lowest water
potentials, and decline and die. Drought effects on roots cause inhibition of elongation,
branching, and cambial growth. Drought effects root/soil contact (root dries and
contracts) and mechanically changes tree wind- firmness. Drought also minimizes stem
growth.
Trees can be old and valuable. They are usually considered non-replaceable beyond
10 inches in diameter. Many associated landscape plants are low cost and easily
replaceable. If these plants are damaged or lost to drought, the landscape can be corrected
quickly and are relatively inexpensive. Large, drought-killed trees cannot be replaced in
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two human generations. Supplemental water application during drought conditions
should be made.

There are few immediate solutions to prevent drought damage in forest stands.
Irrigation is impractical or impossible except in very small stands with available water.
The best defense against drought damage throughout The Woodlands is to follow
recommended guidelines for regeneration and stand management.

Where practical, supplemental watering of trees can be timed to help trees recover
water and minimize pest problems on surrounding plants. Watering from dusk to dawn
does not increase the normal wet period on plant surfaces since dew usually forms
around dusk. Watering during the normal wet period will not change pest/host dynamics.
Watering that extends the wet period into the morning or begins the wet period earlier in
the evening can initiate many pest problems.

Ideally, irrigation should automatically begin when soil moisture reaches some
critical measure determined by a moisture probe or soil tensiometers. Trees should be
zoned apart from turf and other landscape plants. Careful tuning of irrigation systems is
needed to prevent over-watering trees.

Manually, the best ways to water trees are by soaker hose or trickle (drip) irrigation
which you turn on and off. Sprinklers are less efficient for applying water to trees than
soaker hoses or drip irrigation, but are easy to use. Even a garden hose, moved often, can
provide a deep soil soaking. Use a light organic mulch to conserve moisture and apply
water over the top of the mulch. Do not concentrate water at the base of the trunk as this
can lead to pest problems.

Deep watering a tree with a pipe or wand inserted into the soil 12-24 inches is not as
good for trees as surface applications. Most of the tree's absorbing roots are in the top
foot of soil. Applying water deeper than this level misses the active roots and allows
water to drain away from the roots, wasting efforts and water. Apply water across the
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soil surface and let it soak into the soil. Surface soaking allows tree roots more chances
to absorb any water, helps maintain soil health, and helps maintain essential element
cycling and transformations in the soil.

Lay out water hoses or applicators to the tree crown edge (drip- line). Try to water the
soil areas directly beneath the foliage and shaded by the tree. Do not water beyond the
drip- line and do not water closer than 3 feet to the trunk base on established trees. Be
sure the water soaks in well. Use mulch and slow application rates on slopes, heavy soils
(clays), and compacted soils to assure water is soaking- in and not running-off. If the tree
is surrounded with other landscape plants, or by turf, deep soaking water applications
will benefit all. Do not spray tree foliage when applying water. Water droplets on tree
leaves can lead to pest problems and destruction of leaf tissue through sun damage. Try
not to wet the trunk if possible.

Young, newly planted trees need additional watering care. Water does not move
sideways in a soil. Water must be applied directly over where it is needed in a soil. For
new trees, concentrate water over the root ball, as well as the planting area, to assure
survival.

Old, large trees can be extensively watered over the entire area under their foliage.
Another method in watering large trees is to select roughly 1/3 of the area within the
drip- line for concentrated water applications. The whole area below the foliage can be
watered occasionally.

The best time to water is at night from 10 pm to 8 am. Trees relieve water deficits
(refill) over the night time hours. Watering at night allows effective use of applied water
and less evaporative loss, assuring more water moves into the soil and tree. Night time
application hours, when dew is already present does not expand the foliage wetting
period for understory plants. This watering cycle minimizes pest problems.
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The next best time to water is when foliage is dry and evaporation potential is not at
its daily peak. This watering period is late afternoons. Be sure to allow applied water to
dry-off of foliage surfaces before the evening dew appears. This dry gap between
watering and atmospheric condensation helps minimize pests which require longer
wetting periods. This is especially critical where turf surrounds a tree.

Because trees lose water from day to day, month to month, and season to season,
dormant season watering during winter drought is important, especially for evergreen
trees and juvenile hardwood trees that have not lost their leaves. Because of temperature
and relative humidity interactions, much less water is required in the dormant season, but
water is still needed. Do not water when the soil surface is less than 40o F.
For every 18o F increase in temperature, the amount of water lost by a tree and the
site around it almost doubles. This feature of water loss must be factored into applying
supplemental water to a tree. Trees surrounded by pavement and other hot, hard surfaces
can be 20-30o F warmer than a tree in a protected, landscaped backyard. Water use
rapidly climbs with increasing temperatures, and so should water application volumes.

The amount of water applied to the site will depend upon soil texture, bulk density,
daily temperatures, and rainfall amounts. Trees in limited rooting areas, in containers or
pots, or on major slopes, need additional care to assure water is reaching the root system
in adequate amounts and not suffocating roots from lack of drainage. Five gallons per
square yard is about 1 inch of water.

Fine soils (clays) require careful attention to prevent over-watering and root death.
Sandy soils can be severely droughty because water runs out of the rooting zone quickly.
There are some water holding compounds that are commercially available for keeping
water near roots. In addition, composted organic material additions and organic mulch
covers on the soil surface can help hold and prevent rapid loss of applied water.
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Trees should be watered once or twice a week in the growing season if there is no
rainfall in that particular week. A few heavy (high volume) waterings are much better
than many light, shallow waterings. A greater proportion of the applied water is utilized
by the tree with heavy watering. Also, light watering encourage s shallow rooting which
can lead to more severe drought damage. Once you begin watering you should continue
to water until rain comes.

Many plants in a small area can effectively compete within the soil to use available
water. This water competition can be severe. Remove excess plant competition from
around any tree to decrease water stress. Use mulch to conserve water and prevent weed
competition. Careful applications of herbicides can also reduce weed competition for
water, but severe drought conditions can lead to unexpected results.

When landscape watering is not allowed because of water- use restrictions, "gray
water" could be used. Gray water is wastewater from household bathtub, shower, sink,
dishwasher, and/or washing machine. Gray water will play a greater role in water
conservation in the future. Sodium-based exchange-softened water should not be applied
to soils.

Invader species
In dealing with invader species, the community perception of the problem at hand is
often times difficult to convey. A perception of a tree or plant species as being bad is
generally in the eye of the beholder. While The Woodlands has many invader species,
the control and possible eradication of these species is necessary for possibly only one
species, Chinese Tallow. Chinese Tallow is presently taking the place of many native
species throughout our area. This tree is indis criminant of the sites it inhabits, shades out
competition and is prolific in the procreation of its species.

Tallow production and planting has been outlawed in Florida, with many in the State
of Texas discussing the same. The Woodlands may consider restricting the planting of
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this tree in their covenants and making sure that it is not included on any planting
recommendation lists. The community must be made aware of the environmental impact
of tallow and other non-native invader species when discussing ecosystem management.
Education on the identification and control practices available should be stressed. While
the removal of the tallow should be stressed, a program of replanting immediately
following the removal of the tree should also be initiated.

Tallow trees could be cut to the ground and treated with the appropriate herbicide
treatment to reduce the chance of resprouting. The removal and treatment effort can be
conducted in a cooperative effort of The Associations staff for the herbicide treatment
and volunteer groups or scouts to assist in the removal process. A cooperative effort
should be made to immediately replace the removed tree with a seedling or other
transplant of a more desirable species. This will assist in the reforestation processes,
involve community participation, and dispel those that would disagree with the removal
of any tree by putting forth an immediate reforestation plan for improvement of the
surrounding forest.

Hazard Issues
Risk management is necessary to ensure the safety of the residents of The
Woodlands and also to reduce the liability of The Associations and associated
organizations and members. Treatment to mitigate and/or reduce hazard conditions
should be a part of the management criteria for The Associations. Reducing the risk
associated with hazardous trees can take many forms. To be considered a hazard a tree
must be in a condition that it has the potential to fail, be in an environment that may
contribute to failure, and have a target (a person or object that would be injured or
damaged due to the failure.) All procedures for hazard identification and assessment
should be conducted according to International Society of Arboriculture standards with a
qualified member of the society as the assessor.
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Trees are biologically engineered to adjust to "wind loading." Wind loading is a
straight wind from one direction applied evenly over the stem, branches and tree leaves.
"Wind release" is the removal of wind loading when the crown and stem snap back into
a normal position. In any wind there are gusts and calms. These alternately load and
release the tree. Under normal weather conditions, trees sway in the wind. Movements in
the wind initiate changes in the woody material developing in the stem.

Following are methods of risk reduction as it pertains to hazard trees:
•

Remove the target – Move picnic tables, cars, landscape features, etc. to
prevent them from being hit by a falling tree.

•

Prune the tree – Remove the defective branches of the tree.

Since

inappropriate pruning may also weaken a tree, it is best done by a Certified
Arborist.
•

Cable and brace the tree – Provide physical support for weak branches and
stems to increase their strength and stability.

•

Provide routine care – Mature trees need routine care in the form of water,
fertilizer (in some cases), mulch and pruning as dictated by the season and
their structure.

•

Remove the tree – Some hazardous trees are best removed. If possible, plant
a new tree in an appropriate place as a replacement.

If wind continues to come from one general direction, hardwood trees develop extra
strength on the side of the tree toward the wind. In conifers, like pine, extra strength is
built- up on the side of the tree opposite the wind. If the winds are not strong enough to
blow the tree over, the tree will develop a trait known as "wind firmness" over several
growing seasons.

Wind firmness is directional. Trees growing under a constant strong north wind are
easily damaged by a strong east wind. Fortunately, most open-grown trees develop good
wind firmness in all directions over the years. Wind firmness is developed over time in
response to wind.
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TYPES OF STORM DAMAGE TO TREES
•

Blow-over

•

Stem failure

•

Crown twist

•

Root failure

•

Branch failure

•

Lightning

Each type of storm damage is the result of a complex and interactive mix of tree
problems and climate. With blow-over the tree is physically pushed over by high winds.
There is little biological adjustment available for a tree (or people) to make to
hurricanes, down-drafts or tornadic winds. The wind force on the aerial tree portions is
too great for the wood structure. Past tree abuse, poor maintenance, pest problems (like
Fusiform cankers on pine or root rots on hardwoods) predispose the tree to storm
damage by weakening the wood architecture.

In stem failure, trees do not heal wounds. They can only grow over old wounds and
seal them off. This results in a tree carrying in its wood every injury it has ever had. The
old injury sites, and the old and new wood around them, are structurally weaker than
normal solid wood. These damaged areas can quickly fail under a constant wind loading
and release. Pest damage, weak wood around old wounds, new wounds, and failure of
the tree to adjust to wind conditions can lead to stem failure under heavy wind loading
and release.

For trees with heavy crowns, abrupt wind gusts and calm periods can lead to stem
breakage from release. As the wind load is quickly released, the tree moves back into an
upright position. If the mass of the crown moves too quickly when released, the inertia
of the moving crown may move too far in the opposite direction leading to stem damage
and breakage.
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Tree crowns are the leaves and supporting twigs and branches. Trees are never
perfectly symmetrical. Many trees, through past abuse or poor maintenance have
lopsided crowns. Crown twists occur when more wind loading on one side of the crown
than on another produces a twist (torque) on major branches and the main stem. Over
time the twisting effect can be biologically adjusted for within the new wood. Stem
twisting will magnify weaknesses around old injuries and the stem will split or branches
collapse.

There are two types of tree roots: fine, absorbing roots and woody, structural roots.
Absorbing roots have a massive surface area, but are weak. Structural roots are woody,
have a relatively small surface area, but are strong. Both types provide anchorage for a
tree.

The primary roots growing from the bottom of the stem (root collar) play dominant
roles in holding the tree upright while conducting water, essential elements and
nutrients. Root failure can occur if roots are constrained, diseased or damaged by
construction, or as the top of the tree becomes larger and greater stress is put on the
roots. Pulled or snapped roots cause trees to fall or lean.

Branch failure generally happens when branches are poorly-attached to the main
stem. A branch is stuck on the side of the stem each year by a small layer of stem wood
called the branch collar. The branch collar surrounds the branch base. The woody
material from the branch enters the stem and turns downward. This structural
arrangement allows the branch to be flexible and disposable. The stem can shut off the
branch when the branch becomes a biological liability to the tree.

Lightning damage is a life-threatening situation. Lightning either moves in a narrow
line down the branches, stems and roots, or along a wide pathway encompassing the
entire tree cylinder. Lightning directly destroys tree tissues by electrical disruption and
heat. Steam explosions down the stem, in a wide or narrow band, show where the
electrical current has moved through the tree. Massive root damage can remain unseen.
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Damage caused by lightning leads to extensive water loss which is also lifethreatening. Pests quickly attack lightning weakened and damaged trees. For example,
the Southern Pine Beetle may quickly destroy a lightning struck pine.

Community Tree Damage Control Based on Future Tree Health Expectations
Remove entire tree to eliminate liability problems, further labor, and continued tree
problems if:
snapped or twisted stem breaks

split tree (hazard from remaining stem
falling)

roots broken--tree leaning

dead tree

lightning strike--general pines

roots broken--tree pushed over

lightning strike- hardwoods (greater than

leaning or bent pine

30% of bark circumference affected)
tree left with large stress or twist cracks in

major branch collapse (greater than 50% of

interfering with utility right-of-way safety

live crown affected)

and maintenance
hardwood tree with more than 50% of live

branch damage leaving severely lopsided

branches broken or damaged

crown (70% or more of crown on one side
of tree)

top broken (greater than 50% of live

pines with more than 30% of live branches

crown gone in hardwoods or greater than

broken or damaged

30% of live crown gone in pine)
mechanical damage to main stem (greater
than 30% of bark circumference affected)
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Properly prune dead and dying branches, water, cut back to next major living
branch (drop crotch).
Wait one growing season to fertilize and prune to shape if:
lightning strike- hardwoods (less than 30%

mechanical damage to main stem (less than

of bark circumference affected)

30% of bark circumference affected)

twigs and small branches blown off or

foliage destroyed

broken

Minimize stress, water, wait one growing season to fertilize and prune if:
hardwoods with less than 50% of live

pines with less than 30% of live branches

branches broken or damaged

broken or damaged

top broken (less than 50% of live crown

stagheading (dead branches)

gone in hardwoods or less than 30% of
live crown gone in pine)

There is no way, except for complete enclosure, to protect trees from all storm
damage. Trees are not adapted to worst-case storms, only to our average wind climate.
Listed are several suggestions to minimize the main types of storm damage:

Let trees adjust to the wind environment. Tight staking and guying from the time of
planting holds a tree in place while preventing internal adjustment to wind loading.
Always stake and tie the tree loosely where the stem can move and bend in the wind.
Keep ties in place for a few growing seasons to insure a well-established root system.
Continue to loosen and eventually release the ties. The support stakes can be left in place
to protect the stem from mechanical damage. After five to seven years, remove all tree
support. The tree will continue to grow and adjust to its new environment.

Practice proper pruning techniques by cutting branches before they become larger
than one inch in diameter. The branch collar should not be damaged. The branch collar
is part of the stem and, if damaged by poor pruning, provides an avenue of attack into
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the main stem for pests. Proper pruning minimizes a number of structural problems that
occur in association with new wood growth around a pruned branch.

Eliminate codominant branches. Prune forked branches and branches that arise
opposite each other on the stem early. Cut one side off to prevent losing the entire tree
later if it splits in a storm. In trees with opposite branching patterns, such as ash or
maple, proper branch training is essential for a long- lived, storm resistant tree.

Keep trees as healthy as possible with timely watering and proper fertilization.
Healthy, vigorous trees adjust more quickly to changes in the environment, are more
wind firm, and react more effectively to damage.

Do not over fertilize the tree with nitrogen or over water the soil. This can increase
the crown surface area and/or decrease the rooting area. This type of biological change
makes the tree susceptible to storm damage.

Eliminate lopsided crowns.

Prune branches to produce a reasonably symmetrical

crown. If more than 70% of the crown is on one side of a mature tree, consider tree
removal and replacement. Guying and bracing branches are last-ditch efforts when a tree
has to be saved in spite of itself.

Remove or treat pest problems, like branch cankers, to minimize potential damage.
Do not over-treat tree hollows. Do not remove decayed wood from hollows unless it falls
away in your hands. Cleaning hollows can lead to further internal damage. Cover the
opening to hollows to allow the tree to grow over the opening, prevent animals from
expanding it, and to keep water from running in.

Keep the trees growing upright with one main stem. Prune away branches that
compete in height with the main stem. Eliminate branches with tight or narrow crotches.
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Install lightning protection systems on historic, rare, specimen or recreational area
trees. Consult a qualified arborist or urban forester to insure adequate design. Because
of the complexity of lightning protection systems they deserve special mention and
review. Protect historic, rare or specimen trees from lightning damage. Also protect trees
that might shelter people or animals during a storm. Trees closer than 25 feet from a
building or structure should also be protected and their protection systems
interconnected. Parks, golf courses and public buildings should have large or important
trees protected to minimize liability problems.

Lightning protection is expensive in labor and materials. Properly install lightning
protection systems with correct materials to insure long term protection. It is essential to
consult with a trained arborist or urban forester and a lightning protection system
installer before designing a protection system.

Lightning protection systems do not attract lightning. A protection system dilutes and
slowly releases electrical charge potential between the ground and cloud. Trees are not
good conductors of electricity but can act as a better conduit than air. Protection systems
dissipate the electrical charge before it can build to high levels.

Continue to promote wind firmness by not overcrowding trees and by proper guying
and bracing. A tree must always be able to move in the wind. Do not keep a tree tied into
position with tight cables. In a stand of trees, slowly remove trees over a number of years
to allow wind firmness to develop in the remaining trees.

Tree Species Resistance to Storm Damage from Least Resistance to Most Resistance
Least Resistance

Most Resistance

Boxelder

Longleaf pine

Hickory

Ash

Red Maple

Sycamore

Yellow Poplar

Sugar maple

Basswood

Magnolia
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Dogwood

Beech

Silver Maple

White Oak

Cherry

Southern Red Oak

Water Oak

Sweetgum

Red Cedar

Blackgum

Slash Pine

Bald Cypress

Loblolly Pine

Live Oak

“How to Evaluate and Manage Storm Damage Forest Areas.” 1982. USDA**
Resistance is taken from average growth habits in the tree’s native range.

Culture

treatments, constrained growth situations, or planting out of native range will change tree
resistance to storm damage.

Pruning
Tree pruning is necessary for the health and growth of trees. Deadwood and damaged
wood are entry points for insects and diseases. This can be reduced with the use of proper
pruning cuts. Pruning is also used to reduce hazard conditions. Pruning operations in The
Woodlands must be cost effective and practical. While pruning every tree in The
Woodlands would not be a practical approach, a more realistic goal would implement a
five to seven year pruning cycle for all trees that are growing in close proximity to picnic
areas, playgrounds, trails, facilities, buildings, roadways or other areas frequented by
people. While this is the normally accepted pruning cycle, some high use areas may
require annual or bi-annual inspections and/or deadwood pruning due in part to the recent
devastating drought conditions and development impacts.

The accelerated pruning

schedule will be necessary until conditions improve and there is a marked decrease in tree
mortality and dieback observed.

The following information was taken directly from International Society of
Arboriculture's publications:
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Reasons for Pruning
Since each cut has the potential to change the growth of the tree, no
branch should be removed without a reason. Common reasons for pruning
are to remove dead branches, to remove crowded or rubbing limbs, and to
eliminate hazards. Trees may also be pruned to increase light and air
penetration to the inside of the tree's crown or to the landscape below. In
most cases, mature trees are pruned as a corrective or preventative
measure.
Routine thinning does not necessarily improve the health of a tree. Trees
produce a dense crown of leaves to manufacture the sugar used as energy
for growth and development. Removal of foliage through pruning can
reduce growth and stored energy reserves. Heavy pruning can be a
significant health stress for the tree.
Yet if people and trees are to coexist in an urban or suburban environment,
then we sometimes have to modify the trees. City environments do not
mimic natural forest conditions. Safety is a major concern. Also we want
trees to complement other landscape plantings and lawns. Proper pruning,
with an understanding of tree biology, can maintain good tree health and
structure while enhancing the aesthetic and economic values of our
landscapes.

When to Prune
Most routine pruning to remove weak, diseased or dead limbs can be
accomplished at any time during the year with little effect on the tree. As a
rule, growth is maximized and wound closure is fastest if pruning takes
place before the spring growth flush. Some trees, such as maples and
birches, tend to "bleed" if pruned early in the spring. This may be
unsightly, but is of little consequence to the tree.
A few tree diseases, such as oak wilt, can be spread when pruning wounds
allow spores access into the tree. Susceptible trees should not be pruned
during active transmission periods.
Heavy pruning just after the spring growth flush should be avoided. This
is when trees have just expended a great deal of energy to produce foliage
and early shoot growth. Removal of a large percentage of foliage at this
time can stress the tree.
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Making Proper Pruning Cuts
Pruning cuts should be made just outside the branch collar. The branch
collar contains trunk or parent branch tissue and should not be damaged or
removed. If trunk collar has grown out on a dead limb to be removed,
make the cut just beyond the collar. Do not cut the collar.
If a large limb is to be removed, its weight should first be reduced. This is
done by making an undercut about 12-18 inches from the limb's point of
attachment. A second cut is made from the top, directly above or a few
inches further out on the limb. This removes the limb leaving the 12-18
inch stub. The stub is removed by cutting back to the branch collar. This
technique reduces the possibility of tearing the bark.

Pruning Techniques
Specific types of pruning may be necessary to maintain a mature tree in a
healthy, safe and attractive condition.
Crown cleaning is the removal of dead, dying, diseased, crowded, weakly
attached and low- vigor branches from the crown of a tree.
Crown thinning is the selective removal of branches to increase light
penetration and air movement through the crown. Thinning opens the
foliage of a tree, reduces weight on heavy limbs, and helps retain the tree's
natural shape.
Crown rising removes the lower branches from a tree to provide clearance
for buildings, vehicles, pedestrians and vistas.
Crown reduction reduces the size of a tree, often for clearance for utility
lines. Reducing the height or spread of a tree is best accomplished by
pruning back the leaders and branch terminals to lateral branches that are
large enough to assume the terminal roles (at least one-third the diameter
of the cut stem). Compared to topping, this helps maintain the form and
structural integrity of the tree.

How much should be pruned?
The amount of live tissue that should be removed depends on the tree size,
species, and age, as well as the pruning objectives. Younger trees will
tolerate the removal of a higher percentage of living tissue than mature
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trees. An important principle to remember is that a tree can recover from
several small pruning wounds faster than from one large wound.
A common mistake is to remove too much inner foliage and small
branches. It is important to maintain an even distribution of foliage along
large limbs and in the lower portion of the crown. Over-thinning reduces
the tree's sugar production capacity and can create tip-heavy limbs that are
prone to failure.
Mature trees should require little routine pruning. Four widely accepted
guidelines are to never remove more than one fourth of a tree's leaf
bearing crown. In a mature tree, pruning even that much could have
negative effects. Removing even a single, large-diameter limb can create a
wound that the tree may not be able to close. The older and larger a tree
becomes, the less energy it has in reserve to close wounds and defend
against decay or insect attack. The pruning of large, mature trees is usually
limited to the removal of dead or potentially hazardous limbs.

Wound Dressings
Wound dressings were once thought to accelerate wound closure, protect
against insects and diseases, and reduce decay. However, research has
shown that dressings do not reduce decay or speed closure, and rarely
prevent insect or disease infestations. Most experts recommend that
wound dressings not be used. If a dressing must be used for cosmetic
purposes, then only a thin coating of a non-toxic material should be
applied.

Hiring an Arborist
Pruning large trees can be dangerous. If pruning involves working above
the ground, or using power equipment, it is best to hire a professional
arborist. An arborist can determine what type of pruning is necessary to
improve the health, appearance and safety of trees. A professional arborist
can provide the services of a trained crew, with all of the required safety
equipment and liability insurance.
There are a variety of things to consider when selecting an arborist:
§
§

Membership in professional organizations such as the International
Society of Arboriculture (ISA), the National Arborist Association
(NAA) or the American Society of Consulting Arborist (ASCA)
Certification through the ISA Certified Arborist program
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§
§

Proof of insurance
A list of references

Avoid using the services of any tree company that:
§
§

Advertise topping as a service provided. Knowledgeable arborists
know that topping is harmful to trees and is not an accepted practice.
Uses tree climbing spikes to climb trees that are being pruned.
Climbing spikes can damage trees, and their use should be limited to
trees that are being removed.

Park User Safety
Development encroachment into undeveloped areas can create new hazards unless
the impacts are controlled. Hazards produced by development activities include dieback
of trees creating hazardous deadwood, damage to anchor roots making trees susceptible
to wind throw, and even tree death resulting in standing dead tree hazards. The impacts
from development can include:
•

Utility installation

•

Ball field construction

•

Buildings and facilities

•

Cuts and fill for drainage

•

Compaction

from

equipment

and

vehicular

traffic

for recreational

improvements

While the natural environment afforded a forested site has inherent natural risks, the
opportunity for injury to park users can be reduced by following general safety criteria
as noted below:
•

Areas of the property should be monitored to define locations of potential
danger and the staff well trained in the identification of potentially
dangerous wildlife and emergency first aid procedures.
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•

Development of the site should include a survey of existing hazards and
their eradication or control. Regularly scheduled safety inspections should
be included as part of site maintenance.

•

Trees located near facilities, picnic tables, camping sites, and trails
should be inspected and scheduled for pruning on a regular basis to
control life threatening hazards. Dead or weak limbs pose a threat to
users and can be easily reduced by the integration of a five to seven year
pruning cycle. Some high use areas may require annual or bi-annual
inspections and/or deadwood pruning due to increased mortality and
dieback as a result of recent drought and development activities. The
accelerated pruning schedule may be necessary until conditions improve
and a marked decrease in tree mortality and dieback is observed.
Designation of these high use areas combined with a comprehensive
inspection of the site for these potential hazards is the first step in
reducing the problem. While dead and cavity trees provide wildlife
habitat, their removal from the high use areas will greatly improve the
safety of the park users. Cutting the top out of dead trees leaving a trunk
16' in height will also reduce the probability of failing tops or limbs from
injuring people in the park.

•

The establishment of roads, trails, and firebreaks provide emergency
vehicle access and may improve response times during emergency
situations.

Potential fire hazards

There is an extensive number of contact points in which a wildfire could ignite,
establish, and do serious damage to life and property within The Woodlands. While no
serious damage has occurred to date, the extremely high fuel levels and anticipated longterm drought conditions present unique challenges to both prevention and suppression
activities.
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The most important aspect of prevention is to educate residents. The education
process should seek to establish that, just as deer and flowering trees are a part of the
natural forest, so too is the possibility of wildfire. Both positive and negative effects
should be addressed. Fire can be beneficial to the forest in a controlled setting. The
primary concern, however, is the detrimental possibilities and how they occur. Fire
prevention education can be conducted through community awareness activities and
should be a prime component of the forest management plan.

Residential and commercial building owners can initiate the following methods of
fire prevention.

1. Selective or judicious control of vegetation within 30 feet of structures.
2. Keep trees and brush away from power lines.
3. Space yard pine trees at least 25 - 30 feet apart in new plantings.
4. Keep the roof and gutters clean.
5. Existing water sources, such as lakes and ponds, may be suitable for dry hydrants
(this is more applicable to community and commercial owners).
6. Driveways should provide adequate access and clearance for emergency vehicles.
7. Make sure the address number (homeowner) and street name (County) are readily
visible.
8. Stack firewood away from the house.
9. Keep yard debris away from property lines and off community areas.
10. Install chimney screens or spark arrestors.
11. Use non- flammable shutters and fire resistant drapes on the interior.
12. Plan and rehearse a fire escape drill.
13. A brief discussion of the do's and don'ts of landscaping include:
a. Keep mass plantings to a minimum adjacent to wood siding.
b. Avoid planting new pines or other conifers immediately adjacent to structures.
c. Avoid planting trees under and keep brush buildup away from power lines.
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Wildlife Management
With proper planning, The Woodlands can integrate wildlife and forest management
practices that meet multiple objectives of The Woodlands. Wildlife management should
provide a variety of tree ages, sizes, and species ranging from mature trees to areas of
new regeneration for wildlife.

Food Plot Establishment
In order to increase diversity, food/or cover for wildlife and to enhance aesthetics, it
is recommended that selected open areas (right-of-way easements, roadsides,
firebreaks) be planted in wildlife food plots. Food plots that are well maintained,
prepared with appropriate soil amendments and properly planted, can supplement
natural diets and furnish needed habitat diversity on a small scale. Maintaining openings
enhances the provision for cover/nesting for a variety of wildlife species (deer, rabbits,
and birds) and also produces supplemental forage during stress periods (harsh weather
conditio ns and periods of critical native food shortages). The areas should be planted in
cereal grains, clovers, and fruit-producing trees/shrubs. If possible, food plots should be
established and located adjacent to drainages to take advantage of the natural
movements of deer and other wildlife. By using existing openings you can substantially
reduce your food plot site preparation cost and avoid the loss or clearing of native
habitat and cover. Elongated plots are preferred over round or square ones, as this
provides more edge, which wildlife thrive on for food and cover. Consideration of
possible soil erosion should be kept in mind as food plots are planned.

In establishing wildlife food plots, the following steps should be taken: collect soil
samples on each area, add appropriate amounts of lime and fertilizer (according to soil
test specifications), mow existing vegetation, disk the site, inoculate all legume seeds,
plant, and carefully cover the seeds. Prior to any discussion of planting
recommendations, soil testing must be addressed. Soils are typically lacking in essential
nutrients and proceeding with planting operations without a soil test may result in
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reduced yields. Soil samples must be taken and analyzed for each food plot area to
determine lime and fertilizer requirements. It is always best to plant a combination of
species to increase the probability that at least some of the species will do well in each
plot. This reduces the risk of losing the whole crop to insects, disease, or adverse
weather.

Range Enhancement
Maintaining roadsides and openings in early successional (weeds, grasses), native
plant communities will also increase habitat diversity for wildlife. Overseeding selected
open areas as they exist with clovers, or gradually returning this acreage to native
grasses and forbs may make the areas more productive for wildlife. The use of existing
openings maintained in native vegetation will greatly enhance forage production and
increase wildlife observation.

Powerline and pipeline right-of-ways (ROWs) are linear strips of habitat which
usually are a different habitat type than adjacent forests or fields. ROWs provide a
variety of wildlife foods: soft mast (fruits, berries), seeds, green forage (grasses, weeds,
vines), insects and other invertebrates. On a per acre basis, ROWs can produce more
green forage and insects than forests. Total forage is much greater on ROWs than in
forests because the sun is not interrupted by layers of trees as in a forest. The close
proximity of the forest offers a variety of food and cover for wildlife. Wildlife routinely
use ROWs if vegetation is not too thick as travel corridors, courtship areas, and nesting
and brooding areas. ROWs can also be used for establishing supplemental wildlife food
plots.

ROWs can be maintained in native vegetation by periodic mowing, disking, and
fertilization. Normally, the utility company controls unacceptable vegetation by mowing
(bush-hogging) and herbicide application. In some areas, vegetation may become too
thick for most wildlife species to travel through or utilize as food. Thus, mowing
provides travel corridors and feeding areas for wildlife. Selected areas should be mowed
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or disked every 2 to 3 years to prevent the openings from becoming overgrown with
small trees and shrubs. This method releases the natural seed bank found in the soil,
increasing the quantity, quality, and distribution of plants beneficial to wildlife (deer,
doves, songbirds, rabbits). Mowing should be postponed until after the peak of
nesting/rearing of ground nesting birds and mammals (late July or early August).
Some of weeds may be eaten directly by deer, squirrels, and other small herbivorous
animals. Others mature to produce seed for seed eating birds, including mourning dove
and a wide variety of songbirds. Roadsides managed in this fashion will provide
excellent year round forage for deer, nesting, and feeding areas for a variety of
songbirds.

Fertilizing native forage is beneficial to wildlife and is also one of the easiest and
most cost effective ways to improve the native food supply. Start in spring by applying a
balanced fertilizer to selected areas. Soil samples must be taken and analyzed to
determine lime and fertilizer requirements. Fertilize native vegetation such as dewberry,
blackberry, ho neysuckle, and beautyberry. Each month apply approximately 100 pounds
per acre of ammonium nitrate. Continue these monthly applications until late in the
growing season (late October). Research has shown that monthly applications
throughout the growing season can increase the palatability and production of wildlife
food. Fertilization will extend the growing season of native forages by roughly a month,
providing a major forage boost at a time of year (fall) when woody plants otherwise
would be far less digestible. Fertilization may also increase fruit production in some
plants. Light disking and fertilizing in late winter often stimulates the production of a
variety of weeds, grasses, and herbaceous plants that are beneficial to a variety of
wildlife species.

In order to further enhance the aesthetics of The Woodlands and provide additional
food and cover for wildlife, selected portions of the openings should be planted and
maintained in wildflowers. A planting mixture containing both annual and perennial
varieties will bloom at different intervals and provide an even color transition
throughout the flowering cycle. The autumn months of September through December
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are the best time to plant Spring and Summer-blooming wildflowers. Most of the
species will quickly germinate in order to allow the seedling enough time to establish a
healthy root system before going dormant in the winter. Select a sunny location and
remove existing vegetation so that the seeds can make contact with the soil. Be sure not
to cover the seeds too deeply. A good rule of thumb is to plant at no more than twice the
depth of the seed itself. Do not plant wildflowers in grasses that grow during the winter
(ryegrass, clovers) as this vegetation will be too aggressive to allow the flowers to
become established. Fertilizing wildflowers is not recommended unless the area is
depleted of nutrients. Fertilization of wildflowers after the plants are established will
encourage the growth of unwanted weeds and produce lush foliage resulting in very few
blooms. Both native and perennial species will return year after year once they become
established and are allowed to reseed. Plantings in future years will be necessary for the
wildflower cover to reach optimum levels. Mowing wildflowers should be conducted a
minimum of two weeks after fall bloom has passed for the seeds to mature to allow for
natural re-seeding.

Supplemental Feeding
Many species of wildlife can be attracted by a variety of food sources (corn,
sunflower seeds, millet). Regardless of the relatively poor nutritional qualities of corn, it
will continue to be used to feed deer and other wildlife species. User should be aware of
the term Aflatoxin. Aflatoxin is produced by fungi of the genus Aspergillus and can be
found on any high starch food item, like corn or other grains that are grown under
drought conditions or which are stored in hot and humid conditions. Aflatoxin may
negative ly affect several game and non- game wildlife species. Aflatoxin can impact
reproduction, cause liver damage and create immune deficiencies leading to an increased
vulnerability to disease. Deer are less susceptible to toxicosis than are birds such as
turkeys, quail, doves, ducklings, and song birds; however, most of these species, if
present, will frequent any feeding site where corn is being fed to deer. Corn should not
exceed 20 parts per billion (ppb) aflatoxin and should have a label stating such. Much of
the corn on the market is advertised as "cleaned" or "re-cleaned". However, cleaning has
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no bearing on the likelihood of corn being contaminated with aflatoxin. Homeowners
should also take care when storing and feeding corn to assure that aflatoxins do not
increase after the corn is purchased. The fungi grow best under warm, humid conditions,
such as when corn is allowed to get wet in storage or in a deer feeder. Avoid using corn
stored in plastic bags, as these bags are more likely to provide conditions that promote
aflatoxin production. Feed corn should be stored in a cool, dry area, and landowners
should make certain that feeders are clean and do not leak.

Nuisance Wildlife Management
Imported Red Fire Ant Control
The imported red fire ant (Solenopis invicta), is an introduced species from South
America, which has negatively affected wildlife and overall bio logical diversity. The
success of their invasion is due to the aggressiveness and adaptability of the species
which allows it to out-compete native ants. Over the years, there have been numerous
incidental observations of fire ants attacking and killing wildlife. Certain forms of
wildlife (fawns, ground nesting birds, rabbits) are susceptible to fire ants during and soon
after birth or hatching. Ants are attracted to the moisture in eyes, nose, and mouth of
young wildlife and hatching eggs of ground nesting birds and reptiles and young birds
nest boxes. More damaging is the way fire ants compete with other wildlife for food
(insects, fruits, seeds).

Fire ant populations can be suppressed by applications of some bait- formulated
insecticides. Current methods are not capable or eradicating the species and treatment
needs to be periodically re-applied. Infested areas (individual mounds) should be treated
on an annual basis from April to September with the product "Logic®" or "Amdro®".
Treatments can reduce mound numbers by up to 90 percent, but reduction requires
several weeks to months to achieve.
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Feral Hog Control
Feral hogs (Sus scrofa) impact wildlife primarily through direct competition for
forage and by excessive rooting activity that can severely damage native plants,
roadsides, yards, and wildlife habitat. Feral hogs also compete directly with deer and
other wildlife species that rely heavily on acorns and other mast for winter food. In
addition, to habitat destruction and alteration, hogs can destroy forestry plantings and
damage trees. On occasion, they may prey directly on fawns, ground nesting birds and
other wildlife. Hogs should be controlled by live trapping or hunting whenever possible.
Most success with trapping occurs during winter when feral hogs must travel more to
find food. Feral hogs are classified as a non-game, non-protected species and may be
hunted or trapped year round by individuals with a current Texas hunting license.

Wildlife Protection
Protecting wildlife year round from poachers is critical in a wildlife management
program. All wildlife and fish violations should be reported immediately to a local
game warden or law enforcement agency. To report violations, call the Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department Game Warden Dispatch Office at 281-842-8100. One program
aimed at protecting wildlife from poachers is "Operation Game Thief”. This program
encourages individuals to report fish or game violations. Those making the report may
be eligible for a cash reward if the report leads to a conviction.

Individuals may dial

1-800-792-GAME, anytime, day or night, to report game violations.

Providing Shelter
Natural Cavity/Snag Development
The best shelter and cover for wildlife is provided by a well managed habitat.
Though the majority of birds build their nests amidst the branches of shrubs and trees or
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hidden in taller grasses on the ground, certain species prefer to nest in hollow cavities.
These birds are called cavity-nesters. Woodpeckers can make their own nest holes by
excavating them in dead trees. However, there are many other cavity- nesting birds, such
as chickadees, bluebirds, and house wrens that cannot make their own holes. These
birds rely on old woodpecker holes and natural cavities in dying trees for nesting sites.
The number of natural nest sites has declined steadily over the years. For wildlife
enhancement, "snag" trees (standing dead or dying trees) should be retained and
protected to benefit cavity nesting species (birds, squirrels, bats, owls, etc.). Snags
provide important habitat for 85 species of birds and 49 species of mammals, reptiles,
amphibians, and invertebrates. The animals either excavate holes, use natural cavities
(resulting from decay), or use holes created by other wildlife species in dead or
deteriorating trees. To homeowners, snags may be unattractive eyesores, hazards, or
firewood waiting to be cut. However, to many wildlife species, they provide a variety of
functions including nesting, perching, feeding, and shelter. When snags pose no safety
hazard, consider leaving them in place for cavities.

Hollows in tree trunks and limbs provide permanent cavities but take many years to
develop. Most cavity trees are in the older age class and every effort should be made to
protect them. Cavities usually start from limb scars or knots which allow the entrance of
decay into the tree. Because decay organisms are vital to the cavity formation process,
the presence and number of injured points should be useful in predicting cavities. Trees
selected to produce future cavities should be retained in large clumps with density high
enough to ensure inter-tree competition. Accelerate formation of natural cavities by
sawing off several limbs of "softer" hardwoods such as Elm, Sweetgum, Hackberry,
Maple, or Blackgum.

Nest Boxes
Artificial nest boxes should be erected in areas where natural cavities are lacking or
absent. Installation of nest boxes is an easy and economical way to increase nest sites for
cavity-nesting birds, bats, and squirrels and assists in the achievement of nesting success.
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In addition, watching and encouraging birds and their young is an exciting process that
can be enjoyed year after year.

Bird Boxes
Texas is along the major migratory pathway for many of the bird species found in
North America. To attract songbirds, erect bird boxes along trails, edges of openings
and in prominently visible areas. Have nest boxes in place by mid-February to
accommodate bluebirds as they return from their winter migration and are searching for
nesting sites. As spring progresses, watch for the variety of migrating birds that make
their way through the area. Suitable habitat should include scattered trees and low
sparse ground cover. Avoid brushy or heavily wooded areas. Nest boxes should be
watertight and made of cedar or redwood. Treated lumber should not be used due to its
toxic content. Bluebird nest boxes should have adequate drainage and ventilation, and
should have at least one panel (front, side, or top) that opens easily for monitoring and
cleaning out old nests. Specific entrance hole sizes will exclude European Starlings, and
careful placement will reduce the problem of competition from House Sparrows. Both
of these non-native species compete with native bluebirds for nesting sites. The
entrance holes of the houses should face away from prevailing winds either east,
northeast, or north if possible, preferably toward a tree or shrub 25 to 100 feet away to
provide a landing spot for the young birds when they first leave the box. Houses should
be placed 100-150 yards apart to avoid territorial disputes among nesting pairs. Mount
nest boxes four to five feet above the ground on metal poles, trees, or fence posts.
Keeping the boxes within easy reach will make checking and cleaning them much
easier. Eastern bluebirds, chickadees, wrens, and titmice, and other songbirds will be
attracted to these boxes.

Once nest boxes are mounted, it is important to monitor them on a regular basis to
help ensure nesting success. During the breeding season (March through August) check
the box about once a week in the morning or evening when temperatures are cooler.
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Visits should be brief after the birds begin nesting activities. Nests can be checked for
eggs and young until the young birds are about 12 days old. Opening the boxes will not
frighten the birds into abandoning the nest if boxes are opened, eggs or young are
counted, a check for disturbances is made and the box is closed again.

After each nesting effort has ended, either due to the nest failure or successful
fledging of the young, the nest should be removed from the box. Cleaning out the box
will prevent a buildup of mites and other parasites that prey upon birds. If a bluebird nest
was successful, re-nesting in the same box will be encouraged if the first nest is
removed. This should be done when all chicks have left the nest. Avoid disposing used
nest material near the nest site or predators may be attracted to the site. Always be
certain to close the box door securely before leaving.

Bat Boxes
Bats are an important part of our natural ecosystem, and it is in the community’s best
interest to perpetuate them. Bats play key rolls in keeping a wide variety of insect
populations in balance. For example, bats can eat 3,000 to 7,000 mosquitoes each night.
There are several species of bats that may potentially benefit from bat boxes on the
property. Bat boxes can be installed at anytime of the year, but are more likely to be used
the first summer if installed before the bats return in spring. Most colonies of bats
choose roosts within a 1/4 mile of water, preferably a stream, river, or lake. When
hanging bat boxes, select trees or snags that are rather sturdy and at least 12 inches in
diameter. The boxes may also be placed under the eaves of a building. They should be
hung 12 to 15 feet above the ground in a location where entry is unobstructed. Bat boxes
located near permanent sources of water of along forest edges are the most likely to
attract bats. It may take several years for bats to locate and use the boxes. Bat pups are
usually found in July and early August. Many times bat pups will fall out of trees or
housing during a storm. Bats are known carriers of rabies and due to this possibility, it is
inadvisable to pick up the animals with bare hands. The odds of being harmed by a
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rabid bat are remote if basic preventative measures are followed. If a bat is easily caught,
it should be assumed to be sick and left alone.

Squirrel Boxes
Artificial nesting structures for squirrels may be constructed and erected to provide
permane nt dens for shelter and for rearing young when natural cavities are limited.
Houses should be attached to trees that are at least 10 inches in diameter and at a height
of 20 feet above the ground. The entrance hole should face south or east away from
prevailing winter winds. The house can be half filled with dry leaves to make it more
attractive to squirrels.

Duck Boxes
Installation of duck nest boxes in and around the edge of shallow water areas may
increase nesting sites for wild ducks that are normally present in the summer. Duck nest
boxes provide suitable nesting sites when natural cavities in older trees, damaged trees
are not readily available. One nest box (not within view of other nest boxes) per acre of
brood-rearing wetland habitat is typically sufficient. These should be erected on 10 foot
metal or treated wooden posts in or at the edge of wetlands.

Brush Piles and Slash Retention
This management practice is the planned placement and/or retention of brush piles to
provide additional wildlife cover. This practice can be useful in reserves where access by
vehicular traffic is impossible and therefore the disposal of debris is not practical. Slash
retention, or leaving logs, tree tops, and limbs on the ground where they were cut or
uprooted, provides wildlife cover and protection for seedlings of desirable plant species.
Related to snags, dead and down woody materials (stumps, roots, bark, limbs, and logs
on the ground) provide important ground cover and/or foraging areas for amphibians,
reptiles, birds, and small mammals. The material will serve many important biological
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functions including soil protection and nutrient cycling. The materials, especially the
larger components, also creates habitat for rabbits, bobcats, foxes, raccoons, and other
wildlife species. When a timber stand is thinned, leaving debris scattered about this
habitat component is created. Creating large brush piles interspersed with thickets of
vines (dewberries, honeysuckle, greenbriar) is beneficial for escape and nesting cove r for
rabbits and other wildlife.

To build a brush pile for wildlife, lay four logs (6 feet long and 4 to 8 inches in
diameter) parallel to one another about 8 to 12 inches apart on the ground. Then place
four more logs of the same size across and perpend icular to the first four poles. These
will keep "tunnels" open under the pile for rabbits and other small mammals. Next add
brush: larger limbs first, then smaller branches, until you've created a structure 4 to 6 feet
in height and diameter. Sticks and branches can be continually added to the top as the
pile rots at the bottom, providing food for an abundance of earthworms, which enriches
the soil.

Census Data
Census counts provide an estimation of wildlife species numbers, population trends,
density, age structure, and sex ratios. Census data regarding the status of the white-tailed
deer population would be useful to evaluate the effectiveness of management techniques
and the alteration of the techniques if necessary. Wildlife management decisions are
based on information collected, and are only as good as the data. A census is an index to
what is going on in the wildlife populations, and by itself should not be the sole criterion
for making management decisions.

Incidental Sightings
Daylight incidental observations give good estimations of the sex and age structure
of deer herd. All deer and wildlife observed should be recorded during all routine
activities. Deer observations should ideally be conducted between August 1 and October
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31. Obtain as many observations as possible to determine fawn/doe and doe/buck ratios.
Record the number of fawns, does, and bucks sighted, and if unsure of the identity of the
deer, mark it as "Unidentified". If the same group of deer is seen on different occasions it
should be recorded each time. Incidental observations will not give an absolute measure
of the deer density, but when repeated year after year, will provide trend data to
determine if the herd is increasing, decreasing, or remaining stable.

Prescribed Control of Species
There is limited native food available on any given acreage and the number of
animals expected to survive on the land must be properly balanced with the food supply
and existing habitat. Allowing nature to take its course could result in a significant
negative impact on plant and animal species. White-tailed deer are opportunistic
feeders, capable of utilizing hundreds of plant species and incapable of recognizing
property boundaries. Deer are "edge species" and urban developments offer perfect
edge habitat and protection from hunters and other predators. The goal of urban and
suburban deer management should be to maintain enough deer without letting them
overpopulate to the point where they inflict suffering and hardship on the people living
in the same area. It is difficult to incorporate proactive deer management in urban areas.
Deer could potentially cause problems in years to come. However, deer management is
typically accepted only after individuals have been directly and negatively affected by
deer overpopulation. The winter months are usually the worst time for deer damage on
ornamental plants in urban areas. Automobiles annually kill and injure thousands of
deer and threaten lives of people. Possible solutions for control of deer damage include
trapping, fencing, repellents, fertility control agents, landscaping with deer resistant
ornamentals, and hunting. Trapping is expensive and the technology for contraception
for wild animals isn't feasible yet. There are also limitations on the applicability of
fencing and repellant options. Repellant programs require frequent applications because
rapidly growing shoots quickly out grow protection and repellents are susceptible to
weather conditions. Legal means (selective hunting) will need to be considered to
control the population density of white-tailed deer to prevent overuse of desirable plant
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species and to enhance habitat for native wildlife species. Hunting is the most effective
way to reduce deer populations, however, for some people it is not an acceptable option.
Browse utilization and harvest data should be incorporated over time to assess control
intensity and impact on habitat enhancement to meet The Woodland's objectives.

Orphaned Wildlife
Every year, particularly during the spring and summer, hundreds of young wild
animals are unnecessarily picked up by the general public. The most common animals
are baby birds, rabbits, and deer fawns. It is important to note that it is illegal for an
unlicensed individual to possess a native wild animal without the required state and
federal permits. While most of these animals are picked up by well- meaning persons, it
is important to realize that many such human-animal encounters are unnecessary and can
even be detrimental to the wildlife concerned. A young animal's best chance for survival
is with its natural parents who, better than anyone else, can ensure that it retains its
natural faculties and behaviors for survival in the wild. In Texas, it is very common for
people to encounter seemingly orphaned or abandoned deer fawns often found lying
quietly in a field. Mother deer typically leave their fawns bedded down while they are
away foraging. If the fawn is not crying, is not covered with fire ants, the eyes are not
swollen and there are no visible wounds, do not handle or disturb it but check back
within 12 to 24 hours. Baby birds are often seen fully feathered and trying to fly, with
the parents nearby. These are fledglings and it is best to leave them alone. The parents
will continue to care for them even though they are on the ground. It is recommended
that raccoons, skunks, foxes, and bats not be handled due to the concern of rabies. The
best thing that can be done for a stranded or injured wild animal is for it to be left alone
unless advice from a local licensed wildlife rehabilitator suggests further action. To
contact a wildlife rehabilitator, call the local game warden or the Texas Parks and
Wildlife Department Wildlife information line at 1- 800-792-1112.
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Harvest Data
Legal means (selective hunting) may be required in the future to control the
population density of white-tailed deer to prevent overuse of desirable plant species and
to enhance habitat for wildlife species. Harvest recommendations should be prescribed
by a qualified Wildlife Biologist based on census and harvest data. Harvest
recommendations include the number of bucks and/or does that should be harvested to
protect wildlife habitat and to help meet management objectives.

Harvest

recommendations are used to maintain deer number at a level where every deer in the
population is receiving adequate nutrition without causing degradation in the quantity
and quality of native range plants. Factors such as fawn production, body size, antler
development, and degree of browse utilization are useful indicators of the health of the
deer herd. These factors are used to evaluate if a range is stock at, above, or below its
carrying capacity. Accurate harvest data is important when trying to manage for a
healthy deer herd. Without the appropriate data, there is no way to effectively evaluate a
deer herd's vital statistics which include: 1) reproductive success, 2) age structure, and 3)
health indices.

Browse Utilization Surveys
Browse surveys give useful information about the condition both of the habitat and
deer herd. The surveys do not tell us how many deer occupy a given area, but they will
tell when too many deer occupy the same habitat. When too many animals compete for
the same food supply, the available food decreases and eventually survival decreases.
Browse surveys and harvest data will be incorporated over time to assess control
intensity and impact on habitat enhancement to meet the landowner's objectives. One
method of assessing native deer forage is to observe American Beautyberry (Callicarpa
americana) in late September and October. Beautyberry is a medium- sized shrub which
is browsed by deer. The seeds and fruits are also eaten by several species of birds and
mammals. American Beautyberry has large yellow-green leaves and bright violet-purple
berries. This plant is an important food source in early fall when deer are building up fat
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reserves for winter. Observation of the stem tips of 30 or more widely separated
beautyberry bushes will assist in determining the degree of beautyberry utilization. The
ends of branches will be bitten-off if deer have been utilizing the plants. For each plant
examined, estimate the proportion of tips within easy reach of a deer that have been
eaten.

Breeding Song Bird Counts
Birdwatching, or tis more commonly used term "birding", offers an excellent
recreational activity that brings people close to nature. Some birders simply love to
watch birds and others prefer the sport or challenge of searching for rare and previously
unseen species. An annual breeding songbird survey should be conducted from April 15
through June 15. Information from the surveys will prove helpful in monitoring trends in
the health and sustainability of breeding songbird populations. Birds are censused
primarily by ear, not by eye. To conduct bird counts, select four to five points evenly
spaced on the property. Prior to survey, layout a permanent walking route from first to
last point. On the selected survey day, proceed to the first point at least one-half hour
before sunrise. As soon as it is light enough to see color, begin recording the birds with a
small hand-held tape recorder (preferably one with a good response to 8,000 hertz).
Singing by birds is primarily associated with attracting a mate or establishing a nesting
or feeding territory. Record for 15 minutes. Record the bird species that you know and
the number of different individuals of each species. Later compare the tape recordings
with tapes of birds of eastern United States which are available at book/record stores. A
bird identification guide will help determine which species of bird have been recorded.
Within a year you should know most of the 30 to 40 birds that are likely to occur on the
property. The survey should only be conducted once each year. If there is a high wind or
constant, heavy rain cancel the survey and conduct it at the next available opportunity.
Light wind, misting rain, or cold weather does not usually interfere with bird activity. A
bird checklist should be developed for recording bird observations for the property. Keep
a permanent record by year for each point, for the total route (all points).
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Nest Box Surveys
Bluebird nest boxes should be actively monitored (checked) at least once a week.
Doing so increases the chances of success for bluebirds using the box and also is
valuable for determining population trends. Being aware of what species is using the box
is also beneficial. Monitor and report all species using nest boxes, not just bluebirds.
This allows the identification of populatio n trends for each species. When monitoring a
box, determine the species using it by examining the nesting material and eggs. Record
the date and the number of eggs or young observed. Knowing when the eggs were laid
will help determine if they are infertile, or when they should hatch and when the young
would be expected to leave the nest.

Backyard Wildlife Management
Habitat is a combination of food, water, shelter, and space arranged to meet the needs
of wildlife. Even a small yard can be landscaped to attract songbirds, butterflies,
beneficial insects, and small animals. Planting a variety of native wildflowers, trees,
shrubs, vines or cultivated flowers around a yard is an excellent and easy way to attract
wildlife. Concentrate on plants native to The Woodlands which produce seeds, nuts,
berries, or nectar as they supply important food sources. Native plants require less
maintenance, since they have a natural resistance to disease and insect damage and
require less supplemental water. Deciduous plantings generally bear the most fruit, nuts
and seeds for wildlife. Evergreens, which hold their leaves throughout the year, offer a
good source of berries and seed- filled cones. In addition, they offer year-round shelter,
protection, and breeding sites. The more varieties you plant, the greater diversity in your
habitat. Provide layered vegetation, from trees to shrubs to ground covers, with as much
variety as possible. The plant layers provide food, cover, travel corridors, and possible
nesting sites. Wildflowers, which furnish nectar for butterflies while blooming, also
provide seed sources for birds, long after the flowers have stopped blooming. Butterflies
and hummingbirds can be attracted by planting lantana, phlox, morning glories and
butterfly weed. Many small mammals (squirrels, raccoons, opossums) may be attracted
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to backyard habitats. Squirrels will often inhabit a yard with mature trees (oaks, elms,
pecans, hickories) which provide nesting and food sources.

Many species of birds and squirrels can be attracted by a variety of food in different
styles of feeders. There are many styles of bird feeders available, from window- mounted
feeders to those that hang from branches and stands. Many birds will readily eat right off
the ground. Bird feed comes in a variety of choices; however, sunflower seeds appeal to
many birds, as well as small mammals. Woodpeckers, nuthatches, and chickadees are
especially attracted to suet. Citrus fruit, chopped apples, bananas, and raisins will be
eaten by numerous species, including robins, titmouse, nuthatches, woodpeckers, and
mockingbirds.

Birds need shelter to escape from predators, such as hawks and cats. Rural cats are
widely recognized as significant predators of songbirds. Evergreen shrubs, leaf litter,
rock walls, wood piles, or brush piles provide shelter for many wildlife species such as
amphibians and reptiles. Consider leaving dead standing or dying trees in your yard
unless they pose a human safety or property hazard, and use old logs and stumps in
gardens and landscaping. Several bird and mammal species utilize cavities in hollow
trees as nesting sites. If you cannot leave dead trees, you may want to provide artificial
nest boxes. Make or buy a bird house specifically designed for the bird you wish to
attract. The size of the entrance hole is critical to prevent the eggs and young from
being destroyed by larger birds. Other considerations include box size, height above the
ground, direction the entrance hole faces and amount of sunlight.

Wildlife is attracted to moving or bubbling water in shallow containers or ponds.
Ponds, shallow pools, bird baths, or ceramic trays work well to provide a constant water
supply. A bird bath should be located away from trees or shrubs to reduce places for
predators to hide.

Attracting hummingbirds is easy and provides hours of viewing pleasure throughout
the spring and summer months. Unlike many other species of birds, hummingbirds rely
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on nectar as their source of food. They are typically attracted to red and yellow tubular
flowers, although they frequently visit others. Plantings of blue salvia (Salviafarinacea),
autumn sage (Salvia greggii), or other flowers will attract hummingbirds and butterflies
as well. Construct liquid, seed and free choice feeding stations for resident and migratory
birds. During the winter months when natural food sources are scarce, this becomes
especially important. Hummingbird feeders can be purchased and filled with a sugarwater solution, consisting of one part sugar to four parts water. Erect feeders in late
February and early March. Keep feeders filled throughout the summer months until the
first cool weather in late September or early October. During hot weather, feeders should
be cleaned out and refilled with fresh liquid every three to four days to reduce bacterial
growth and prevent spoilage which may be harmful to hummingbirds.

Fisheries Management

Pond and Lake Management
While most wildlife readily use open water (streams, ponds, lakes) if it is available,
they normally can satisfy their daily needs from dew and succulent forage (fruits,
insects). Surface water from low lying areas (depressions), stump holes, or wildlife
watering facilities may be utilized. The amount of rainfall and its schedule can not be
controlled, however the habitat can be managed to take advantage of what rain does fall.
Quality habitat management can control for the amount of water put into the ground,
whereas an over utilized range encourage s run-off. If properly managed, the ponds
throughout The Woodlands can provide fishing and at the same time provide food and
shelter for a variety of wildlife species. Primary target fish species to be managed
include largemouth bass, channel catfish, bluegill, and fathead minnows. However,
management activities aimed at primary species will also benefit secondary species such
as deer, birds, bats, ducks, squirrels, rabbits, raccoons, reptiles, amphibians, and other
wildlife which will utilize the pond for water, food, and cover.
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Water Quality
Water quality greatly determines the productivity of a pond. An understanding of
some characteristics of water and how it affects fish will be helpful in managing your
pond.

Realistically, the success of a fisheries program depends on water quality. The

three most important water quality factors affecting fish health and production are pH,
dissolved oxygen and alkalinity. These factors are rarely constant in a pond and can
change or cycle each day.

The first of these (pH), just as with soil analyses, determines the availability of
nutrients. The pH of a pond cycles daily because of respiration and photosynthesis, but
normally fluctuates between 6.5 and 9.0. The pH can range from 1 (acidic) to 14
(basic), with 7 being neutral. The pH level of a pond fluctuates throughout the day with
the pH being lower (more acid) in the morning and higher (more basic) in the evening.
If the pH is too far skewed toward acid or basic conditions, no amount of fertilization
will benefit the system. The only method to manage pH changes is to increase the
alkalinity of the pond by the addition of agricultural limestone.

The second diagnostic (dissolved oxygen) determines whether or not fish can
survive. The oxygen level in a pond fluctuates with temperature, time of day, and the
depth of water. Oxygen in ponds primarily arises from two sources. The primary source
is photosynthesis which is the process plants use for manufacturing food. In the
presence of sunlight, microscopic plants add oxygen to water as a by product of
photosynthesis. A population of beneficial microscopic plants will assure high dissolved
oxygen levels. Wind action in ponds causes waves to interface with the air, dissolving
oxygen in the process providing a second source. Dissolved oxygen concentrations in
ponds should not fall below 3 or 4 parts per million (ppm).

The final factor (alkalinity) is a measure of the bases (carbonates and bicarbonates)
in the water. Bases react to neutralize acids and, therefore, directly influence pH. A good
alkalinity is needed to absorb organic acid and biological activities occurring in the
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water. A total alkalinity of at least 20 ppm is necessary for proper algae growth and
therefore good fish production. Agricultural limestone applications are also necessary to
improve total alkalinity in ponds.

Water samples should be collected from each pond and analyzed by the Soil, Water,
and Forage Testing Laboratory at Texas A&M University.

Causes and Prevention of Fish Kills
Two common problems that cause fish die-offs in ponds are turnovers and oxygen
depletion. Turn-over occurs when ponds are stratified; that is, surface water is warmer
than the water below and the two layers no longer mix. This causes the cooler water
near the bottom to stagnate and become depleted in oxygen. A turnover occurs when the
warm upper la yer suddenly cools and mixes with the stagnant layer. The two layers
mixed together may not have enough oxygen to support fish and they die. Turn-over
usually occurs after a cold, hard rain.

Similar fish kills may occur when consumption by respiration exceeds the amount of
oxygen produced through photosynthesis. During the daylight hours, ample oxygen is
usually available because aquatic plants are producing oxygen. However, at night, no
oxygen is produced, but aquatic animals and bacteria continue to remove oxygen from
the water. Therefore, the greatest stress and mortality of fish usually occurs just before
sunrise prior to the resumption of oxygen production by aquatic plants. Such fish kills
usually result after 2 or 3 hot, overcast, windless days. Often the fish are found dead or
dying in the early morning hours (daylight) when the oxygen is usually at its lowest
level. If fish appear at the surface and swim sluggishly, this may be a sign that oxygen
depletion is occurring.

Mechanical aeration using pumps, sprayers or paddlewheels can be used to increase
dissolved oxygen levels during periods of low oxygen. Pulling water from near the
surface and spraying it back over the pond will increase oxygen content in the top layer
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of the pond. The most critical time to operate the aeration system is from midnight to
sunrise. Oxygen requirements in ponds can vary greatly. A commonly used rule is
utilizing a one horsepower aerator with one horsepower per surface acre. A timer may be
used to control the aeration system.

Liming
Liming ponds increases the availability of fertilizer for plant use and prevents
stress on or death of fish caused by low pH and alkalinity. If a pond is not limed before
the addition of fertilizer, it will not respond well to fertilization. Water samples should
be collected bi- yearly and analysis performed to determine if lime is required. Ponds
usually require re-liming every 2 to 4 years with a typical timing rate of 2 tons per
surface acre. Excessive amounts of agricultural lime are not harmful to fish or other
aquatic life. The best times for lime applications are during the late fall and winter.

Fertilization
Food shortage is the most common problem that limits fish growth in ponds. Proper
pond fertilization can increase the available food throughout the food chain, thus
increasing the amount of fish the pond supports. Increasing the growth of floating
microscopic plants (phytoplankton) is the key to increasing fish growth. Fertilization
causes pond water to "bloom" and produce microscopic plants (phytoplankton) and
animals (zooplankton), the first part of the food chain. In a pond, the plankton is the base
of the food supply, and they are eaten by small fishes and invertebrates which are in turn
eaten by larger fishes. Fertilization alone can more than double the annual fish
production.

The nutrients required by aquatic plants are the same as those required by plants
which grow in soil, namely, nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and potassium (K). Once a
fertilizer program is initiated, it is extremely important to continue fertilization annually.
One-time or haphazard pond fertilization is uneconomical and often causes aquatic weed
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problems. It is important to remember that adding nutrients to the system can add to the
plant problem if water is allowed to become clear. Fertilization increases the food supply
which results in more and larger fish, if fertilization is stopped, a severe food shortage
will result. Begin fertilizing each spring when water temperatures reach 60 degrees
Fahrenheit. Repeat applications as needed to keep the water turbid enough so that you
cannot see into the water more than about 15 inches from the surface. Use either
granular or liquid fertilizers with high phosphorus content. Liquid fertilizers are more
effective than granular and are easier to apply. Fertilization should cease after June as
hot weather approaches, a fish kill can result from oxygen depletion.

To gauge the fertility of the water, use a white object on a stick or string. Lower the
object into the pond. If the object disappears after 12 to 15 inches (about elbow depth)
beneath the water surface, then the pond is fertilized enough. If the object is visible
below 15 inches then the pond needs additional fertilization. Add more fertilizer as
necessary to maintain this bloom condition. The desired bloom usually appears one to
five weeks after the initiation of the fertilization program. Do not fertilize when the
visibility is less than 12 inches, or an aquatic weed problem may occur. Fertilizer and
lime application dates, rates and results should be recorded to develop a schedule for
future management.

Clearing Muddy Water
Muddy pond water hinders growth of fish food organisms and usually adversely
effects reproduction and growth of fish. Reduced visibility in muddy ponds limits the
ability of sight- feeding predators, such as largemouth bass, to effectively feed on the
forage population. Ponds normally become temporarily muddy following heavy rains,
but clearing usually occurs in a few days. Watershed, erosion, wave action, cattle
wading, or a large trash fish population are some of the probable causes of muddy pond
water. Muddy water situations can be reduced if the surrounding watershed and
shoreline are periodically inspected for erosion. Turbidity can be reduced by planting
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vegetation on all exposed soil areas. The addition of 2 tons per surface acre of
agricultural limestone is effective in clearing muddy water.

Species Selection
Stocking the proper number, sizes, and combination of fish helps maintain proper
balance in the fish population. The surface acreage of water is the most important criteria
for determining the number of fish to be stocked. The most common stocking strategy
for ponds approximately one surface acre is to manage for multi-species such as
largemouth bass, bluegill, fathead minnows, and channel catfish. This combination
works well and provides a variety of angling experiences. Successful multi-species
management requires that a combination of species be stocked to achieve a "balance"
between predators (bass) and their principal forage species (bluegill and minnows).

The catfish stocking strategy is optional, but the fingerling bass will not reach a
consistently "catchable" size for two to three years following stocking. Therefore, the
catfish will serve to take up the slack during this interim period. Channel catfish are
commonly stocked because they are readily available from private hatcheries and are
more tolerant to low oxygen than other species of catfish.

Bluegill not only will provide excellent forage but also offers excellent fishing for
children and adults. The bluegill is one of the few forage species that can withstand the
pressure of bass predation through its ability to spawn several times throughout the
warm months of the year. This results in an abundance of forage of a variety of sizes for
the use of the bass. This is important because for a bass to gain 1 pound of weight, it
must consume approximately 5 to 6 pounds of bluegill. Fathead minnows also provide
good forage for the fingerling bass and catfish. Since catfish do not reproduce well in
ponds containing bass and bluegill, re-stocking of catfish may become necessary when
approximately half of the original number stocked is removed.
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Fish can be obtained from seve ral private fish hatcheries in the state. However, it is
recommended that a local hatchery be selected so there will be less stress on the fish
during transportation to the pond. Private hatcheries will deliver fish directly to the
pond and can provide fish at almost any time of the year. The fish arrive in containers
and will be placed into the pond water (preferably in the shade) for at least 15 minutes.
Pond water will gradually be let in the container until the water temperatures equalize
so as not to stress the fish. The fish will then be released into the pond preferably near
areas that have some vegetation, rocks, or other structure. Fish species that should not
be stocked or brought in the pond include crappie, flathead catfish, carp and green
sunfish. These fish can pose serious management problems in that they overpopulate
and become stunted at sizes too small to be harvested. Under these conditions they will
compete directly with both bass and bluegill for food.

Supplemental Feeding
Supplemental feeding of commercial fish feeds can increase bluegill productivity
and catfish growth. Forage species such as bluegill and fathead minnows benefit directly
and indirectly from feeding by producing more forage for largemouth bass. Feeding
increases the productivity of a pond by making it more fertile and nutrient rich. This
helps to grow microscopic plankton that is the food source for newly hatched fish. For
best results, fish should be fed with a floating pellet throughout the warm months of the
year (March-November), when most bluegill and catfish growth occurs. The advantages
of using a floating feed instead of a sinking feed are: (1) the correct amount of feed per
day is easily determined by the amount the fish will eat in about 15 minutes, which is
determined by trial and error. Feeding more than the fish will eat not only is wasteful but
also adds to pond pollution problems, (2) fish can be observed while feeding, which not
only enhances the recreational aspect of observing the fish, but if fish healt h is
threatened (disease or water quality problems), food consumption will decrease. Initially,
a small-sized pellet (1/8") containing at least 35% crude protein should be used so the
newly stocked fingerling-sized fish will be able to consume it easier and grow quicker.
As the fish get larger the smaller-sized pellet can be switched to a larger pellet (1/4")
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containing at least 28% protein. Depending on the type and quality of feed which is fed,
fish will normally consume 2 to 5 percent of body weight per day during normal
growing season. These rates are normally required for consistent fish growth. Properly
fed channel catfish should gain about one pound in weight for each 1.5 pounds of feed
consumed.

Supplemental feeding can be done by hand or with automatic feeders. Feeding
results are best when feeding frequency and times remain consistent. For best results, the
fish should be fed once per day. Early morning or late afternoon is preferable, but the
fish will learn to eat at any time of the day, if the feeding time is the same each day.
During the winter months (when water temperatures are below 50 degrees) fish should
only be fed periodically on warm afternoons because they are cold-blooded and respond
to the temperature of their water environment. If daily feeding visits to the pond are not
possible then automatic feeders are available which can dispense a measured amount of
feed on a regular basis. The feed should always be stored in a cool, dry, secure place to
prevent contamination and consumption by wildlife and rodents.

Feeding Domestic Ducks
The Community Associations of The Woodlands has posted signs about not
feeding the ducks at all community ponds and lakes. Feeding domestic ducks can have
serious consequences, including over-population and spreading of disease (to humans as
well as to other ducks). Feeding also reinforces aggressive behavior in ducks, which can
lead to property damage and danger to children. Ducks have been known to snap at pond
visitors in their attempts to get food. Ponds were intended to be a natural environment to
attract migratory birds. Domestic ducks crowd out the wild ones from ponds and interfere
with the natural scheme of migration and nesting.
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Fish Attractors
Fish attractors can be a successful management practice of creating artificial fish
habitat (structure). Structure in a pond can consist of anything that provides for relief
from the bottom. Structure is particularly necessary when managing for largemouth bass
as it can supply spawning areas and protection for forage fish as well as a place to
concentrate fish making them easier to catch. The most economical and effective fish
attractors are constructed of brush piles, old culverts, cement blocks, bundles of tires or
discarded Christmas trees which are tied or weighted to the bottom. These materials are
easy to obtain and normally do not require heavy equipment for placement. Several
small fish attractors established in a pond are better than just one large one.

Harvest Recommendations
Harvesting is an important management tool utilized to adjust the population
structure of fish species. The right number of largemouth bass harvested is very
important. If too many bass are harvested, eventually fishing may be unproductive and
sunfish may become overabundant and small. Bass may become overcrowded, stunt at
about 10 inches, and sunfish will be big but few in number if enough bass aren’t
harvested. For sport fish, such as largemouth bass, strict catch and release programs
work well. Harvest recommendations to maintain a balanced bass-bluegill population
requires that all largemouth bass 12 to 15 inches in length be returned to the pond. This
means that the harvest removed from the pond will be represented by bass less than 12
inches and greater than 15 inches. By following this "slot limit", the more numerous bass
are thinned sufficiently to reduce competition for available forage. As a result, the
remaining small bass will grow faster. Protecting 12 to 15 inch bass leaves good
spawners and allows for a buildup of many catchable size bass while preventing
overpopulation of small fish. Bass over 15 inches can be kept or released at the
discretion of the angler. It should be noted that excess harvest of a high proportion of the
bass population at one time allows the forage fish to become overabundant and
subsequently suppress bass reproduction.
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Bluegill can be harvested heavily one year after stocking. Channel catfish can be
harvested after they reach edible size. Catchable size catfish should be checked for body
condition. Numerous "skinny" catfish could be an indication of poor body condition
caused by overcrowding (corrected by increased harvest) and/or inadequate food supply
(corrected by increased feeding frequency).

Turtles are common in ponds but normally do little harm to fish populations, yet
their control is sometimes needed if they become a nuisance. An over abundance of
turtles can steal fish baits and eat fish eggs. Trapping can effectively remove turtles from
ponds.

Record Keeping
Accurate catch records should be kept on the number and sizes (lengths) of each
species caught. Record keeping provides an estimate of the size composition and relative
abundance of species over time. Catch records are important for determining future restocking rates and also serve to determine guidelines for harvesting largemouth bass.
Catfish harvest records should be maintained to determine the number of the original
stocking removed. All fish should be measured in a straight line from tip of snout to the
extreme tip of the tail with the fish lying on its side. Measure with the mouth closed and
the tail spread in normal swimming position.

Aquatic Weed Control
If ponds are constructed without extensive shallow water areas and if fertilized
properly each year, aquatic vegetation should not become a problem. Aquatic weeds
may become a problem in ponds, although some aquatic vegetation is necessary for
production of oxygen and to habitat for small aquatic animals. Certain aquatic plants
also offer food and cover (nesting, protection) for a variety of insects and are utilized by
both fish and wildlife.
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The problem with weeds is uncontrolled growth. If too many weeds become
established in a pond, too many small fish survive (overpopulate) and predators
(largemouth bass) become too thin because they are not able to prey on the forage
species. Large growths of weeds also remove nutrients, which reduces algae production
(food). Aquatic vegetation can be a problem in any one of four forms: algae, submerged
plants, floating plants, or emergent plants. Microscopic algae (plankton) are responsible
for the green color in fertile water and are highly beneficial for fish growth and
reproduction. However, microscopic filamentous algae can form a surface scum that is
unsightly and of little use to fish populations. Submerged plants occur under the water
and are rooted. They are commonly referred to as "moss". The most common types of
submerged plants are pondweeds, water milfoil, bladderwort, wild celery, and
waterweed. Floating plants include true floating plants with roots that feed from water
rather that soil and plants which are rooted in soil but have mainly floating leaves. In
addition to the loss of aesthetic and recreational values, pond production is decreased
because of lowered light penetration, resulting in reduced photosynthesis. Some
common true floating plants include duckweed, water meal, and water hyacinths.
Common rooted plants with floating leaves are water lily, American lotus, and water
shield. Emergent plants are those that have the majority of their leaves protruding above
the water surface and are usually found in shallow areas and along the shoreline.
Common emergents include cattails, water smartweed, arrowhead, and bullrush.
Emergent vegetation provides protection for small fish from bass, wading birds and
other predators.

Overabundant plants are often a problem during the summer when warm water and
extended sunlight make growing conditions ideal. Shallow ponds and gradually sloping
shorelines are very susceptible to weed problems. As the water warms in the spring,
sunlight hits the bottom soils and supports plant growth. There are several treatment
options compatible with fish, and wildlife to control aquatic plants in ponds. Effective
treatments vary with the types and species of plants so the first important step is to
identify the pest plant. There are many common aquatic plants in Texas and treatment
alternatives vary with growing conditions. Control methods are not permanent
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solutions. Most aquatic plants die back naturally as temperatures drop in the fall,
however, if conditions for weed growth are good, the plants will return. Aquatic weed
control practices include mechanical, chemical, and biological control techniques.

Pond Enhancement
If properly managed, ponds can provide fishing and recreation and at the same time
provide food and shelter for a variety of wildlife species. The exposed soil around the
ponds and adjacent openings should be established in a protective plant cover. Open
areas can be planted in cereal grains, clovers, wildflowers, and fruit-producing
trees/shrubs. This benefits the fertility of the water and serves to stabilize the bottom to
aid in preventing turbid water. Critical areas should be seeded with grasses and legumes
to stabilize the soil and to reduce erosion and sedimentation, improve plant diversity
and improve wildlife habitat. If these areas are well maintained, prepared with
appropriate soil amendments and properly planted, they can supplement natural diets
and furnish needed habitat diversity on a small scale. The plantings will also add
aesthetic value and prevent growth of weeds. Periodic mowing will prevent the growth
of woody plants where undesirable and helps develop a cover and root system more
resistant to runoff. Inspections of the area will help catch potential erosion problems
before they can pose a threat to water quality.

Artificial nest boxes for wildlife should be erected near the pond and surrounding
area. The boxes can provide nesting and denning habitat for birds, bats, and wild ducks.
Various nest box designs are available upon request. Waterfowl use ponds as breeding,
feeding, and watering places and as resting places during migration. Nesting boxes
placed in the pond can provide artificial nesting cavities for wood ducks. A nesting box
with a predator guard can be erected before hens arrive in February. They can be
maintained each winter there after by cleaning out and replacing with nesting material.
Maximum height for box placement should be 5 feet.
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Pond Safety
Throughout the year, ponds will be used for picnicking, fishing, boating, swimming,
and other recreational purposes, thus there is always a chance of injury or drowning.
Residents and users should be aware of the risk and have with them proper safety
equipment.

Ducks, wading birds, aquatic reptiles and amphibians are a natural part of ponds and
lakes. Different species of snakes will most likely be attracted to the pond throughout the
year. The most effective way to keep snakes out of a pond is to make the area
unattractive to them. Keep the shorelines and banks clean and closely mowed. Keep
shallow water free of plants, brush, or debris in which snakes can hide.

Pond Inspections and Evaluations
In order to maintain a good sports fishing pond, inspections and evaluations should
be conducted bi-yearly. Inspections should include determination of water quality,
evaluation of fish numbers and species, fertilization and liming requirements, aquatic
weed identification and control, erosion control, etc. This information can be used to
prevent problems before they get out of control and also to determine if supplemental restocking is needed to restore balance. Ponds and surrounding area should be inspected,
especially after heavy rains to determine whether they are it is functioning properly or
need minor repairs. Repairing damage immediately usually eliminates the need for more
costly repairs later.

Conclusion and Action List
The Woodlands contains diverse parcels of land in need of micro and large scale
management. The management strategies may be as simple as a hands off approach or as
complicated as individual tree assessment for health and vigor. The purpose of this
document has been to identify the needs and provide general comments as to how the
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needs can be addressed. There are many additional challenges ahead for those
responsible for management of this urban natural resource. Meeting those challenges
will promote an urban forest with its associated resources that is healthier, safer, and
better able to adapt to the increasing pressures of development. This will include
providing the basic components that most community users want from their urban forest.
These include increased property value, enhanced recreational opportunities, aesthetic
contributions, resident safety, and a general sense of "community".

What’s Next
The Integrated Forest Management Plan (IFMP) can be viewed as a fluid
document due to the changes in native ecosystems as well as man made and natural
events in The Woodlands. The forest in The Woodlands will be managed as an uneven
aged stand. Many of the greenbelts and ROSR’s have varying age structures consisting
of species that provide a diversity of trees and wildlife.
Following is a summary assessment of general items that should take priority for
action. While it addresses many previously stated recommendations, it is primarily a list
of first steps. A brief statement of explanation corresponds.

Community Awareness Initiative - Educational contact with individuals and groups
within the community is the cornerstone of all forest improvements. Displays at local
events, discussion and talks with school groups, tours, and nature walks will be some of
the steps that the community awareness initiative should provide. Information to the
public on who to contact, what to look for, where to go for information, why it is
happening, and how it can be controlled are vital to prevent problems which could arise
throughout the community.

Reforestation Inventory Assessment - All opportunities for reforestation should
be inventoried to determine the available acreage, location and priorities. The assessment
should consider species diversity located adjacent to the planting as well as general soil
and ecosystem types. The inventory will become the blueprint for establishing the future
urban forest and what budgetary requirements will be necessary to fund both
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establishment and maintenance. An in-depth forest inventory provides base line data to
help integrate proper forest management practices. Many contracted forestry groups
could provide information such as diameter at breast height (DBH), trees/acre, basal
area/acre, and tree health. This would be based on a universal data sheet (see Table 1.)
provide by The Community Associations of The Woodlands staff. This information
provides an idea to forest managers where potential problems are or could arise. Stand
basal area is the cross-sectional area (in square feet at DBH), and provides an expression
of stand density. Stand basal area is highly correlated with volume and growth of each
stand. Different management decisions are sometimes based on stand basal area
components such as thinning intensity. Trees per acre can provide information on stand
stocking and determine areas that could be candidates for reforestation. Overall tree
health provides an idea on how each stand is performing. The documentation of overall
tree health provides a hazard tree assessment along with the forest inventory. Having a
graduate forester (Table 2.) inventory randomly throughout The Woodlands is a necessity
to proceed with the steps and recommendation of the Integrated Forest Management Plan.

Table 2.
Field Forester

No degree, 5+ years experience

Graduate Forester

Degreed Forester

Certified Forester

Degreed Forester that is certified with
Society of American Foresters (5+ yrs
experience)

Reforestation of Priority Sites - Initial reforestation activities should begin as
early as possible and according to seasonal schedules deemed appropriate for planting of
various trees (bare rooted seedlings, ball and burlap, or container material).
In 2002 there were 2,933 trees removed, and in 2001 there were 2,892 trees
removed.

The Woodlands Operating Company Co. L.P. hands out approximately

10,000 seedlings each year to residents, and The Associations plant approximately 100+
trees.

The integrated forest management plan provides for seedlings to be planted

annually in the fall or winter to offset the removal of hazard trees. The seedlings will be
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ordered from an area nursery and are to be planted by staff and volunteers. Drought
resistant, insecticide treated seedlings will be planted to prevent higher mortality rates in
the first year. The goal of this program is to plant twice as many trees as removed in a
given year. See table 3 for yearly tree removal records for each associations.

Hazard Tree Inventory and Assessment - Hazard trees occur naturally
following normal mortality, drought, insect, and development impact. Where no target
exists, such as isolated forested areas, no action is necessary. The Woodlands contains
many trails, paths, and common areas where dead or dying trees and their associated
canopies present potential damage or injury to life and property. All trees in the hazard
category should be assessed according to priority for removal. Injury potential would be
followed by potential damage to property. An annual budget should be determined based
upon the existing historical data of removals. A schedule should be established to
remove all hazard trees and deadwood within a specified period of time after the
determination that a hazard exists. Hazard trees will be identified by the staff and
removed according to a hazard tree grading chart (Table 4.). The chart will be used by
employees educated in the identification and grading of hazard trees. All hazard trees
that are removed will be documented and a grading sheet will be provided for each tree.
The program will begin as soon as employees are trained in hazard tree identification.
Hazard tree inventories will be done in two different ways, all hazard trees which are
found during the forest inventory are to be documented and that documentation given to
staff for appropriate action to be taken. Staff will also conduct daily inspection and any
hazard tree will be documented and removed. All hazard trees which are removed will
be removed completely from each site.

Pilot Invader Species Control Program - Areas where there are excessive
populations of invader species should be targeted for a pilot program to eradicate the
invader species. This type of a program should involve community awareness and
encompass an area that can be monitored and tracked for effectiveness and practicality.
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Pilot Brush Control Program - The focus of a pilot brush control program will be
two fold. First, it will concentrate on the current "edge effect" phenomenon wherein
extensive exposure to sunlight along streets promotes an impenetrable hedge like effect.
Sections of street right of way should be treated by mechanical removal, hand removal,
and no removal. Various heights should be considered for testing. Where complete
removal is tested, consideration to mulching, landscape cloth, or other ground cover may
be appropriate. Community input should be sought to determine what will be accepted
for The Woodlands. Second, brush control should begin in those poorly accessible
forested areas. This will be a combination of the same methodology as above. The
poorly accessible areas will tie in with reforestation inventory and establishment.

Insect and Disease Monitoring Program - The most logical method of natural
resource protection will be through a systematic and regular monitoring program. It may
be advisable to allow for tight spacing but increase the frequency of individual tree
inspection to head off any potential insect problems. Any sign of insect activity,
particularly Southern Pine Beetles, should be addressed quickly. The use of spring time
sampling traps can give advance warning as to potential beetle activity in the general
area.

Train employees in identification and prevention of insects (Table 5.).

Community awareness is also a key aspect in prevention.

Develop and Integrate Geographic Information System (GIS) into Forest
Management - It is recommended that The Associations develop a GIS system that
integrates all forest management issues including mapping, stand types, inventory data
and information, management practices, needs, and progress of pilot programs. Existing
GIS information and/or conversion of existing files to be geo-referenced can be
integrated with existing infrared digital orthographic photos or acquired multi-spectral
photos to create the base map information. Additional efforts will be necessary to collect
ground data of all sites or utilize remote sensing techniques with ground truthing to
determine the existing stand types. Monitoring and tracking the data over time will also
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help to determine future forestry practices that should
be utilized on other sites and to track natural growth, regeneration, or succession.

Benefits of Uses of GIS
•

Mapping of ROSR’s, park, streets, sewers, electrical, etc.

•

Documentation of Work
§

In- field GPS to document problems and completed work and integrate
with GIS.

Formation of Community Tree Advocacy Groups – Several community organizations
exist, many of which are concerned with the welfare of standing urban forest. Additional
tree advocacy for tree planting and maintenance initiatives can be accomplished through
volunteer groups. There are many statewide and national organizations that could be
emulated. This component ties into the Community Awareness Program.
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GLOSSARY
Age - Mean age of the trees comprising a forest, crop, or stand. In forests, the mean age
of dominant (and sometimes codominant) trees is taken. The plantation age is generally
taken from the year the plantation was begun, without adding the age of the nursery
stock.
Or - Of a tree: the time elapsed since the germination of the seed, or the budding of the
sprout or cutting from which the tree developed.
Age class - One of the intervals, commonly 10 or 20 years, into which the age range of
tree crops is divided for classification or use. Also pertains to the trees included in such
an interval. For example, trees ranging in age from 21 to 40 years fall into a 30-year age
class; 30 designates the midpoint of the 20-year interval from 21 to 40 years.
Bare-root seedling - Tree seedling grown in a nursery bed. When large enough for
transplanting, the seedling is lifted from the nursery bed and the dirt is removed from the
roots before packaging.
Bark beetle - Small, cylindrical beetle of the family Scolytidae, the adult of which bores
into and beneath the bark of various trees for the purpose of egg la ying.
Basal area - Cross sectional area of a tree, in square feet, measured at breast height. Used
as a method of measuring the volume of timber in a given stand
Blow down - Tree or trees felled by wind. Also known as windfall.
Board foot - Unit of measurement represented by a 12- by 12- by 1 - inch board.
Or - Unit of measurement for lumber and saw logs. Refers to a 12- by 12- by 1 - inch
board or a segment of a log that will produce boards with these dimensions.
Browse - Buds, shoots, and leaves of woody plants that can be eaten by livestock or wild
animals.
Or - Feeding on woody plant material.
Buffer strip or buffer zone - Strip of uncut timber left between cutting units or adjacent
to another resource. Also known as a green strip, leave strip, or streamside management
zone.
Or - Strip of land varying in size and shape, preserving or enhancing aesthetic values
around recreation site, and along roads, trails, or water.
Cambium - Layer of living cells between the wood and the innermost bark of a tree.
Each growing season the cambium adds a new layer of cells (by cell division) on the
wood already formed, as well as a layer of inner bark on the cambium's outer face.
Canopy - More or less continuous cover of branches and foliage formed collectively by
adjacent tree crowns.
Cants - Log that is squared on two or more sides.
Chip-n-saw - Registered trade name for a machine that makes small logs into cants
converting part of the outside of the log directly into chips without producing any
sawdust. Cants are then sawn into lumber as part of the same operation.
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Clearcut - All merchantable trees are cut and removed.
Climax forest - Plant community dominated by trees representing the culminating stage
of natural succession for that specific locality and environment.
Climax species - Plant species that will remain essentially unchanged in terms of species
composition for as long as the site remains undisturbed.
Codomination - Trees with crowns forming the upper level of the forest canopy; these
trees receive full light from above but comparatively little from the sides, and their
medium-sized crowns are usually more or less crowded on the sides.
Or - Species in a mixed forest that are equally numerous and vigorous.
Commercial forest land - Forest land capable of producing crops of industrial wood
and not withdrawn from timber utilization by statute or administrative regulation.
Included are areas suitable for growing crops of industrial wood and generally
capable of producing in excess of 25 cubic feet per acre of annual growth.
Commercial thinning - Partial harvesting of a stand of trees for economic gains from the
harvested trees and to accelerate the growth of the trees left standing.
Compaction - See soil compaction.
Competition - Struggle among trees and other vegetation, generally for limited nutrients,
light, and water present on a site. Competition can cause reduced tree growth. Severe
competition in very dense stands may cause stand stagnation.
Compression wood - See reaction wood.
Conk - Visible fruiting body of a wood-destroying fungus, usually indicating rot in the
underlying wood.
Controlled burning - Use of fire to destroy logging debris, reduce buildups of dead and
fallen timber that pose wildfire hazards, control tree diseases, and clear land. Other
functions of a controlled burn include clearing a buffer strip in the path of a wildfire.
Cord - Any timber product delivered to a receiving facility in short-length form, 8 feet,
or less, and intended for use as a raw material in the manufacture of pulp and pulp
products; a cord is approximately 5,200 pounds for pine, 5,400 pounds for soft hardwood,
5,600 pounds for mixed hardwood, and 5,800 pounds for hard hardwood. Provisions do
not apply to pulpwood damaged by insects or other causes, or to timber sold in bulk on
the stump.
Or - Unit of measure of stacked wood that measures 4 by 4 by 8 feet or 128 cubic feet of
wood, bark, and empty space within the stack.
Crown - Upper part of a tree, including the branches and foliage.
Crown cover - Ground area covered by a crown, as delimited by the vertical projection
of its outermost perimeter.
Crown density - Thickness, both spatially (depth) and in closeness of growth
(compactness) of an individual crown as measured by its shade density. Collectively,
crown density should properly be termed canopy density, as distinct from canopy cover.
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Crown height - Vertical distance of a standing tree from ground level to the base of the
crown, measured to the lowest live branch whorl or to the lowest live branc h (excluding
suckers), or to a point halfway between the two.
Cruise - Survey of forest land that includes the location, volume, species, size, and
quality of timber stands.
Or - Estimate obtained in such a survey
Defensible Space - Designated space around a property that is intentionally maintained
so as to be free of any features that would tend to increase the risk of destruction from
wildfire.
Diameter at breast-height (DBH) - Diameter at breast height; diameter measure of a
tree at 4.5 feet above the ground level. Determination of ground level varies regionally; it
may be average ground level or highest ground level.
Diameter classes - Classification of trees based on diameter outside bark measured at
d.b.h. In forest surveys, each diameter class encompasses approximately 2 inches: the 6inch class would include trees 5.0 through 6.9 inches in d.b.h.
Diameter tape - Tape measure specially graduated so that diameter may be read directly
when the tape is placed around a tree stem or log.
Dibble - Spade-like tool used to prepare planting holes for seedlings. Dibbles are most
commonly used in the South but are also used in other areas for planting containerized
seedlings.
Direct seeding - Spreading seeds over the forest seedbed by hand or machine.
Or - Practice used to assist or supplement natural seed fall and to achieve regeneration.
Dominant trees - The most numerous and vigorous species in a mixed forest.
Or - Larger-than-average trees with well-developed crowns extending above the general
canopy level and receiving full light from above and partial light from the side.
Ecosystem - Complex ecological community and environment forming a functional
whole in nature.
Ecotone - A transitional zone between two communities containing the characteristic
species of each.
Engraver beetle - See Ips beetle.
Even-aged - Stand of trees in which there are only small differences in age among the
individual trees.
Even-aged management - Silvicultural system in which the individual trees originate at
about the same time and are removed in one or more harvest cuts, after which a new
stand is established.
Fiber - General term for any long, narrow cell of wood.
Or - Wood volume produced by a tree or trees that can be converted into wood products,
such as lumber, paper, or cardboard. Also known as pulpwood.
Firebrands - Firebrands are small pieces of burning material that separate from a fire due
to convection drafts.
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Firebreak - Space cleared of flammable material to stop and/or check creeping or
running fires.
Or - Any natural or constructed barrier utilized to segregate, stop, and control the spread
of fire or to provide a control line from which to work.
Fire hazard - Condition of fuel on the ground, particularly debris.
Forestation - Establishment of a forest, naturally or artificially, in an area, whether
previously forested or not.
Forestry - Generally, a profession embracing the science, business, and art of creating,
conserving, and managing forest, and forest lands for the continuing use of their
resources, materials, and other forest products.
Forest land - Land at least 16.7 percent stocked by forest trees of any size, or formerly
having such tree cover, and not currently developed for nonforest use.
Forest type - Classification of forest land in terms of potential cubic-foot volume growth
per acre at the culmination of mean annual increment (C.M.A.I.) in fully stocked natural
stands.
Or - Classification of forest land based on the species forming a plurality of live-tree
stocking. Type is determined on the basis of species plurality of all live trees that
contribute to stocking.
Girdle - To encircle a tree with ax cuts or a saw knife to sever the bark and cambium
layer, thus killing the tree.
Growth - Increase in diameter, basal area, height, and volume of individual trees or
stands during a given period of time. Also known as increment.
Grubbing - Removal of stumps from the ground by any of several methods or
combination of methods.
Hardwood - Generally, a deciduous broad- leaved species of trees.
Or - Dicotyledonous trees, usually broad- leaved and deciduous.
Harvesting - Removing merchantable trees (contrasts with cuttings, which remove
immature trees).
Herbicide - Chemical used to kill or retard the growth of plants; weed killer.
Intensive forest management - Utilization of a wide variety of silvicultural practices,
such as planting, thinning, fertilization, harvesting, and genetic improvement, to increase
the capability of the forest to produce fiber.
Intolerant - Tree relatively incapable of developing and growing normally in the shade
of, and in competition with, other trees.
Inventory - See management-volume inventory.
Ips Beetle - Four spined Ips Engraver (Ipsavulsus), Five Spined Ips Engraver (Ips
grandicalis), Six Spined Ips Engraver (Ips calligraphus) - Pine boring beetles usually
active during the warmer drier portion of the year. Pine stands weakened by drought
storm damage, fire, or logging may, however, be attacked by one or more species
throughout the growing season.
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Leave tree - Tree left standing after timber has been felled in a cutting unit.
Management volume -inventory - Computation of pertinent data, such as volume or
basal area and increment and mortality of stands, to assess silvicultural opportunities.
Mature timber - Stand of trees that has attained an age or size that satisfies the primary
economic goal for which it was managed.
Merchantable - Logs exceeding a minimum size and a minimum usable volume that are
suitable for sale.
Multiple-use management - Management of land resources with the objective of
achieving optimum yields of products and services from a given area without impairing
the productive capacity of the site.
Natural regeneration - Renewal of the forest achieved either by natural seeding or from
the vegetative reproduction of plants on the site.
Noncommercial forest land - Unproductive forest land incapable of yielding crops of
industrial wood because of adverse site conditions. Also, productive forest land
withdrawn from commercial timber use through statute or administrative regulation, or
exclusively used for Christmas tree production.
Nonforest land - Land that has never supported forests. Land formerly forested where
forest use is precluded by development for nonforest uses, such as cropland, improved
pasture, residential areas, and city parks.
Old growth - Virgin timber.
Or - Growth in a mature forest.
Overmature -Point at which timber has begun to lessen in commercial value because of
size, age, decay, or other factors. Many trees in a virgin or old growth stand are
overmature and are, in fact, dying of old age.
Overstory - Layer of foliage in a forest canopy including the trees in a timber stand. Tall
mature trees that rise above the shorter immature understory trees.
Overstory removal - Any silvicultural treatment with the desired end result being the
removal of the overstory component from the growing stock of a multistoried stand.
Examples are outright harvest, girdling, and simply felling the overstory.
Overstory trees - Trees that form the uppermost canopy layer in a forest of more than
one story.
Overtopped - See suppressed.
Prescribed burning - Deliberate use of fire under conditions where the area to be burned
is predetermined and the intensity of the fire is controlled.
Pulpwood - Roundwood used as a source of wood fiber in a pulp mill.
Or - Wood cut or prepared primarily for wood pulp and subsequent manufacture into
paper, fiberboard, or other products, depending largely on the species cut and the pulping
process.
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Reaction wood - Wood with distinctive anatomical and physical characteristics, formed
typically in parts of leaning or crooked stems and in branches, that tends to restore the
original position of the branch or stem if this has been disturbed. Also known as tension
wood (in broadleaved trees) and compression wood (in conifers).
Reforestation - Restocking an area with forest trees.
Regeneration - Renewal of a tree crop, either by natural or artificial means.
Or - Young tree crop.
Reserve forest land - Noncommercial forests that are productive but reserved for
recreation or other nontimber uses.
Residuals - Trees remaining after an intermediate or partial cutting of tree crops or
stands. In general, residuals are byproducts of some operation. Also known as waste.
Examples are chips from lumber production and hog fuel from any wood processing
operation.
Residual stand - Trees remaining in an area after the cutting operation has been
completed.
Salvage logging - Cleanup operation, generally with a small crew and light equipment,
that collects merchantable material too small to be handled economically with big
equipment.
Or - Salvaging timber damaged by wind, insect, fire, ice, or other natural causes.
Sapling - Young tree less than 4 inches in d.b.h. The minimum diameter of saplings is
usually, although not always, placed at 2 inches.
Saw logs (sawlogs) - Logs meeting minimum regional standards of diameter, length, and
defect. Logs must be at least 16 feet long, have a minimum diameter outside bark of 10
inches for softwoods and 14 inches for hardwoods, and maximum defect as specified by
regional standards.
Sawtimber - Trees suitable for production of saw logs.
Searifleation - Shallow loosening of the soil surface.
Seedling - Young tree grown from seed, from the time of germination until it reaches
sapling size.
Or - In nursery practices, a young tree that has not been transplanted.
Seed tree - Tree that produces seeds; usually a superior tree left standing at the time of
cutting to produce seeds for reforestation.
Selection cutting - Cutting only a portion of the trees in a stand, usually those marked or
designated by a forester.
Selection system - Uneven-aged silvicultural system in which single or small groups of
trees are periodically selected to be removed from a large area so that age and size classes
of the reproduction are mixed.
Selection thinning - Removal of dominants that have exceeded the diameter limit
prescribed, in favor of smaller trees with good growth form and condition. This will
promote conversion to a selection forest.
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Selective cut - Type of timber harvesting that removes only certain species above a
certain size or value.
Senescence - Natural aging process of the forest.
Shelterwood logging - Method of harvesting timber so that selected trees remain
scattered throughout the tract to provide seeds for regeneration and shelter for seedlings.
Shelterwood system -Even-aged silvicultural system in which a new stand is established
under the protection of a partial canopy of trees. The mature stand is generally removed
in a series of two or more cuts, the last of which is when the new even-aged stand is well
developed.
Silvicultural system - Process of tending, harvesting, and replacing forest trees, which
results in the production of forests with distinct compositions. Systems are classified
according to the method of harvest cutting used for stand reproduction.
Silviculture - Generally, the science and art of cultivating (such as with growing and
tending) forest crops, based on the knowledge of silvics. More explicitly, the theory and
practice of controlling the establishment, composition, constitution, and growth of
forests.
Site index - Measure of forest productivity generally expressed as the height in feet of
dominant and codominant tree species at a specific index age such as 25, 50, or 100
years. Site indexes are normally grouped by site classes.
or - Expression of the growing potential of a specific forest site based on the height of a
free-growing dominant or codominant tree of a representative species in a forest of the
same type at a specified age.
Site class - Classification of forest land in terms of its inherent capacity to grow crops of
industrial wood. Expressed in cubic- foot growth per acre per year.
Site preparation - Removal or deadening of unwanted vegetation prior to planting trees;
includes prescribed burning, use of herbicides, disking, and other mechanical means of
removing vegetative cover.
Softwoods - Botanical grouping of trees that are usually evergreen and have needlelike or
scalelike leaves. Also known as conifers and coniferous trees.
or - Also the wood produced from such trees. The term softwood does not refer to the
hardness of the wood.
Soil compaction - Increased soil density resulting from the packing effect of machines
moving over the soil. Compaction disturbs the soil structure and can cause decreased tree
growth, increased water runoff, and soil erosion.
Southern pine beetle - (Dendroctonus frontals) (SPB) are forest insects that attack the
cambium (inner bark area) of pines and can infest a stand of pine trees in several days to
weeks. They are highly prone to attack trees that are closely spaced or otherwise stressed,
due to physical damage, construction damage, drought or other weather conditions.
Southern pine species - Loblolly (Pinus taeda L.), longleaf ( p. palustris Mill.), pitch ( R
rigida Mill.), pond ( R serotina Michx.), sand ( R clausa [Chapm. ex Engelm.] Vasey ex
Sarg.), shortleaf ( B echinata Mill.), slash ( R elliottii Engeln. var. elliottii), South Florida
slash (R elliottii var. densa Little & Dorman), spruce ( R glabra Wait.), Table Mountain
(R pungens Lamb.), and Virginia ( B virginiana Mill.).
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Species - Group of similar individuals having a number of correlated characteristics and
sharing a common gene pool. The species is the basic unit of taxonomy on which the
binomial system has been established. The scientific name of a plant or animal gives the
genus first and then the species as in Abies (genus) grandis (species). Species is both the
singular and plural form of the word.
Stand - In silviculture and management, a tree community that possesses sufficient
uniformity in composition, constitution, age, spatial arrangement, or condition to be
distinguishable from adjacent communities. This tree community forms a silvicultural or
management entity; for example, a subcompartment. Both natural and artificial crops are
included, and there is no connotation of a particular age.
Stand age - Age of trees of the dominant forest type and stand-size class.
Stand condition - General health of a stand of trees reflected by its development relative
to the site potential. A good stand condition refers to a fully stocked stand that is
producing fiber at a high rate based on specific site conditions such as moisture, soil
quality, and other biological variables.
Stand density - Number of merchantable trees per acre - Quantitative measure of tree
stocking frequently expressed in terms of number of trees, basal area, or volume per unit
area.
Stand improveme nt - Measures such as thinning, release cutting, girdling, weeding, or
poisoning of unwanted trees to improve growing conditions.
Streamside management zone - See buffer strip.
Stocking - Degree of utilization of land by trees. Measured in terms of basal area and/or
the number of trees in a stand compared to the basal area and/or number of trees required
to fully utilize the growth potential of the land. A stocking percent of 100 indicates full
utilization of the site and is equivalent to 80 square feet of basal area per acre in trees 5
inches in d.b.h. and larger. A stocking percent of 100 in a stand of trees less than 5 inches
in d.b.h. would indicate that the present number of trees is sufficient to produce 80 square
feet of basal area per acre when the trees reach 5 inches d.b.h. A stocking percent of over
100% is fully utilizing the site.
Stocking classes –
Fully stocked stands - Stands in which the stocking of trees is from 100 to 133
percent.
Medium stocked stands - Stands in which the stocking of trees is from 60 to 100
percent.
Nonstocked areas - Commercial forest land on which the stocking of trees is less
than 16.7 percent.
Overstocked stands - Stands in which the stocking of trees is 133 percent or
more.
Poorly stocked stands - Stands in which the stocking of trees is from 16.7 to 60
percent.
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Stomates - One of the minute pores in the epidennis of a leaf or stem through which
gases and water vapor pass.
Succession - The gradual and orderly process of ecosystem development brought about
by changes in community composition and the production of a climax characteristic of a
particular geographic region.
Suppressed - One of the four major crown classes, specifically trees with crowns entirely
below the general level of the crown cover receiving no direct light either from above or
from the sides. Also known as overtopped.
Sustained yield - Timber yield that a forest can produce continuously at a given intensity
of management. Sustained yield management therefore implies continuous production
planned to achieve a balance between growth (increment) and harvest at the earliest
practical time.
Tension wood - See reaction wood.
Timber - General term applied to forests and their products.
Timber stand improvement - Intermediate thinning of a forest stand, prior to its
reaching mature rotation age, generally for the purpose of improving growing conditions
or controlling stand composition.
Tree - Woody plant that usually grows to at least 20 feet in height at maturity, typically
having a single trunk with no branches within 3 feet of the ground.
Turpentine beetle - (Dendroctonus terebrans) The largest of the Pine boring beetle
species. They generally attack stressed trees on the lower 8- 10' of the trunk.
Underbrush - Brush under a stand of timber.
Understory - Foliage layer beneath the forest canopy.
Or - Young trees that are growing beneath the tall mature trees in a timber stand.
Uneven-aged management - Silvicultural system in which individual trees originate at
different times and result in a forest with trees of all ages and sizes. Harvest cuts are on
an individual-tree selection basis.
Virgin timber - Timber from an original forest that has not been previously disturbed or
influenced by human activity.
Wetland - Transitional area between dry land and aquatic areas having a high water table
of shallow water.
Or - Land with one of the following three attributes: (1) periodically supports
hydrophytes, (2) substrate is predominately undrained hydric soil, (3) substrate is nonsoil
and saturated or covered with water during part of the growing season each year.
Wildfire - Unplanned fire requiring suppression action. Can be contrasted with a
prescribed fire that burns within prepared lines, enclosing a designated area, under
predetermined conditions.
Windfall - Tree or trees that have been uprooted or broken off by the wind. Also known
as blow down.
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Projected Cost
(5 year planned budget by Association)
Community Awareness Initiative

Brochures and Education Programs ($5000/yr)

Reforestation Inventory Assessment

In-House

Reforestation of Priority Sites
Trees (Options Available)
Seedlings

$75.00/acre

Ball and Burlap

$150.00/tree

Container Grown

$75.00/tree

Irrigation (As needed)

$6,000/acre

Hazard Tree Inventory and Removal Program

$850.00/day

Invader Species Control Program (Contractor Crew Cost)

$770.00/day

Brush Control Program (Contractor Crew Cost)

$770.00/day

Insect Disease and Monitoring Program
Spring Trap Implementation and Monitoring

$1,200/year

Ground Inspections

In House

Develop and Integrate Forest Management into GIS
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Projected Forestry Management Costs for WCA
Four- Year Forecast

Capital Expenses

2003 Budget*

Community Awareness Initiatives
Reforestation Priority Sites
Pilot Invader Species/Brush Control Program
Insect and Disease Monitoring Program
Spring Trap Implementation and Monitoring

$2,500
$20,000
$12,500

2004
$2,500
$40,000
$41,750

2005
$2,500
$71,750
$100,000

2006
$2,500
$25,000
$18,500

2007
$2,500
$30,000
$41,750

n/a

$750

$750

$750

$750

$35,000

$85,000

$175,000

$125,000

$75,000

$180,000

$185,400

$190,962

$196,691

$202,592

Operational Expenses
Hazard Tree Removal (3% yearly increase)

Projected Forestry Management Costs for TWA
Four- Year Forecast

Capital Expenses

2003 Budget*

Community Awareness Initiatives
Reforestation Priority Sites
Pilot Invader Species/Brush Control Program
Insect and Disease Monitoring Program
Spring Trap Implementation and Monitoring

$2,500
$17,500
$10,000

2004
$2,500
$38,500
$38,250

2005
$2,500
$46,750
$50,000

2006
$2,500
$24,500
$72,250

2007
$2,500
$20,000
$56,750

n/a

$750

$750

$750

$750

$30,000

$80,000

$100,000

$100,000

$80,000

$35,000

$36,050

$37,132

$38,245

$39,393

Operational Expenses
Hazard Tree Removal (3% yearly increase)
* Note: 2003 Budget Amounts are included in the 2003 Budget
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Table 1. Universal data sheet for forest inventory throughout The Woodlands.
Village:
Section:
ROSR:
Ecotone:
Forest Type:
Plot Size:

1/10 acre

Species

DBH

Trees/Acre

Basal Area/Acre

Total Tree Height

Total Tree Height

Defects

Hazard Tree
Information:
Species

DBH

176

Overall Tree
Health
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Table 3. Tree removal records for The Woodlands per year and association.
Associations
The Woodlands Community Associations (WCA)
The Woodlands Associations (TWA)
Totals

177

1999
860
138
998

2000
2,273
276
2,549

2001
2,467
425
2,892

2002
2,211
713
2,924
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Table 4. Guide to judging plant condition (from CTLA, 1992.)
Condition
Points

Factors
Roots
Root anchorage

5

No problem

Confined relative to top

4

No apparent problems(s)

Collar soundness

3

Minor problems

Mechanical Injury

2

Major problems

Girdling or Kinked Roots

1

Extreme problems

Sound bark and wood, no cavities

5

No problem

Upright trunk (well tapered)

4

No apparent problems(s)

Mechanical of fire injury

3

Minor problems

Cracks (frost, ect)

2

Major problems

Swollen or sunken areas

1

Extreme problems

__________

Compaction or Water logged roots
Toxic gases and Chemical symptoms
Presence of Insects or Diseases
Trunk
__________

Presence of insects or diseases
Scaffold Branches
Strong Attachments

5

No problem

Smaller diameter than trunk

4

No apparent problems(s)

Vertical branch distribution

3

Minor problems

Free of Included bark

2

Major problems

1

Extreme problems

5

No problem

4

No apparent problems(s)

Well-distribution through canopy

3

Minor problems

Normal appearance of buds (color, shape, and size)

2

Major problems

Presence of weak or dead twigs

1

Extreme problems

Normal appearance (size and color)

5

No problem

Nutrient deficiencies

4

No apparent problems(s)

Herbicide, chemical or pollutant injury

3

Minor problems

Wilted of dead leaves

2

Major problems

Presence of insects or diseases

1

Extreme problems

Free of decay and cavities

__________

Well-pruned, no severe heading back
Well-proportioned
Wound closure
Amount of dead wood or fire injury
Presence of decay, insects or diseases
Smaller Branches and Twigs
Vigor of current shoots, compared to that of
of 3-5 previous years

__________

Presence of insects or diseases
Foliage
__________

__________
Species:

____________________

Total Points
Total
Points

Condition

Rating

23-25

Excellent

90-100

19-22

Good

70-89

15-18

Fair

50-69

11-14

Poor

25-49

05-10

Very Poor

05-24
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Table 5.

GUIDELINE FOR MANAGING PINE PEST (TEXAS FOREST SERVICE 2002)

Pest

Texas Leaf Cutting Ant

Prevention

Direct Control

Inspect for ant colonies before planting; ant colonies are most common in

Apply Volcano®

sandy soils; apply control before planting

For sites logged after June 1, delay planting for 1 year
Pales Weevil and Pitch Eating
Weevil

If planting within 6 months of harvest,
consider purchasing seedling treated
with Pounce®

Pine Tip Moths (Nantucket

Maintain healthy, vigorous growing trees; consider seed tree of shelterwood harvest

Spray high value trees with insecticide

Maintain healthy, vigorous growing trees

Spray high value trees with insecticide

Maintain healthy, vigorous stands using good forest management practices;

such as Orthene
For active, expanding infestations, control
methods

and sub tropical pine tip moth)
Pine sawflies

Southern Pine Beetle

harvest and regenerate mature stands; expect lightening struck trees to be attacked;

include; cut and remove, cut and leave, and

hazard rate stands for susceptibility.

for high value tree treat with insecticide, burn

Maintain healthy, vigorous stands using good forest management practices;

Remove infected trees and treat high value

harvest and regenerate mature stands; expect lightening struck trees to be attacked;

trees with insecticide

Maintain healthy, vigorous stands using good forest management practices;

Treat high value trees with approved insecticide,

avoid damage to residual trees when harvesting; expect lightening struck or

burn infested material.

infested material.
Black Turpentine Beetle

Engraver Beetles (Ipp spp.)

drought stressed trees to be attacked.
Cull rust-infected seedling before planting; avoid planting slash pine; plant rust
Fusisform Rust

Treat seedlings in nursery with approved fungicide

resistant pines in high hazard areas; avoid fertilization and pres cribed burns until
after age 10.

Annosum root disease

Thin forest stands during summer months; delay thinning on high hazard sites

When thinning hazard sites, treat stumps with

(deep sandy soils); conduct controlled burns twice before and once after thinning;

borax(sporax).

plant high hazard sites at a wide spacing to delay thinning.
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Web Resources:
SPB biology, control, and description of verbone control tactics: www.viner.ento.vt.edu
salom/SPBinfodirect/spbinfodirect.html
Wilt diseases of Shade Trees: www.scisoc.org
The Texas Forest Service: www.txforestservice.tamu.edu
Wildland Urban Interface Issues: www.interfacesouth.org
Texas Parks and Wildlife - Endangered Species List:
www.tpwd.state.tx.us/nature/endang/endang.htm#FederalEndangered Federal Emergency
Management Agency: www.usfa.fema.gov/ Environmental Protection Agency - Wetlands
Regulations: www.epa.gov/OWOW/wetiands/regs.htmi
Montgomery County Appraisal District: www.mcad-tx.org
Harris County Appraisal District: www.hcad.org/
Natural Resource Conservation Service: www.nrcs.usda.gov/
U. S. Forest Service: www.fs.fed.us/
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Selected Site Map Reference
Inventory Site Location Map

M-1

High Priority Sites
Major thorough fares in Grogan’s Mill and Panther Creek
Nature Trail
Edgewood Forest
Loggers Hollow
Tamarac Park
Alden Bridge Sports Park
Bear Branch Sports Park
Cochran’s Crossing Path
Chandler Creek
Millbend Common

M – (2-9)
M - (10-11)
M – 12
M – 13
M–8
M – 14
M – 15
M – 16
M – 17
M – 18

Medium Priority Sites
Gosling Road
Camberwell Court/West High Oaks
Woodfarm Common
Alden Bridge Park
Shadowlake Marsh Experience
Indian Springs, Section 01 “P”
Panther Creek, Section 07, “G”
Falconwing Park
Southshore Park
Ridgewood Park

M – 19
M – 20
M – 21
M – 22
M – 23
M – 24
M – 25
M – 26
M–2
M – 27

Randomly Selected Sites
Alden Bridge (VOAB) Sect. 23, “B”
Alden Bridge (VOAB) Sect. 53, “A”
Cochran’s Crossing (VOCC) Sect. 10, “C”
Cochran’s Crossing (VOCC) Sect. 25, “A”
Grogan’s Mill (VOGM) Sect. 28, “G”
Grogan’s Mill (VOGM) Sect. 44, “D”
Indian Springs (VOIS) Sect. 03, “C”
Indian Springs (VOIS) Sect. 08, “G”
Panther Creek (VOPC) Sect. 11, “O”
Panther Creek (VOPC) Sect. 33, “C”

M – 28
M – 29
M – 30
M – 31
M – 32
M – 33
M – 34
M – 35
M – 36
M – 37
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